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Abstract

Following the recent planning debate there has been a tendency to re
evaluate the tradition of European town planning. In this context a
historical study of the Scandinavian planning experience between 19001930 Is not only tim ely but can also reveal a number of Ideologies
surrounding the “city versus suburb" debate of our century.
The firs t part of the study touches on two areas which contributed to
the emergence of Slttesque Scandinavian planning, namely (a) the
economic, political and cultural history of Scandinavia in the 19th
century, and (b) European town planning models around the late 19th
century.
Section (a) focuses on the passage from an agrarian to an Industrial
economy in Scandinavia and outlines the new political role played by
industrial capital and the attendant reevaluation of traditional Ideas. It
also discusses the Importance played by "national” sentiment in the
formulation of the cultural attitudes of each of the Scandinavian
countries. Section (b) presents the gridiron and German scientific
planning models, contrasting them with Sitte’s theory of artistic city
building. Particular attention Is paid to Identifying the primary
categories of physical design of Sltte’s model, as well as, the economic
and Ideological presuppositions on which It was founded and became
operative In Scandinavia.

The second part of the thesis comprises the central body of the
research. It deals with documentation of planning activity between 1900
and 1930 In the major Scandinavian urban centres. This entails data
collection on realised projects, competition entries, planning and
building legislation , urban housing policies, etc.
The discussion that follows reveals the Ideological and politicoeconomic reasons which allowed the Slttesque model to flourish In
Scandinavia between 1900-1930.
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INTRODUCTION

The subject dealt with In this study concerns the history of physical
planning In Scandinavia between 1900 and 1930. It has been chosen for
a number of reasons:
a) research on this period has been very minimal. Not because there
is any lack of historical material, but rather because of the dominant
post-World War II view that the Slttesque proposals espoused by the
Scandinavians during 1900 - 1930 were — In their antl-modemist
rhetoric —rather regressive;
b) today, however, following our disenchantment with modernist
planning Interventions, there Is a tendency to re-evaluate the tradition
of European city planning. In this context a historical study of the
Scandinavian planning experience between 1900 and 1930 is not only
timely but may also reveal a number of characteristically - European
contradictions surrounding the myths and Ideologies of the city versus
the suburb debate of our century.
c) The block, street, plaza, monument, quartler planning strategy of
the Scandinavians during this period contrasts with the antl-clty models
of both the Vi lie Radleuse and the Zellenbau planning. What this work

proposes Is the study of the economic, political and Ideological
framework which In Scandinavia — in contrast to Central Europe —
encouraged the continuation of the 19th-century tradition of city building.
The firs t part of the work reviews certain Important economic,
political and cultural factors which contributed to the development of
Scandinavian town planning in the firs t quarter of the Century and In
particular to the adoption and preference for Sltte’s urban model.
Chapter One deals with the economic and political history of
Scandinavia in the 19th century. In particular it focuses on the
emergence of the four autonomous Scandinavian countries early in the
19th century and their progressive Industrialisation, especially after the
1870s. The transition of Scandinavian economies from agrarian to
industrial Is briefly presented and the peculiarities of each country as
well as the common characteristics of development of a ll four of them
are underlined.
Political developments clearly reflected these changes In the
economic sphere as the fact that liberal forces came to power In all
Scandinavian countries In the early years of the Century, showed. The
Liberal government was accompanied by major parliamentary reforms
and the complete application of Parliamentary Democracy.
Economic growth followed by political awareness - in a period when
emigration to Northern America and political upheaval were forcing
Scandinavians to self-examination — Intensified patriotic feelings and
fostered the Scandinavian countries’ interest to raise a national
consciousness.
Chapter Two discusses the important role played by national
sentiment in the formulation of the cultural strategies of Scandinavian

countries. In particular It examines the formation of National
Romanticism* a movement which simultaneously dominated a il artistic
endeavours around the turn of the Century.
Early twentieth-century Scandinavian nationalism grew out of 19th
century Romanticism and Its cultural nationalist implications* and it
shared the belief that a nation should return to the wellsprlngs of its
own power -- its folk -- and should shape Itself upon Its own soil from
native products. The Impact of early 19th century romantic thinking on
Scandinavian culture and Ideology was Immense, and Chapter Two
discusses It at length. The Romantic categories of 'nature’ and the
'folk* together with the myth of a nation that was both culturally
homogeneous and rooted to the land were the principal ideological
arguments of Scandinavian nationalism, and Scandinavian architects’
preoccupation with the genius loci ideal and folk tradition sprung from
them. In fact the vernacular and medieval revivalist movements that
flourished around the turn of the Century succeeded In giving socio
political licence to national pride.
In this climate of cultural reawakening and patriotic passion the city
aquired a new symbolic role and was seen as the m irror of achievement
for both the ascending bourgeoisie and the emancipated nation.
Sim ilarly* the respect of tradition and native culture advocated by
nationalist ideology promoted the undestandlng of city planning as civic
art.
Chapter Three deals with the town planning issue. It comments
briefly on Scandinavian town planning In the 19th century* underlining
its transformation into a mechanical office task and a schematic
formalism of a gridiron pattern. Then follows a presentation of the two
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most Influential planning models of Northern Europe In the late 19th
century, namely the Wlsssnschaft planning and Camillo Sltte’s model.
Particular consideration is given to C. Sltte’s theory of artistic city
building which Is also formally discussed and anlysed,
Sltte’s understanding of town planning as an artistic endeavour
reflecting the secret laws of community living, fully expressed the
Scandinavians* nationalist cultural aspirations. At the same time the
Sittesque model in Scandinavia had a pragmatic appeal: it offered an
efficient method for the productive organisation of the newly urbanised
centres.
Chapters Four, Five and Six form the core of the study, documenting
town planning activity In Scandinavia from 1900 to 1930. The
documentation entails collection and formal analysis of the major town
planning and housing competitions as well as realised projects in the
major Scandinavian cities. In addition the work of the most influential
architects and town planners of this period (who also happened to be
Sltte’s devoted followers) Is critica lly presented.
In particular, Chapter Four shows that Scandinavians did not choose
Sitte’s model simply for its hlstoriclst associations with the medieval
and picturesque planning. Instead It supports and highlights the central
theme of this study, that Sltte’s model appealed to Scandinavians
because of Its ethical content and Its Interpretation of the city as a
unitary expression of the collective Identity. In other words, it Is shown
that what attracted Scandinavians to Sltte’s theory was the emphasis he
placed on the existential value of space as living space, by reviving the
character of old towns and villages. Such an approach aiming at the
ethical rectitude of a community was formally based on three principal
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design criteria: (1) the creation of spatial enclosures, (ii) their artistic
correlation or compositional arrangement, and (ill) the Individualised
design solution of each case respecting its historical, morphological or
economical p e culia rities. Town planning legislation, building
regulations and housing policies are also Included in the historiographic
documentation of town planning In Scandinavia presented in Chapter
Four.
Chapter Five deals with Ebenezer Howard’s Garden City model, which
was introduced Into Scandinavia at the same time as Sltte’s planning
theory. The Garden City model Is presented at this point because, as
Chapter Five suggests, it was principally adopted and applied in
Scandinavia within the framework and conception of the city as espoused
by Sltte. In particular the importance of Raymond Unwin in propagating
Sltte’s aesthetic principles of city building In his designs for garden
cities and suburbs is stressed.
Chapter Five continues with the presentation and formal analysis of
a number of representative 'garden city’ designs from all four
Scandinavian countries. Furthermore, It draws attention to the extensive
land aquisition and housing programme of the city of Stockholm In the
early years of the Century. This extensive construction of garden suburbs
In municipally owned land presented an Ingenious application of Howard’s
garden city proposal. Another manifestation of the Impact of Howard’s
model In Scandinavia, can be found in Finland. The plan of E liel Saarinen
in 1918 for Helsinki’s "organic decentralisation" was the concrete
application of Howard’s idea of the "Social Cities".
Chapter Six deals with town planning around 1930, when the
influence of Modem Architecture and Functionalism started being fe lt In
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Scandinavia. The advent of the new architectural and town planning Ideas
is traced and some planning projects, significant for their transitional
character, are discussed. Several examples following the Zeilenbau
planning principle are given, in all four Sandlnavian countries,
accompanied by a lis t of housing projects fallowing the typology of the
lamella (open, free-standing) block.
Part Three deals with the economic and political climate around the
1930 Stockholm Exhibition, which formalised the new economic and
Industrial priorities in Scandinavia, that were to lead to the rejection
of the Sittesque model.
The export oriented Scandinavian economies had greatly benefited
from the International economic growth of the 1920s. This meant a
spectacular economic development t ill the early thirties. Furthermore
In Sweden, in particular, the 'Americanisation* of Industry and the
Impetus given to the 'rationalisation* of production had Impressive
results In the Increase of Industrial productivity. The early 1930s found
a ll Scandinavian countries, with Finland lagging somewhat behind, on the
thrednold of a strong economic expansion.
Simultaneously, the political and social strength of the labour
movement had increased a ll over Scandinavia by the beginning of the
1930s. The growth of the pragmatic labour movement was favoured by
lingering paternalism in Scandinavian political and social traditions.
Thus the labour movement’s idea that the state and self-governing local
authorities had to live up to major responsibilities as far as the solution
of the social problems of Industrialism were concerned, never appeared
to be unacceptable in principle.
Except for Finland, the Scandinavian countries elected Social

Democratic regimes between 1929 and 1933. This Piad immediate
consequences for urbanism and housing and was directly related to the
total acceptance of Functionalism in Scandinavia. The emphasis placed
by Functionalist architecture on a more 'socially responsible’ design
programme concurred with the interest of the Social Democrats to
solve the housing question, Furthermore, in the 1928 declaration of the
C-ongres Intematlonaux d’ Architecture Moderne it was openly asserted
that architecture was unavoidably contingent to the broader issues of
politics and economies, and that It would have to depend for its general
level of quality not on craftsmen but on the universal adoption of
rationalised production methods.
The emphasis was now placed on building rather than on architecture,
on the functional rather than the aesthetic. The new egalitarian ideals
characterising Functionalist architecture — which were transparent to
the principles of international socialism - called for equal dwelling
opportunities for every citizen; equal space, sun, a ir and greenery. For
that reason, space -- public and private -- could no longer be conceived
as particularised, closed and aesthetic but. Instead, had to be
understood as standardised, open and functional. Camlllo Sltte's
doctrine of artistic city building was then rendered obsolete.
There are neither didactic comments nor future predictions to
be found in concluding this study. The only message launched is to learn
from our history.
In preparing this thesis I have benefited enormously from the advice
and encouragement of my supervisors, to whom I am greatly Indebted:
Professor Robert Maxwell, under whose guidance the research was
commenced and Professor Newton Watson, who saw It to Its conclusion.
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PREDISPOSING FACTORS
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Chapter One

ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL HISTORY OF SCANDINAVIA
IN THE 19TH CENTURY

i.i
The emergence of the Nordic countries as autonomous nations1
The nineteenth century Is considered the age of capital, of
Industrialisation, the age of liberalism and bourgeois society; a period
of transformation and of dramatic change in all spheres of life: the
beginning of the modem era. For the Nordic countries in particular, the
turn of the nineteenth century was literally a turning point, introducing
the formation of the four autonomous nations of Denmark, Norway,
Sweden and Finland.
During the Napoleonic Wars, Finland - until then regarded as a
province of Sweden — was granted to Russia. Thus in 1809 Finland, in
the form of a self-governing Grand Duchy of the Imperial Russian
crown, emerged for the first time as an autonomous nation. For Sweden
the loss of the Finnish territory was a deep disappointment and gave rise
to political upheaval. The army revolted against King Gustav IV - who
was considered responsible for their war failure - and a constitution
was worked out following Montesquieu’s principle of division of power
and the Enlightenment’s idea of the people’s sovereignty. This awakened
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patriotic sentiment resulted* In 1810, In the accession to the throne of
the French Marshal Bemadotte as King Carl Johan, with the expectation
of regaining Finland under his command. However Sweden In 1812 was
becoming part of the antl-Napoleonlc alliance and King Carl Johan
attacked Denmark Instead of Finland as promised. In 1814 Denmark
was defeated and forced to sign the Peace of Kiel by which Norway which had been under Danish rule since the 15th century - was ceded to
Sweden. So to the Swedes* disillusionment the trophy of this war was
Norway and not Finland as desired.
An autonomous life had already been Initiated in Norway, In 1807,
when the British blockage had resulted in Norway’s isolation from
Denmark and In the formation of a Regency commission for the
administration of the country. The end of Danish rule was particularly
welcomed by the Norwegian commercial bourgeoisie whose vital
economic Interests, particularly In reference to Britain, were hampered
by Danish foreign politics and by her participation In the Napoleonic
alliance. However, this was not the end of the Dark ages, as Norwegian
historians used to refer to the Danish occupation, because It Implied the
annexation of Norway to Sweden by the Treaty of Kiel. Norway refused
to acknowledge the Kiel Treaty and by declaring itself an Independent
state proceeded In the preparation of a constitution during the same
year. Eventually, the pressures of the big powers and the presence of
Swedish troops forced the newly elected constitutional monarch
Christian V III to accept the union with Sweden In the convention of
Moss, of August 1814. The union was destined to live almost for a
century, yet, In practice Norway had already emerged as an Independent
nation by 1814.
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For Denmark the loss of Norway did not mean the end of her war
ventures. On the contrary, for another half a century, t ill 1864, when
she definitely lost the duchies of Schleswig and Holstein to Prussia she
continued to be in a wartime situation.
1.2 Economic developments in Scandinavia during the 19th century2
By the end of the Napoleonic wars, having lost their international
political importance, the Nordic countries found themselves in profound
diplomatic isolation whose effects, however, were also fe lt at the level
of overall economic activity. Dominated by an extended agrarian sector
(including, besides agriculture, fishing and forestry), and with a large
share of population living a subsistence existence, the economy of
Nordic countries was nevertheless affected by foreign developments
through its commercial links with major European countries.
This is not to say, however, that the firs t decades of the 19th
century were, for Nordic countries, an age of economic stagnation.
Overall, and especially after the general agricultural depression of the
1820s, they were marked by a substantial degree of agricultural
expansion sufficient to guarantee a slightly Increasing standard of living,
in the face of an upward demographic trend (Table 1).
Furthermore, during the 1840s, the advent of the ideas of economic
liberalism -- the abolition of the guild system and of the restrictions on
commerce and iron production -- the extension of the areas in
agricultural use and the Introduction of new techniques, as well as the
reach of a substantial degree of monetary stability, provided further
stimulus to development and created the conditions for Increasingly
strong economic ties between Scandinavia and the rest of the world.
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Table 1
Population, national product and product per capita
In the Nordic countries
(average annual percentage rates of change)
Denmark Finland Norway Sweden Nordic
countries
1801/30 population
0,86
0,90
0,87
0,69
0,78
nat.l product
1,06
product p.c.
0,28
1831/60 population
0,98
0,81
1,18
0,97
0,97
nat.l product
1,85
product p.c.
0,88
1861/70 population
1,00
0,13
0,79
0,77
0,76
nat.l product
1,97
product p.c.
1,21
1871/80 population
0,96
1,63
1,01
0,91
1,09
nat.l product
1,49
1,81
1,92
2,49
product p.c.
0,53
0,80
0,91
1,40
1881/90 population
0,94
1,55
0,41
0,47
0,70
nat.l product
2,37
1,64
1,83
2,33
product p.c.
1,43
1,23
1,36
1,63
1891/00 population
1,14
1,06
1,13
0,71
1,02
nat.l product
4,01
2,37
4,18
2,98
product p.c.
2,87
1,24
3,47
1,96
1900/10 population
0,97
nat.l product
2,78
product p.c.
1,81
Sources: Lennart Jflrberg, "itie industrial Revolution In Scandinavia:
1850-1914", In C.M. Clpolla (ed.), The Fontana Economic History of
Europe,(London: Fontana Books, 19/0), Vq1.1V,Chapter 8; rauT
Balroch, "Europe’s Gross National Predict: 1800-1975", Journal of
European Economic History 5 (1976), 273-340.
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Nevertheless, by the mid 19th century, Scandinavian countries still
shared a predominant agrarian structure, although differences emerged
In per capita Income levels. In the light of the most recent empirical
evidence,3 the latter was marginally higher In Denmark (572 US $ In
1870 at 1970 US prices) and Sweden (550 US $) than In Norway (489
US$), reflecting, among other things, the advanced Danish agricultural
sector, with Finland lagging considerably behind (384 US $). In the
same period, product per capita had already reached 972 US $ In United
Kingdom, 627 US $ In France and 535 US $ In Germany.
Around 1B60, however, the picture started to change. Beginning with
the International crisis of 1857, business fluctuations In the rest of the
world were regularly transmitted to Nordic countries which, a few
years later, fully experienced the worldwide expansion of the early
1870s. The International economic boom of the 1870s and the
consequent Increased demand for Scandinavian products Initiated the
Industrial development of these countries.
Sweden, Norway and Finland's Industrial expansion was greatly
influenced by the growth of their export Industry. Overseas trade
already accounted far a large share of these countries* national product
(Table 2) and during this period It Increased even further. All four
countries depended upon a small range of export goods, which were the
chief earners of their foreign currencies: Denmark mainly on
agricultural products, Norway on timber products and shipping
services, Sweden on timber and iron products and, finally,
Finland whose development had started In a later stage, around 1890, on
timber and butter products.
Agricultural productivity rose In all of them; most In Denmark,
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Table 2
Merchandise exports and Imports* shares of national product
in selected Nordic countries
(percentages)
Denmark
1870 export
Import
1880 export
Import
1890 export
Import
1900 export
Import
1910 export
Import
Source: Lemart Jdrbere, "ihe industrial
1850-1914", op.clt.

Norway

Sweden

14,0
15,0
19,0
15,0
14,0
18,0
23,0
19,0
22,0
31,0
21,0
16,0
20,0
22,0
22,0
32,0
21,0
16,0
23,0
22,0
28,0
34,0
18,0
17,0
28,0
23,0
28,0
37,0
Revolution In Scandinavia:

least in Norway, On the other hand, industry took a more active role in
the process of economic development in Sweden and Finland than in
Denmark and Norway. Particularly in Denmark consumer products
dominated industrial production, while the Swedish Industrial sector
was mainly capital goods oriented.
The countries* rapid growth was, therefore, initially due to external
factors in the form of Increased foreign demand. However, around the
1890, the adaptation to the developments of the international markets
coincided with conspicuous changes In the processing and export of
agricultural and Industrial products. At the same time with the general
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broadening of economic activity and the rise In consumption standards,
home demand started to be felt, providing further stimulus to
production.
The positive response of Scandinavia to favourable external events
was made possible by the peculiar supply side condition of those
countries. First, population growth led to an Increasing pool of labour
force able to support for a prolonged period (until the mid 1870s) the
export led growth of the economy and to sustain and Induce, thereafter,
the countries* autonomous process of growth.4 A population growth that
as Bishop Tegner succinctly stated was due to “peace, vaccine, and
potatoes".8 Second, unlike most other European countries, Scandinavia
Invested considerably In human capital (primary education) at quite an
early stage. In Denmark a Royal Commission on education was
appointed es early as In 1789 and, as a result of Its efforts, a law on
public education was passed In 1814.® A similar legislation was passed
In Norway In 1827, while In Sweden and Finland a compulsory school
system was Introduced In 1842 and 1866, respectively. That Is to say
before the onset of the Industrial revolution, primary education had
become compulsory for all children In the four Nordic countries. The
high percentage of literate population facilitated the Introduction of new
techniques and the changeover to Industrial methods, thereby
contributing to economic growth. In addition, a specifically
Scandinavian type of voluntary popular education developed: the folk high
schools. This was a spontaneous movement beginning In Denmark In the
1840s on the Initiative of the clergyman and romantic thinker N.F.S.
Grundtvlg, and It soon spread to the other Nordic countries, with
Finland lagging somewhat behind.7
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Table 3
Population by occupation In the Nordic countries
(percentages)
Denmark

Finland

Norway

Sweden

72,0
agriculture
69,0
55,0
15,0
Industry
26.0
16.0
13,0
services
15,0
19,0
68,0
1880
agriculture
54,0
75,0
17,0
Industry
26.0
7,0
services
15,0
20,0
19,0
62,0
1890
agriculture
51,0
49,0
73,0
industry
22,0
22,0
28,0
8,0
16,0
services
23,0
27,0
19,0
1901
55,0
agriculture
44,0
44,0
68,0
28,0
30,0
26,0
Industry
11,0
17,0
services
26,0
30,0
21,0
49,0
1890
agriculture
36,0
43,0
66,0
32,0
25,0
Industry
28,0
12,0
19,0
services
26,0
32,0
21,0
Sources: Lennart Jflrberg, "The Industrial Revolution In Scandinavia:
1850-1914", op.clt.
1870

In terms of their productive structure, the four countries provide
rather different pictures of the process of economic growth (Tables 3
and 4). Denmark’s economic development was not deeply marked by the
growth of her Industries. Agriculture and services played, on the other
hand, a much more crucial role. The lack of an Industrial export sector
was to some extent compensated for by the “Industrialisation" of
agriculture, whose role In developing the Danish economy can be
compared to that of Industry In Sweden, shipping In Norway and timber
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Table 4
National product by sector of origin
In selected Nordic countries
(percentages)
Denmark
1810
1840
i860

Finland

Sweden

agriculture
industry
services
agriculture
Industry
services
agriculture
industry

40,0
14,0
46,0
41,0
15,0
44,0
39,0
22,0

c o ru tP D C

iQ

1870

I)

agriculture
48,0
45,0
39,0
industry
n
18,0
19,0
services
‘
37,0
42,0
1880
agriculture
43,0
35,0
36,0
Industry
n
22,0
22,0
services
‘
43,0
42,0
1890
agriculture
35,0
32,0
32,0
Industry
n
24,0
22,0
services
*
44,G
46,0
1900
agriculture
29,0
25,0
28,0
industry
n
28,0
27,0
services
*
47,0
45,0
1910
apiculture
30,0
24,0
25,0
industry
ln n
26,0
33,0
services
‘
50,0
42,0
Sources: Lennart Jttrberg, "The Industrial Revolution In Scandinavia:
1850-1914", op.clt. for 1870 onward; Glle Krantz, "New Estimates of
Swedish Historical GDP Since the Beginning of the Nineteenth Century",
Review of Income and Wealth (1988), pp.165-181.
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production in Finland. Through increased specialisation and extensive
restructuring agricultural production assumed an industrial scale and
exports of agricultural products became the chief earners of foreign
currency. Production was able to rise sharply on the basis of a fairly
stationary agricultural population. As early as 1870 exports of meat
products outstripped grain exports and a greater specialisation in meat
and dairy products was further facilitated by the growth of the Danish
co-operative movement.* In addition to co-operative dairies and
slaughter houses the farmers set up co-operative societies - to
purchase raw materials and to market their finished products —as well
as export associations. The success of the co-operative movement was
partly due to the folk high school education. Started in the 1840s, by
N.F.S. Grundtvlg, these folk schools came to exert a widespread
influence on fanners, strengthening their self-awareness and political
Influence as a class: in 1880, a folk high school existed in almost
every parish in Denmark.
Denmark’s industries, on the other hand, developed mainly in order to
supply a growing home market. Immediately before the First World
War about 70% of all industrial products consumed in Denmark were
being manufactured within the country. Another characteristic trait is
the great importance which crafts continued to enjoy alongside industry - yet another indication of the predominance of the home market.
Even as late as 1910 Denmark’s agriculture was more Important to
her economy, measured In terms of her total product, than Norway's or
Sweden’s were to theirs. Actually, in the last two countries the
industrial segment of the GNP had already overtaken the agricultural by
about 1900.
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Sweden’s Industrial development9 was swifter than in any other
Scandinavian country encouraged by foreign demand and dominated by
the iron, steel, mining, and timber products industries. By the turn of
the century, however, the composition of exports went through major
changes. The paper and pulp Industry outsrlpped that of timber products
and the new raw material, iron ore, together with engineering exports —
whose industry was based In many cases on Swedish inventions expanded fastest.
S till, around 1910, the agricultural population constituted about half
the population. This share was larger in Sweden than In Denmark and
Norway, since Sweden’s tertiary sector represented a smaller share
than it did in Denmark and Norway (Table 3).
In Norway, export of services - shipping services - was the chief
earner of foreign currency. Without income from shipping the expansion
of the Norwegian economy would have been severely hampered. Such
income was derived mainly from freight trade which had grown up in
connection with the export of timber products.
A characteristic trait of the mid-19th century Norwegian economy
was the very poor contact and bad communications between the various
regions within the country, making it easier to import goods from
abroad than to send them from one part of Norway to another. The result
was an uneven development between countryside and urban areas. Towns
benefited from Increasing trade and rising income from freight, while
the countryside remained more or less unaffected, having to be selfsufficient. This discrepancy was also reflected In the politics of the
period and In the contrast between the bourgeois — merchants and
bureaucrats - town dwellers and the agricultural population of the
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countryside. The language problem, which w ill be later discussed, was
another manifestation of the same economic conflict.
Norway’s agriculture contlbuted almost nothing to her economic
development, unlike her neighbours. However, her traditional export
branches related to agriculture, namely fishery and forestry, played an
Important role in the process of economic growth and along with
shipping were the main earners of foreign currency. Industry, on the
other hand, was of lesser Importance as an employer of labour than
shipping or fisheries. However, the Introduction of hydroelectric power,
around the turn of the century, followed by a wave of Investment of
foreign capital which concentrated on four export-orientated sectors,
namely: chemical pulp and paper, electricity and mining, gave a strong
Industrial Impetus to the country’s development. At the same time the
modernisation of the transportation system and the reduced
selfsufficiency of agriculture, ever more concentrating on dairy
products, broke down the mid-19th century “enclave" economy and led to
the Integration of Norwegian society, before the First World War.
Of the Scandinavian countries, Finland was the most completely
agrarian. As late as 1910, 66% of her population depended ipon
agriculture, and only 12% upon industry and 5% on commerce and
transportation. In fact there was no change In the structure of Finnish
economy before 1914, and the rather precarious situation of the
population In the countryside, where the unpropertled labourers
dominated, became acute during the First World War. In 191B the clash
between social classes with entirely different economic and social
attitudes was to be reflected In the Finnish Civil War.
The industrialisation of Finland must be seen against the background
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of that country’s utterly agrarian structure In the mid-19th century, In
connection with her political attachment and economic dependence upon
Russia and finally In reference to her great forests, which came to play
the same role In Finnish economy as agriculture was playing In the
Danish -- particularly since the forestry companies owned only a small
share of the acreage and the peasants were the chief beneficiaries.
Finland’s industrial expansion was extremely dependent upon export
developments. Timber trade taking advantage of the international boom
conditions of 1870s became the chief earner of foreign currency.
During the 1870s the share of timber products and of the output of the
pulp and paper industry was 47% of the value of total exports and had
risen by 1910-14 to more than 70%.
Summing up, it is Important to underline once more that the
economic development of Scandinavian countries until the First World
War was Initially led by a growing foreign demand In a period of
International economic progress, which, with Denmark’s exception —
where the "Industrialisation" of agriculture compensated for the lack of
Industry - Influenced substantially the countries* Industrial structure.
During the period 1870-1910 export volume was tripled In all four
Nordic countries. It was only by about the 1890s, that the process of
economic growth started to be self-sustained and mainly based on a
fastly growing demand for capital goods. At the same time an
equivalent development of consumer goods Industries, mainly situated In
the towns, gave rise to a big urbanisation movement (Tables 5 and 6).
Industrialisation led to rapid urbanisation In Denmark, while Finnish
Norwegian and Swedish Industries remained more decentralised
Influenced by the historic pattern of the bruk (Industrial village) and the
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Table 5
Annual population growth In the Scandinavian countries
(percentages)

1801-20
1821-30
1831-40
1841-50
1851-60
1861-70
1871-80
1881-90
1891-1900

Denmark

Finland

8,2
9,3
7,3
9,9
12,3
10,0
9,6
9,4
11*4

6,8
13,3
5,2
12,5
6,5
1,3
16,3
15,5
10,6

Norway
5,7
14,7
9,7
11,7
14,0
7,9
10,1
4,1
11,3

Sweden
4,8
11,2
8,4
10,4
10,3
7,7
9,1
4,7
7,1

Source: Lennart Jflrberg, “The Industrial Revolution In Scandinavia,
1850-1914" op.clt.

Table 6
Degree of urbanisation In the Scandinavian countries
(percentages)

1860
1880
1890
1900
1910

Denmark

Finland

Norway

Sweden

23
28
33
38
40

6
B
10
13
15

15
20
24
28
29

11
15
19
22
25

Source: Lennart Jorberg, "The Industrial Revolution In Scandinavia,
1850-1914“ op.clt*
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scattered location of natural resources - such as timber, ores and
waterfalls. With the advent of the 20th century, however, the
development of consumer goods Industries and the expansion of the
tertiary sector fostered Internal migration to the cities in all four
Nordic countries.10
The formation of agrarian cooperatives and of Industrial houses of
metalworks, glassworks, fabric works, the Industrialisation of timber
and Iron ore products, as well as the formation of match companies, of
wine and spirits distilleries etc, led as a consequence to a new balance
of economic power. The 19th century oligarchies of landed aristocracy,
the artisan families and small manufactorers thus took on new roles In
Scandinavian urban centres.
1.3 Political developments in Scandinavia during the 19th century11
Political developments closely followed economic ones. The period
1890-1910 is characterised by the political clash between
conservatives and liberals and by the latter's affirmation In power. In
their struggle against the old conservative, aristocratic or bureaucratic
regime supported by the monarchic rule, the emerging economic interest
groups of either the liberal peasantry - as In the case of Denmark - or
of the liberal bourgeois Industrialists - as In the case of Sweden sought to affirm their power through representative, democratic and
parliamentary governments.
Bicameral parliament was Introduced Into Norway and Denmark by
these countries* democratic constitutions as early as 1814 and 1849
respectively; and Into Sweden In 1866 through the reform of the Four
Estates system. In practice, however, the old landed aristocracy or
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official class enjoying royal support continued to rule maintaining the
power of the Upper House. Both the constitutions of Norway and
Denmark and the Swedish political reform of 1866 were the outcome of
pressures by the liberal groups. These pressures, however, were
primarily based on politico-ideological disputes and lacked a firm
economic Interest. So parliamentary reforms were not generally put
into practice until the turn of the century, when the liberals emerged as
the potential economic power.
In Sweden the reform of the Four Estates system, In 1866, changed
the situation in many respects. However, it was not until half a century
later that the pressure of new social and economic forces, reflected in
political parties espousing the Interests of the new classes in the
emerging Industrial society, led to a final recognition of the
parliamentary principle of government.
In fact, much of the period between 1866 and 1921 could be called
the Liberal Era In Sweden. During the first part of the period, between
1866 and 1900, it was the economic ideas of liberalism which
prevailed. From 1900 to 1921, however, the economic aspect receded
in importance, and emphasis passed Instead to the political goals of
liberalism, i.e., parliamentary government and equal suffrage.
Liberalism played the pivotal role in the creation of the modem Swedish
political system. By the early 1900s the conservatives were committed
to a rear-guard action aimed at defending the traditional oligarchy.
The formation of the liberal party in 1900, Its access to power In
1905-6 and Its consequent struggles for parliamentary democracy and
universal suffrage (1907-9 and 1918-21), put an end to the king’s power
to appoint ministers and established representative parliamentary
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government.12
In Denmark the firs t step towards representative government13 was
taken In 1834 with the creation of regional consultative assemblies In
the duchies of Schleswig and Holstein, on the Initiative of liberals.
Furthermore, In 1849, in view of the growing threat from the German
unity movement and In order to mobilise the masses, the king yielded to
the pressure of the liberals and conceded a democratic constitution.
Thus, constitutional government and bicameral parliament were
introduced. However, the next step of Danish national liberals to create
an elective body, representing both Denmark and the duchies, led to a
violent German reaction, culminating in the 1864 war that deprived
Denmark of the duchies of Schleswig and Holstein. The external defeat
of the national liberals weakened their domestic support and eroded
their constitutional reforms. A conservative reaction set In and for
more than thirty years conservative ministers held office, supported by
the king and the Upper Chamber. In 1901 the Venstre (Left) partyrepresenting exclusively agrarian Interests -- came to power. Its
victory Introduced the practice of parliamentary government and the end
of the autocratic rule of the king and nobility. Finally, In 1915, an
agreement was reached between the parties In the Rlgsdag (Parliament)
on a new and more democratic constitution, which took effect in 1918.
In Norway the agrarian opposition started as early as 1833, but it
was only In 1860 that the Association of Peasants’ Friends took form.14
Since that year peasants together with the urban liberals came to be
represented in Parliament as a strong radical and solidly organised
opposition party. In 1884 they formed the firs t liberal ministry, which
Implied the transfer of power from government to Parliament. In 1898

they Introduced universal suffrage for men - extended also to women In
1913 — thus consolidating parliamentary democracy.
In Finland the representative system, based on the four estates, was
part of the constitutional pattern inherited from Sweden, The presence
of the liberals was strongly felt also there.15 However, by the 1880s
liberalism lost its Impetus, as internal politics became exclusively
concerned with the language issue and the struggle of "Svecomania"
against ,,Femomania,,.1#
Parliamentary reform had become a major issue in Finland by the
turn of the century. Then industrialisation was In full progress. The new
working class was striving for a democratisation of the representation
from which it had so far been totally excluded. In 1905, revolutionary
unrest in Russia and military defeat created a favourable climate for
extracting constitutional concessions, both in Russia and in Finland.
Thus, in 1906, the parliamentary reform Initiated by national liberals
disbanded the outmoded Estates and Introduced a unicameral parliament
and universal suffrage, making Finland the first country in Europe to
admit women to the polls.
Around the turn of the century, while the internal political scene of
Scandinavian countries was dominated by the attempts of the ascending
liberal bourgeoisie to institutionalise Its power, on the international
scene the disputes between Norway and Sweden with reference to their
Union and the oppressive Russian rule in Finland resulted in the
reawakening of nationalist sentiments.
Norway’s Union with Sweden, dating back to 1814, had never really
been welcomed by Norwegians. The conflicts initiated as early as 1854
on a dispute for the appointment of a Swedish Governor as president of
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Norwegian government. Thereafter the prevalent political topic became
Norway’s demand for equal status In the Union. However, it was only
around the 1890s, under the Influence of organisations of the nationalist
liberal-democratic middle strata with regard to economic and political
developments,17 that this confrontation took on the character of a mass
nationalist movement, resulting In the Union’s dissolution in 1905 and
Norway’s declaration of Independence.
In Finland, on the other hand, the Intense russlfication period
introduced In 1890s by the new Russian Governor -- and further
aggravated by the February Manifesto In 1899 -- accentuated political
awareness and fostered the demand for national independence.18
Similarly, Sweden’s attempt to Invigorate national pride against
Norway’s demands for seccesslon and mass emigration to the U.S.19 —
considered as the nation’s blood-letting -- resulted in a mass nationalist
movement. The ascending Swedish and Danish bourgeoisie, aiming to
overrule monarchy, shared with Finland and Norway the same interest
in raising a national consciousness and Invigorating patriotic feelings in
order to mobilise the masses.
These nationalist movements, together with the Danish one —
attempting, between 1848 and 1866, to embrace all members of its
nation together with the duchies of Schleswig and Holstein against the
oppressive Prussian government -- had a common characteristic. Their
ideological argument for nationalism rested neither on historic or
ethnic criteria or on cultural ones, conceived as "high culture"; but on
oral culture, the customs and way of life of their "folk11.20
Scandinavia’s early twentieth century nationalism had grown out of
19th century Romanticism and Its cultural nationalist Implications, and

shared with It the belief that a nation should return to the wellsprlngs of
Its own power — Its folk - and should shape itself upon Its own soil*
from native products.
This Is why we have to understand the Impact that 19th century
Romanticism had on Scandinavian culture and ideology.
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Chapter Two

CULTURAL HISTORY OF SCANDINAVIA IN THE 19TH CENTURY

2.1

The Impact of the German Romantic movement In Scandinavia; Its

cultural nationalist Implications1
The economic stagnation2 and political lethargy that followed the
Napoleonic wars in Scandinavia coincided with an unprecedented cultural
reawakening and an amasing flourishing of the arts. This absolutely new
fact did not characterise only Scandinavia but all European countries.
However, It was particularly strong In countries where the development
of a national oosclousness was taking place.3
For countries like Finland - that emerged as an autonomous entity
only In 1809, under the Russian rule — and Norway - that re-emerged
as a nation after three hundred years of Danish rule - the need to
discover and reaffirm their national identity was of vital importance.
With their economies destroyed after the Napoleonic wars and still
lacking political Independence, these countries tried to affirm their
national rootedness and historic continuity on the basis of their folk
culture - following the teachings of the German Romantic movement.
Against Enlightenment’s cultural cosmopolitanism, universality and
uniformity, Romanticism Introduced cultural national Individuality as
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the only natural-evolutionary process for progress. A nation, according
to the late 18th century romantics (Herder,4 In particular) had a
mission: to develop Its national Individuality by collecting and promoting
Its folklore culture, by Improving the national flne-arts and by
cherishing its national language. Culture, therefore, was understood as
the way of life, the customs and oral traditions of the people of a
nation: the folk heritage.
In the predominantly rural societies of 19th century Norway and
Finland the Influence that these folklorlstlc and nationalistic aspects of
German romanticism exercised is understandable. For these countries,
"the people" — In practice the peasants - became a revolutionary
concept, while the publication of the first dictionary or grammar of
their living languages or a collection of popular songs was a political
event, a first declaration of independence.8
Sweden and Denmark were also more Interested in the cultural
nationalist Implications of German romantic criticism than In Its
dialectical position. Sweden had had late In the 18th century a brilliant
exponent of Herder’s position In Thomas Thorild and In the early 19th
century a Schellinglan kind of mystical romanticism triumphed there
with Atterbom and his group; while Denmark’s most prominent critic,
Jean-Louis Heiberg, was a Hegelian.* It was, however, on the whole, the
folklorlstic and nationalist aspects of German romanticism which had a
powerful Impact on these countries’ cultural development, since they
were both interested In raising a national consciousness In order to
Invigorate patriotic feelings and national pride after their decline as
Great Powers.
Thus, In their attempt to reawaken national consciousness, following
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the teaching? of German romanticism, Scandinavian educated elites
embarked on a revival of national cultures by collecting, recovering and
aqulrlng pride In folk heritage. Similarly their artistic endeavours
- particularly literature and music - found Inspiration In the folk oral
traditions: In legends, epics, ballads and songs; while their work
recaptured and exhorted the mythological virtues of legendary heroes,
the mystical beauties of Scandinavian nature, or traditional peasant
values.
It Is not pure chance then, that In the Scandinavian countries, the
birth or rebirth of a culture and of a national literature coincided with
- and was even the first manifestation of - the affirmation of the
cultural supremacy of the vernacular and of the people of the nation, In
contrast to a cosmopolitan, aristocratic culture which often adopted a
foreign language. It Is only natural that such nationalism should have
found Its most obvious expression In literature and music, because both
had a vast audience and, what’s more, had the possibility to seek
inspiration In the rich creative heritage of the people of the nation; that
Is their language and popular songs.7
2.2 Early 19th century Scandinavian Romanticism
Around the turn of 19th century and for more than a decade,
Copenhagen, was the centre of Nordic literary tendencies. It was from
there that the German Romantic movement was propagated to the north,
to the other Scandinavian countries, as the consciousness of a new epoch.
Adam Oehlenschlager as a poet Inspired by the dream of a GermanNordlc renaissance and Bertel Thorwaldsen as an artist nurtured by the
classical Greek-Roman experience but "with the diffused northern light
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always present In his souT',* were the protagonists of this first Danish
romanticism.
OehlenschlSger, In his poetry of a rich and musical vein* brought
back to life the ancient world of legend and of national Gagas and
lyrically Interpreted the soul of his people. He appropriately became
Denmark’s national poet. Around him were gathered B.S. Ingemam the
romancier of medieval Denmark, J.C. Hauch the novelist and poet of a
lyricism similar to that of Novalls, and later on, H.C. Andersen the poet
and famous fairy-tale writer. However, the most Important figure next
to OehlenschlSger was N.F.S. Grundtvlg: the translator of ancient
history studies (like Edda of Snorre Sturleson and Cronlcle of Saxo
Gramatlcus), the renovator and Interpreter of ancient mythology, the
historian, poet and orator, the religious and social reformer, the soul
of "Scandlnavlanlsm"9 - the movement aspiring to Scandinavia’s
political unification — and finally, the passionate animator of nationalist
sentiment and the creator of a school of thought that overwhelmed the
Nordic countries In the 1850s. But above all Grundtvlg was to be
remembered as a national educator. He fought and criticised the dead
culture produced by the academic schools of the aristocracy. He
promoted Instead the Idea of skolen for llvet (schools for the life).
These folk high schools exercised a profound Influence on the Danish
rural population and their effect on the agricultural co-operative
movement was quite considerable. They were designed to develop
responsible Individuals In a free society and to give their participants a
high technical qualification and a general culture, which was "national11
in context and "popular" In method.
In Sweden around 1810 two main tendencies emerged within the
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general romantic spirit. The first movement was called "Phosphorlsm"
after the name of Its journal. Its leading exponent was Per Daniel
Amadeus Atterbom, poet and professor of philosophy and aesthetics, at
the university of Uppsala. A follower of SchlegePs romantic doctrines
and Schelllng’s philosophy, he aspired to the regeneration of national
literature. His Svenska slare och skalder
(1841-55), a series of
biographies of Swedish poets and scholars, forms an excellent history
of Swedish literature; while his poems F3gel blS (1814) and
Lycksallghetens o (1824-27) drew their themes from folk literature.
Among the members of the artistic society Aurora League, founded
In 1807 by Atterbom, were the well known "Phosphorlsts" L.
HammarskJBld, V.F. Palmblad, P. ElgstrOm, S.J. Hedbom and
Dahlgren. Similarly to Atterbom they were exponents of an aestheticmystical romanticism - recalling Schlegel and Novalls - based on
extreme subjectivity and complete abandonment to Imagination.
In parallel but Independently of "Phosphorlsm, a "Gothic Society" was
founded In 1811 by Erik Gustav Geljer and dedicated to the revival of
Swedish medieval virtues. The Society’s journal was Ickna. The
Gothlclsts devoted all their efforts and enthusiasm to revive the ancient
Nordic world and spirit In their studies and poetry. Erik Geljer and
A.A. Afzellus’ collection of folk Swedish ballads (Svenska folkvlsor) In
181416, as well as Geljer’s famous patriotic poems (The Viking or
The Free Peasant) and his Svenska Folkets Hlstorle published In
183236, or the poet’s P.H. Ling famous Swedish gymnastic system,10
manifest the Gothlclsts’ aspiration to a moral, aesthetic and
pedagogical national regeneration.
The first collection of Swedish ballads by Geljer and Afzellus
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aroused great interest In literary circles and was soon followed by a
series of other collections. In 1834-42 A.J. Arwldsson published the
Svenska fomsanger (ancient Swedish songs), thus giving Grundtvlg the
idea of publishing his famous Danmarks gamle Folkevlser (ancient
(Danish folk ballads). Around 1840 G.O. Hylteh-Cavallius, Sweden’s
most famous collector of folklore material, started to assemble a
variety of folk traditions. Among others In 1844-49 he published, in
collaboration with the English scholar G. Stephens, the Svenska
folksagor och afventyr (Swedish folktales and adventures). Finally,
another important collector of folk material was the Society for the
study of Swedish dialects attached to the universities of Uppsala and
Lund. In Denmark the pioneering work was done by Rasmus Nyerup, who
published a collection of Danish ballads in 1815, and by Thiele, who
almost simultaneously published a fairly good collection of folk tales;
but it was Grundtvlg’s son, Svend Grundtvlg, who published the
monumental collection of Danish folk ballads (1853-1883, 5 Vols).
Another Important figure of Swedish letters was Isaias Tegner. Heir
to the humanistic tradition, Tegner, aimed at reviving the "living
classicism" of Goethe and Schiller and strongly opposed and criticised
the ultra-mystical and theasophlcal speculations of the "Phosphorists".
However, the imprint of his work was clearly national, as can be
seen In his patriotic poems like Svea - aiming to invigorate nationalist
feelings during the Napoleonic wars — or his famous Frithjofs saga
inspired by the ancient Nordic legends.
Until 1830 Norway had almost no literary life worthy of the name.
Prior to the founding of the Royal Frederlk University in Oslo (1811)
the Intellectual life of Norway was dominated almost entirely by
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Copenhagen. In the 1830s, however, the animated discussion between
Wergeland and Welhaven — similar to the debate between Atterbom and
Tegper In Sweden - gave new Impetus to Norway’s literary life and
consolidated the Influence of the romantic movement.
Henrik Arnold Wergeland was a "romantic of the Instinct”: advocator
of the folk spirit and of national rebirth, In favour of individual
creativity, of national sentiment, of democratic Ideas, of the
intellectual and political advancement of the peasant masses. He was, In
short, a champion of Norwegian nationalism. On the other hand, Johan
Sebastian Welhaven was a romantic of the clear spirit, Interpreter of
the critical mind and the classical taste. He demanded precision of
thought in touch with reality, measure and balance. The discussion
between Wergeland and Welhaven divided Norwegian Intellectuals Into
two camps; however, since both the goal and the faith were shared, It all
ended around 1840 In one feverish nationalist activity: that of the
recovery and study of folk traditions.
In 1841 Peter Christian Asbjdrnsen and Jforgen Moe published Norsk
folke eventyr, a collection of folk legends and tales (followed by three
more volumes In 1842-44), considered by Jacob Grimm the best In the
world. Moe, moreover, started to assemble folk songs and music. His
Initiative was later continued, on a larger scale, by the religious poet
M.B. Landstad and by L.M. Llndemarm who collected folk melodies.
The famous historian and poet Andreas Munch published his monumental
work Pet Norske Folks Hlstorle In eight volumes (1851-1863), while
Ch. Lange Initiated the publication of the Dlplomatarlum Norveglcum.
The effect of this body of work upon Norwegian national consciousness
was tremendous, for In these vivid anecdotes the people discovered
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their own Identity and the rural population could proudly claim them as
Its own. Finally, Ivar Aasen, a brilliant linguist, rediscovered and
formalised the Landsmll (Language of the Land) using the ancient
Norwegian language and living peasant dialects as a basis for his
studies. He prepared a grammar (1848) and a dictionary (1850) for this
literary language which was purely Norwegian, unlike the official
language Rlksm&l (Language of the State-Realm), which was of Danish
origin. Thus, Aasen demonstrated the existence of a national tongue with
its roots In the language of the forefathers and established the
possibility of a complete emancipation from the Danish.
Henrik Gabriel Porthan (1729-1809), a typical exponent of the
humanism of Herder and Goethe, was the forunner of the Finnish national
romantic movement of the 19th century and a strong advocate of the
Finnish cultural rebirth. The Intellectual life of Finland, during the
years 1770-1810, was centered around his variegated personality and
the Turku university where he was teaching.
Porthan was a scholar, a historian and In a scholarly spirit he
collected, published and studied folk poetry. In this respect he was the
first literary historian In Finland and perhaps one of the first in the
world, and was therefore correctly considered the father of Finnish
history. Among his works, De Poesl Fennlca, in 1766-78, was the first
modem scholarly work on Finnish folklore. Porthan*s life-work
embraced the essential elements of patriotism and cultural nationalism.
His national motivation, however, was neither religious nor political,
but simply cultural. It was based on the belief that a nation has a
national character and national spirit, an Individuality which appears
particularly in the national language, folk poetry and national literature
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In general. Porthan was, to sum up, a central figure In Finland’s
national cultural reawakening.
Faithful to Herder’s cultural nationalist Ideal, Porthan, took active
steps to encourage the people of Finland to think of themselves first and
foremost as Finns. Through his research Into Finnish history, language
and folklore, and his work as professor at the university of Turku, he
educated a generation of Finland’s intellectual leaders to a real
understanding of their country, Its needs and Its future.
Tills was the generation, the 1810s, of the literary group referred to
as the Turku Romantics. Influenced by Porthan’s cultural nationalism
and by their contemporary Swedish grotp of romantic writers, the
"Phosphorists", they were the firs t Finnish nationalists to advocate the
official use of the Finnish language.
Finland’s occupation by Russia in 1809 and its consequent separation
from Sweden -- after such a long union, which had defined Finland
spiritually and socially as a Scandinavian country -- had Introduced a
totally new political reality In Finland. Within this new political context
the young radicals of the Turku Romantic group realised that "they were
not Swedes, they could not become Russians, so they had to be Finns".12
In this respect they argued that Finnish should be the language of law,
administration, education and of all spiritual life. Their programme was
too advanced for Its time. Only after i860, when the Russian emperor
Alexander II liberalised his rule, Finnish was recognised as one of the
official languages of Finland.
This first expression of 19th century "Fennomanla" gave the initial
impetus to the rise of a national consciousness. After 1830 and with the
transfer of the University In Helsinki - due to the devastating fire of
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Turku In 1827 - the phenomenon of "Fennomanla" gradually assumed
more direct political Implications.
Three were the principal spiritual leaders of this cultural rebirth
that aimed to reawaken Finnish national consciousness. Ellas Lomrot
who gave solid basis to the Finnish language and literature with the
collection and publication* in 1835, of the Kalevala national epic.13
Johan Ludvig Runeberg who created a national poetic Ideal.14 And Johan
Wilhelm Snellman who as a historian, philosopher and politician shaped
the political and social basis of the nation and of the forthcoming state.
Around them gathered a number of poets and Intellectuals, such as
Cygnaeus and Z. Topellus, all of them members of the Society of Finnish
Literature founded in 1831. Closely related to the Swedish movement of
the so called "Gothiclsts", this group of Finnish poets, philosophers and
statesmen working for the rebirth of Finnish literature, aimed to give
Finns confidence In their own language and encourage their belief In the
creative powers of their nation.
“Nothing In the realm of literature contributed more than the folklore
movement to the growth of the feeling that the nation Is an Integral
unity, culturally and traditionally as well as politically.1
1,15 In the hands
of Scandinavian romanticists popular literature became the spontaneous
expression of the common genius, the collective personality of the
nation.
But although the folklorlstlc and nationalistic aspects of early 19th
century German Romanticism left a strong Imprint In the national
cultural revival of Scandinavian countries, It must not be forgotten,
however, that these new national cultures were available only to a
minority comprising the educated elite and the upper and middle
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bourgeoisie. Apart from a few minor poems and songs* none of the great
works of art of the period could have been found In the hands of the poor
and Illiterate, by far the largest section of Scandinavia. They remained
obscure until the mass national and political movements of the turn of
the century transformed them Into collective symbols.16
2.3 Late 19th century Scandinavian National Romantic Movement
The first stage of the "national revival" of Scandinavian countries was
Invariably one of collecting* recovering and acquiring pride In folk
heritage. After this sentimental and folklorlstlc phase national
movements tended to become more political, but still lacked any serious
support among the mass of the population. Of course In "historic^
nations, like Norway, which required little except the removal of foreign
rule to re-emerge as nation-states, the local elite - middle class
bureaucrats — provided a more immediately political frame and
sometimes a larger base for nationalism.17
Scandinavian mass nationalism, however, generally came under the
influence of organizations of the nationalist liberal-democratic middle
strata and was to some extent correlated with the economic and political
development of the 1890s. In this period when emigration and political
upheaval were forcing Scandinavians Into self-examination and
Intensified nationalist feelings, artists and writers in all genres
naturally responded to the call of national need. Regional nostalgia and
national patriotism blended In their work, finding Inspiration In folk
heritage and vernacular tradition.
The ideas of the early 19th century German Romanticism were taken
over by the Ideology of the late 19th century Scandinavian nationalism
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and gave form to a National Romantic movement, while Its principles
became the criteria on which all artistic endeavours were based. Thus, a
strong Interest was reawakened In the romantic categories, first, of the
creative self - based on intuition and feeling rather than conceptual
thought; second, of Nature - conceived as a living organic whole akin to
spirit and, third, of the Volksgelst - the spirit of the people — that
comprised the traditions and language of the people, conceived by Herder
as the cultural manifestations of their spirit.18
Scandinavian literature and music, around the turn of the century
based on the principles of early 19th century cultural nationalism, now
interpreted Nordic nature, vernacular tradition and folk spirit,
rediscovering the style and themes of the ancient sagas and legends or
the rhythm and melody of the folk ballads and dances. Among the most
representative writers and composers were the Swedish novelists and
poets Vemer von Heldenstam, Selma Lagerlof, Gustaf FrfJdlng and Axel
Karlfeldt, the Norwegian Knut Hamsun and the Finns Juhanl Ano,
Caslmlr and Elno Lelno, Aino Kallas and Johannes Llnnankoskl. Their
works, raising emotional responses of Identification in the readers,
were typical of that fascination that Scandinavian ancient folk life
exercised over the cultural life of the day. The same was true far the
works of the Norwegian composers Edvard Grieg and Johan Svendsen
and their Finnish colleagues Jean Sibelius and Robert Kajanus.1®
The Scandinavian National Romantic movement, aiming at the rebirth
of a national consciousness, simultaneously dominated not only literature
and music but also painting, sculpture, architecture and the applied arts.
The symbolist paintings of the Finnish Aksell Gallen-Kailela - inspired
by the Kalevala national epic - and Hugo Slmberg, or the works of the
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Swedish painters Carl Larsson, Bruno Llljefors and Anders Zorn,
combining their passion for nature and the beauties of their peaceful
homeland with their concern for aesthetic quality and national Integrity,
were just some of the best examples the visual arts offered.
Carl Larsson In his book Ett Hem (A Home), with watercolours of his
home in Dalama, published In 1899 championed a down-to-earth,
unpretentious style In the home, borrowing elements from vernacular
architecture. His paintings idealised country values and served to
propagate the "Own Home" movement with Its guarantee of national
rootedness and aesthetic quality.
Similarly, dedicated to the revival of the mythological virtues of the
Kalevala, the artistic group Nuoren Suomen P llrl (Young Finland) was
formed In 1890 and comprised the composers Robert Kajanus and Jean
Sibelius, the writers Juhanl Ano, Caslmir Lelno, Arvld JSmefelt and
Elno Lelno, and the painters Aksel Galleh-Kallela and Eero JSmefelt.
Drawing on Kalevala myths such as those connected with the hero
Lemmlnkainen or the Swan of Tuonela (the River of the Dead), Jifianl
Ano published in 1897 and 1911 his novels Panu and Juha, Kallela
painted his symbolist works The Symboslum In 1894 and The Mother of
Lemmlnkalnen In 1897, Hugo Slmberg exhibited his symbolist paintings
The Frost In 1895, and Wounded Angel In 1903, and Jean Sibelius
composed In 1895 the Karelian Suite op. 11 of which the overture
Finlandia was to become the musical symbol of Finland’s national
resistance.20
This Scandinavian preoccupation with folk culture and vernacular
tradition was not, as we have seen, a late nineteenth century peculiarity
simply reflecting the Ideological and artistic European developments of
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that period. On the contrary, within the predominantly rural economy
and peasant culture of 19th century Scandinavia, the peasant and
medievalist idioms as well as the sensibility of solid craftsmanship
were recurrently extolled, particularly when It became politically
opportune to do so. The 1863-64 Danish war against the "Prussian
Imperialistic assaults" to occupy the duchies of Schleswig and Holstein,
for example, contributed to an Increase in the popularity of the Herholdt
School of Danish A rts and Crafts on account of the la tte r’ s
determination to recognise In native and traditional peasant values the
roots of Danish national identity.
Under the spell of early 19th century cultural nationalism but also
influenced by the teachings of the English Arts and Crafts movement,
Scandinavians consistently promoted domestic crafts and collected
material on old craft techniques. As early as 1845 the Association of
Swedish Arts and Crafts known as Svenska Slo jdforenlngen21 was
founded to foster the revival of traditional Swedish handicrafts. It was
later followed, in 1874, by the Friends of Textile A rt Association
(Handarbetets Vannar) in Sweden, and in Finland by the Friends of
Finnish Handicraft (Suomen Kasltyon YstSvSt) founded in 1879. Both
these associations worked along the same lines for the revival of textile
art in a national vein, by collecting old traditional embroidery and
weaving techniques and patterns. Similarly, the publications on
Norwegian domestic crafts by Gilert Sundt in 1867 and by Lorenz
Dietrlchson in 1878, as well as the Swedish ethnological Nordlska
Museet, founded in 1873 to preserve peasant culture, and the Skansen
museum — the world’s firs t open-air museum — opened in Stockholm in
1891 with a collection of household objects, folk art and costumes
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housed In old peasant buildings, all provide Indisputable evidence of
Scandinavia’s arts and crafts culture which was deeply rooted In the
vernacular tradition.22
On the basis of this fusion of ethnographic Interest and patriotic
cultural enthusiasm, the craft-lndustrles of glass, ceramics, textiles,
wood-carving, furniture and home appliances gained prestige and
secured, on the International scene, the moral virtues of Scandinavian
handlcrafted everyday objects. Furthermore, It should not be overlooked
the fact that many of these 19th century manufacturing companies had
originally evolved from the numerous seventeenth and eighteenth century
families of artisans.23 Such a deeply rooted and unbroken heritage
conferred to them an indisputable cultural mission.
Anxnd the turn of the century, the reawakened national sentiment
found expression once more In the revival of the ancient Nordic style in
Scandinavian decorative and applied arts,24 while International
influences, like Art Nouveau, were adequately adapted to the
Scandinavian sensibility. Thus the unspoiled Nordic landscape — like the
flora and fauna, which provided a rich vocabulary on the continent of
Europe for Art Nouveau creations — became a symbol of artistic and
spiritual heritage In the same way that vernacular log buildings and
woven textiles did.
The work of these arts and crafts circles and their aspiration for a
national style was closely related, during that period, to developments
In the architectural scene. Nurtured by the spirit of cultural
nationalism, of artisanshlp and folk tradition, and with the teachings of
the English Arts and Crafts movement,28 Scandinavian architects aimed
at the rebirth of a national consciousness by reviving vernacular peasant
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forms and medieval patterns and promoting the teaching of craft
techniques.
Under the Influence of Art Nouveau, crafts attained an equal status
with other forms of art; artists and architects experimented with
various mediums In an effort to create a unified design style that ranged
from architecture to domestic utensils. Nowhere In Scandinavia was the
Idea of the habitat as a total work of art cultivated as much as In
Finland. Its leading architects Herman Geselllus, Armas Llndgren and
Eliel Saarinen,26 working In close collaboration, designed large country
houses and their furniture, electric fittings, wrought Iron fixtures, and
textiles. Saarinen’s watercolour Interiors, In the spirit of the English
Arts and Crafts1 architect Ball lie Scott, appeared repeatedly In such
German art periodicals as Modems Baufonmen and Die Kunst.
At the same time Arabia - the Finnish leading porcelain company
founded In 1874 as a sister company to the Swedish Rdrstrand —
created the Femla ware, a table-ware series with old Karelian motifs
designed in the spirit of Geselllus-Llndgren-Saarinen. Similarly, the
painter Aksell Gallen-Kallela, on the basis of a traditional knotting
technique called ryljy, used by peasants to make bedcovers, designed the
first modem ryl.1v shown In the Finnish Pavilion at the Paris World
Exhibition of 19GG.27
It was not only Finnish architects, however, who were getting
involved In the design of furniture or of other applied arts. The Swedes
Carl Westman, Carl Ber'gsten and Ferdinand Boberg, the Norwegian
Harald Olsen and Gabriel Klelland or the Dane Thorvald Blndestyfll -whose m ultiplicity of talents carried him Into the fields of
architecture, graphic arts, and the design of ceramics, silver,
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furniture* books and embroidery patterns -- were only some of the most
prominent names among those late 19th century architects aspiring to
the creation of the habitat as a total work of art.
In their search for a national style Scandinavian architects had
embarked* since the late 1880s* on a revival of vernacular peasant and
medieval styles by surveying* studying and codifying them. The
numerous studies and publications of Norwegian and Swedish medieval
art and architecture2* - mainly of castles and churches - as well as the
historic expeditions of the Archeological Society of Finland since the
1870s had aroused a strong Interest In Gothic architecture and a great
enthusiasm for the Middle Ages, which were considered the period of
Northern Renaissance. The European Gothic revivalist movement gave a
further Impetus towards a medieval stylistic revival (or revival of the
Wasa period as It was called In Sweden); while, particularly In Finland*
even more Influential was the granite Romanesque architecture of the
American Henry Hobson Richardson.” In the work of the Swedish
architects Ferdinand Boberg, Erik Lallerstedt* L I. Wahlman, Carl
Westman and Ragnar Ostberg; of the Danish Martin Nyrop, Martin
Borch* Anton Rosen, as well as In that of their Finnish colleagues Oml
Tbmqvlst* Geselllus-Llndgren-Saarinen and Lars Sonck, one can clearly
detect these International Influences blended with domestic motifs and
materials.30
At the same time the movement towards Norwegian rural
architecture Initiated In the 188Qs by Holm Munthe and more
significantly by Herman M. Schlrmer who "Imbued all the best of the
rising architects with a firmly-based national view of architecture".31
Archeological findings - especially of the Norwegian ships In Tune In
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1867 and In Gokstad In 1880 — and medieval Norwegian wooden
architecture were the main sources of Inspiration for this revivalist
movement called "dragon style", that had unmistakably national
overtones.52
Similarly the trips which were made by Finnish architects or
organised by the Archeological Society of Finland In the 1890s to East
Karelia - a province of Finland traditionally considered the fatherland
of the Kalevala national epic - aimed to recover, study and collect
material on Flnno-Ugrlc peasant culture with Its wooden vernacular
architecture, construction techniques and decorative motifs.”
In Denmark the way for the appreciation of old Danish architecture,
was paved by Johan Daniel Herholdt34 around the middle of the 19th
century. His teachings were further continued by his pupils H.J. Holm
and H.B. Stock who advanced the scope of his research by measuring,
designing and restoring the great monuments of Danish Middle Ages and
Renaissance, thus giving to Danish architecture a prestigious tradition to
build upon. In the 1890s - after a short Interval of a hlstorlclst
tendency led by Meldahl - a return to Herholdt’s views was fostered by
the generation of Martin Nyrop (the architect of Copenhagen’s Town
Hall), Martin Borsch and Hack Kampmam, all pupils of H.J. Holm. They
reproposed Herholdt’s Ideas that architecture should be "based on sound
craft free from artificiality and affectation, on simple proportions, and
on an Intimate relationship between house and landscape".35
A similar emphasis on the cultural continuity of vernacular
traditions was placed by the Danish Arts and Crafts organisation
Sk^nvlrke founded by Jensen Kllnt and Jens Miller-Jensen, In 1907, In
the spirit of the English Arts and Crafts Movement.
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One of the most prominent personalities of that vernacular revivalist
movement In Denmark was P. VJensen Kllnt - a man of powerful w ill
and great authority. He advocated the Importance of craftsmanship and
the use of Indigenous materials In the formation of a regional sense of
style. His teachings were very Influential and young architects like Povl
Baumann and Ivar Bentsen left the Academy to study with him.3*
Finally, this widespread and long-lived enthusiasm for craftsmanship
and peasant traditions was also manifested by the creation of a large
number of schools promoting artisanal culture. The Grtndtviglan
Artisan School at Vallekllde founded by Andreas Bentsen - Ivar
Bentsen’s father - the Artisans* School at Holbaek founded by Ivar
Bentsen, or Jens M0ller^Jensen’s Dekoratlonsshole were some of these.
Vernacular Idioms were, Infact, educationally sanctioned In 1913, when
Kampmam and Nyrop Introduced a course at the Royal Academy of Fine
Arts on Danish vernacular architecture; while the Association of
December the 3rd, a group fancied by the students of the Academy, was
set out to survey and study vernacular Danish architecture.37
Among Scandinavian vernacular revivalist movements, like the
Norwegian “dragon style" and stavklrker,” the Danish classlcovemacular38 and the Swedish Viking revival and dalastllen40 (inspired
by the unspoiled rural culture of the Swedish province Dalama), Finnish
Karellanlsm41 proved the most fertile and prolific In Inspiration. It
aimed at the creation of a uniquely national style of wooden architecture
as a means of expression In the search for Images and symbols for a
national Identity.
These patriotic architectural movements, were either In the form of
National Romanticism42 -

advocating craftsmanship and creative
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individualism and encouraging the use of Indigenous materials and
traditional medieval forms — or of Finnish Karellanlsm and Norwegian
stavfclrker -- based on the re-evaluation of indigenous rural building
traditions and of motifs borrowed from unspoiled nature. In both cases
they were primarily characterised by a respect for tradition and an
Interest In the aesthetic of the picturesque expressed through the use of
either peasant or urban medieval forms.
These vernacular and medieval revivalist movements - highly
esteemed for their aesthetic and ethical morality and their basis In folk
culture -- actually succeeded In giving socio-political licence to national
pride and achieved an official status In national politics. Thus by allying
craft-culture and the medievalist tradition with nationalism,
Scandinavia managed to attribute moral significance to Its political
alms.
In this climate of cultural reawakening and national pride, town
planning had to be removed from the realm of the technician and the
mechanical formalism of the late 19th century, in order to allow the
city to emerge as Patrla and Helmat for man.4* This symbolic role and
moral character assigned to the city by nationalist Ideology promoted the
understanding of city planning as civic art.
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Chapter Three

TOWN PLANNING HISTORY OF SCANDINAVIA
IN THE SECOND HALF OF 19TH CENTURY

3.1

The city: Its economic and ideological reality

While early 19th century cultural nationalism found Its natural
expression In literature and music, late 19th century nationalism was
best represented In this new historical context by the city, its
architecture and the applied arts.
By the turn of the century, Scandinavia’s unprecedented economic
growth, which had resulted in widespread migration of rural people to
urban centres and a significant Increase of the domestic market, had
created a large urban population1 and thereby a mass market for
architecture and the applied arts (Fig. i).
At the same time the priorities of Industrial production and the need
of the newly formalised and ascending industrial bourgeoisie to
legitimise Its economic role and affirm its social status were directly
reflected in these forms of artistic expression, by their nature related
to economic development. In particular, as urban expansion, political
events and patriotic feelings increased the stimulus for civic growth,
the city and its architecture took on unique Importance amongst other
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cultural endeavours, thus becoming the nation’s symbol of emancipation
and the locus that could symbolically commemorate national
achievements and instil feelings of national pride and belonging.
The accelerated urbanisation movement of the 1890s, however, had
aggravated conditions of overcrowding and a housing shortage In the big
cities coupled with the needs of Industrial production for an efficient
organisation of urban space, called for immediate intervention and an
expansion of cities.
Thus, on the one hand the city as the place of economic activity and
industrial production had to be rationally and efficiently planned in a
productive manner. On the other hand, the city as a cultural artefact
considered by the bourgeoisie as the mirror of Its achievements and by
the nation as its symbol of emancipation, had to be the hallowed seat of
civilisation. A civilisation, however, which no longer wished to reflect
the cosmopolitan culture of the aristocracy and the King, but was
expected to be permeated by the collective values of the emerging
national culture and the Volkseelst.
This concrete economic and political strategy comprised the material
and Ideological seedbed of early twentieth century town planning.
3.2 Scandinavian town planning during the second half of the19th century
Scandinavian town planning during the second half of the i9th
century had mainly fallen under the aegis of land surveyors and
engineers. The restrictive flre-prevention by-laws and the increasingly
exclusive Interest in technical matters of sanitation, transportation,
etc. had resulted In the transformation of the grid layout Into a stiff and
purely geometric planning system, which was implemented
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Irrespectively of local needs and conditions — physical or historical —
thus creating identical monotonous towns.
Since the late 17th century* Scandinavian town planning history2
produced a number of artistically-drawn town plans, mostly following
the "Classical” (18th century) and "Neo-Classical" (19th century) grid
layout. In the "Classical" gridiron plan the shape and size of blocks and
squares and their related axes were formed according to precise
compositional laws, while the street width was differentiated on the
basis of certain symbolic hierarchies. Furthermore, the street network
was enriched with three completely new kinds of streets: the esplanade
along the shoreline fashioned as a promenade, the boulevard lined with
trees and the radial street. Water (canals and shoreline) and nature In
general penetrated the towns having first and foremost an aesthetic
function. The plan of A. EhrensvSrd for Lovllsa (1747, Fig. 2) is one of
the most representative examples of this period.
In the 19th century, fire safety became the principal goal of town
planning desigjru Thus, In the "Neo-Classical" grid layout, tree planting
was Introduced as a method for fire prevention. This consequently led
an increase In the width of streets and In the size of sites. The result
was the creation of a spacious town characterised by a low, wide
profile. The plans of Ehrenstrom for Helsinki (1817, Fig. 3), C.L.
Engel for Turku (1828, Fig. 4), H.F.D. Llnstow for Christiania (Oslo,
1838, Fig. 5) andG.Th. Chlewltz for Nystad (Uuslkaupunkl, 1855, Fig.
6) illustate this neo-classical urban Ideal.
In the second half of the 19th century, and particularly after the
1870s with the advent of industialisation and the rapid expansion of
cities, planning gradually lost its artistic connotations and became an
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activity of municipal engineering and land plotting. This quickly led to a
stifling of the grid layout Into a purely geometric system. The plans of
Umel (1888* Fig. 7) or Sundsvall (1888) criticised by Fredrlk
Sundbarg —a follower of Sitte -- as the outcome of serialised Industrial
production based on the same model, are the obvious result of similar
desk-work.
The first Swedish Urban Building Act* In 1874, Introduced on the
Initiative of the Chief Justice Albert Llndhagen, Is an Illuminative
example of how this kind of town planning activity was brought about.
This Act stipulated that plans should be set up for every Swedish town*
and submitted to the King in Council for approval. The new plans were to
"meet the demands of movement for adequate space* the demands of
health for light and fresh air* the demand for maximum security against
large-scale fires, and the claims made by a sense of beauty as regards
free-space, variety, and attractiveness".4 Thus planning was formalised
under the rules and demands of the newly bom industrial status quo:
that is hygiene, communication, light, air and fire safety. Under this
legislative framework all towns were provided with a set of sixteen
model plans, which set universal guidelines for any kind of
development. Llndhagen was commissioned to draw up this series of
plans "for the spreading of knowledge regarding good town plans and
other practical arrangements regarding the building of towns".5
The majority of these model plans — with the exception of Nyland6
(Fig. 8) - were taken from a collection of printed maps of the "NeoClassical" cities of Finland - such as Nikolalstad or Wasa (1855, Fig.
9), Bjomeborg (1852), Sauvonsaarl (1869) etc. - which had been built
In accordance with central planning directives published by the Czar.
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These plans generally followed the gridiron pattern and were
characterised, after the prevailing fashion, by broad streets and small
blocks and an ample number of esplanades and parks. Further detailed
plans proposed alternative site plans for the division of blocks (Fig.
10). Perspective drawings with suggestions for uniform street
development (Fig. i i) were also included.
In 1876 Llndhagen also drafted building by-laws for the city of
Stockholm. They regulated the exploitation of sites in relation to the
breadth of the street, and size of site. The maximum height for buildings
was set at five storeys. The by-laws came to set the tone In most other
Swedish towns.
Although the 1874 Planning Act was one of the most elaborate
examples of urban legislation, from an aesthetic point of view it
addressed town planning as an artificial, abstract procedure of drafting
on a drawing board, paying no attention either to real demands, physical
conditions or economic feasibility.7
Around the turn of the century, Scandinavian architects, Inspired
by the Ideology of cultural nationalism — advocating the return to a
nation’s cultural origins and Its Volksgelst — entered the town planning
discourse by strongly criticising previous planning activity which had
reduced planning to a technical and administrative matter, disregarding
the Importance of the city as a unified work of art expressing a common
Identity.
In their search for a planning model that migfit respond to economic
needs and soclo-oultural desires, Scandinavian architects turned to
Germany for an answer. Germany — since the early i 9th century after
the French vogue had passed -

had played the role of a cultural
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metropolis for Scandinavian countries. And as cultural and linguistic
affinities among Nordic people were highlighted by the romantic
movement, this relationship was further consolidated and Scandinavians
closely followed developments on the German cultural and intellectual
scene.
3.3 Town planning models around the turn of the century
There were three principal town planning tendencies around the end of
the 19th century in Germany. First, the traditional geometric gridlayout exercised by land surveyors — "geometers". Grid planning had Its
roots in Renaissance geometric. Ideal city plans, but during the second
half of the 19th century it became repetitive, devoid of any meaning and
symbolic hierarchy — an activity of speculative land plotting. These
plans represented only a surface survey and did not take into account
changes In terrain or other special characteristics of the area In
question. They were characterised by an Indiscriminate use of the ruler
and the grid In street layouts as well as a stereotyped employment of
the compact and solid block module. The gridiron plan was often
embellished - in the case of big cities of a certain symbolic
significance — in a Haussmannesque fashion with broad tree-planted
esplanades, big star-shaped squares and ample green spaces for
recreational purposes.
Second, the "scientific planning" or Wlssenschaft,* promoted mainly
by Relnhard Baumelster in his numerous technical resolutions
incorporated In the Berlin Vereln of 1874 and by Joseph Stubben in his
Handbuch der Archltektur published in 1890. Its emphasis lay
exclusively on the Issues of traffic circulation, sanitation and hygiene.
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As Stubben had put It In his book "the traffic systems and direction of
their flow form the basis of the plan of construction of cities".9
For Baumelster and Stubben the city was a terrain of technical and
legal aspects. Their main preoccupation was to handle and resolve all
utilitarian matters of city planning - like traffic flow, street networks,
zoning, land expropriation, Infrastructure, greenery, etc. - with a
purely scientific detachment. One Ingredient In this large body of
practical matters, with which "scientific planning" was concerned, was
"artistry". However, both Baumelster and Stubben’s preoccupation with
scientific methods and their desire to arrive at "laws" and "rules" by
which aesthetic judgement could be made, led them to a very restricted
understanding of artistic planning, based mainly on the aesthetic
"theories and laws" of their contemporary statistician and "aesthetlciari1
Herman Maertens.10
Third, town planning according to artistic principles. In 1889
Camillo Sltte In his book Per Stadtobau nach selnen kunstlerlschen
Grundsatzerv,11 put forward the Idea of city building as an artistic
discourse, expressing a feeling that was "already In the air" - as he
himself noted In the preface to the third edition of his book.
Sltte’s aim was the aesthetlsatlon of the city and the elevation of city
planning from a positivist and technical field to an all encompassing
activity combining technical, artistic and politico-economic aspects.
His criticism was aimed at the positivist tendencies of
regylarlsatlon, mathematlsatlon and abstraction of the city. He attacked
and castigated engineers, technicians and specialists for their
"mechanically produced projects conceived to fit any situation ... without
any organic relation to their surroundings";12 these "manufactured
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products" that are the trademark of modernity. He strove for the
"liberation of city planning from the grip of an unimaginative drafting of
stereotyped street networks".1* He also bitterly criticised the new
Wlssenschaft planning "that relentlessly condemning all artistic
traditions, has restricted Itself exclusively to questions of traffic".14
In Sltte’s opinion the mechanical systems of modem times could
have been improved if the utilitarian matters with which his
contemporaries (like Stubben and Baumelster) were obsessed -- traffic
flow, sanitation, greenery, land-uses, frontage lines, building densities,
etc. — were considered in terms of their aesthetic potential. For this
reason, he recommended "to go to school with Nature and the old
masters also in matters of town planning".15
3.4 Camlllo Sltte’s theory of artistic city building
Sltte in his book promoted the idea of city building as the art of
spatial composition of the basic urban units - public square, street,
private court and city block — and Insisted on the conception of the city
as an architectural artefact, based on a three-dimensional town plan
CBebauungsplan). In his understanding the architectonic image of the city
was ensured by the spatial continuity of its fabric, It was something
that could be accomplished by establishing inflection and reciprocity
both on a volumetric and on an lconographlc level, amongst the city’s
fundamental spatial units.
Sltte sustained his aesthetic propositions on the basis of a historical
analysis of the artistic effects of old towns. They can be summarised in
the following points regarding the design of plazas, city blocks, private
courts and streets.
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Public squares or plazas were considered as enclosed spatial units in
organic relation to their environment, rhythmically Interrelated and
grouped to create unique effects of unbroken spatial continuity. The
opening of the streets into plazas were designed so that they would not
internet this effect of spatial unity.
Monumental structures and public buildings were built into the walls
of these plazas, suitably sited and united in ensembles — not scattered
as free-standing edifices — in order to shape and frame plazas of
distinct character and ensure effective perspective vistas for
themselves. Similarly, monuments and fountains were placed at the
edge or comer of public squares, integrated as much as possible and
generally at points untouched by traffic and out of the central axes.
City blocks were the outcome of the process of filling the space in
between the major points of a town plan, previously established, with
public building groups, few major plazas, large enclosed garden
complexes and major communication lines. This procedure called for
Individual treatment and an organic type of city building because it
required variety In shapes and sizes of blocks of buildings as well as
the utilisation of their Interior courtyards — the "interior building
frontage line". Such an approach totally opposed the modem city
planning tendency to use the block module — the stereotyped compact
building block - as the primary element of city design that came to
accommodate many different functions — homes, workshops, schools,
industries but also the "plaza block, garden block",17 etc.
The city block preserved the plastic continuity of the street and was
treated harmoniously but not monotonously. It was the boundary line
that established relational hierarchies between "public" — the street —
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and “private" - the enclosed residential unit.
In the Interior of city blocks delightful small gardens were protected
from the dust and wind of the streets* providing a really refreshing
coolness and "a blessing for all the surrounding Interior appartments,
which thereby received better air, daylight and a pleasant view Into the
greenery".18 As each small courtyard garden was separated from the
next, parks and planted public squares were located at a distance from
each other and enclosed by buildings. Their primary aim was to be
"ventilators" of a city In contrast to public squares with a civic
character and social role arranged In sequences or groqps.
Sltte did not discuss the spatial character of streets In any detail.
However, he clearly pointed out the need to break radically with the
traditional stereotype of geometric street layouts and to allow for the
greatest possible flexibility in detail. In this sense he ai^gtod that
"Irregularities of terrain, existing waterways and roads should not be
forcibly eliminated simply to achieve a banal rectangularlty, but should
Instead be preserved as a welcome excuse for croaked streets and other
diversities".18
On the basis of similar statements some of his followers20 justified
their exclusive concern with the closed effect of curving streets and
their predilection for crooked medieval streetscapes. Thus one of the
longest lasting disputes over the "winding road" or "the Pack-Donkey’s
way" - as It was Ironically called by Le Corbusier - as opposed to the
straight street was Initiated.21
Sltte’s understanding, however, of the spatial character of streets
seems to have been far different from these short-sighted stylistic
Interpretations, according to the following quotation: "The effective
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enclosure of space* deriving as it does from the historical evolution of
an unbroken street front (such as still exists today in villages)*
continued to be the basis of all dispositions in the old towns".22 In other
words, Sitte’s interest lay in the continuity of the walls of a street the unbroken street front — which guarantees a feeling of spatial
enclosure.
Plazas, streets and city blocks considered as containers of space —of
solids and voids - and their compositional arrangement in rhythmic
sequences and effective patterns as "a mifled entity of shapes calculated
for their impact"23: this is what Sitte meant urban design to be. And he
was up against contemporary town planning practice where “building
lots are laid out as regularly-shaped closed forms and what is left over
between them became streets or plazas".24
Sltte had elevated city planning from a "mere mechanical office task"
to an inspired work of art and had made civic art a truly spatial art
(Raumkunst);23 thus slnglehandedly he had brotght city planning back to
architecture and Into the realm of artistic creation.
Sltte’s formal analysis of old civic layouts and his aesthetic
judgements were based on the mode of perception of the spectator as it
was analysed by the theory of visual habit and patterning expounded by
the Hlldebrand-Fledler-Riegl circle and by the psychological optics of
Helmholtz.23
According to Conrad Fiedler’s theory of "pure visibility", the
aesthetic value of forms, shapes, colours, etc.* is based only on
perceptual experience and never on associations occasioned by
representational subject matter.27
This is the context in which Sltte’s continuous preoccupation with
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the malerlsh (pictorial composition} which the spectator can take In at
a glance should be understood. This Is why he did not give priority to
traffic circulation, but on the contrary, he planned for the pedestrian,
"the foot traveller who Is really capable of absorbing the complete
range of visual and spatial relationships which architecture can
provide".28 Sltte’s intention was to fracture the city Into a series of
self-ordered spatial tableaux where civic culture could be recognised.
His Investigation of the aesthetic principles of city building through the
eyes of the spectatoe aimed at emphasising the existential value of
space29 and reviving the character of urban space as living space, where
the laws of communal living and civic spirit are made. His approach
Indicated a moral project; that of the ethical rectitude of a community.
Such a preoccupation with the city as the terrain of phenomenological
aesthetics was, of course, not devoid of sociological implications.
After all, Sltte’s Inquiry on the art of city building in the past, as
G.R. and C.C. Collins observed, was an Investigation on the art of living
In the cities.20 His interest was to shape the city on the basis of the
psychological and physiological needs of Its people.
Sltte, like Aristotle, thought that "a city must be designed as to
make Its people at once secure and happy".21 In that sense a city plan
could not be artificially created on a drawing board, but had to be the
outward show of the spirit of Its Inhabitants. The artistic values
Invested to a town plan, Sltte was saying, and their effects result to the
pleasure that the Inhabitants take in their city "and for this reason their
attachement to It, their pride in It, in short their feeling of
belonging".32
Sltte’s reputed German nationalism summarised In his Hollander
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Turm33, a multi-level tower dedicated to the accomplishments of
German art and culture, was the driving force of his conception of the
city as a soclal-archltectonlc entity. His yearning for German medieval
towns - rooted In the Romantics* Image of Germany's medieval golden
age — and statements like the one that follows clearly show his moral
and social approach to city planning.
"City planning not only serves the Interests of the Individual
and the community,It actually posesses a national and broadly
political significance ... It Is the monumental expression of
civic spirit."34
To call Sltte "the Father of Modem City Planning"35 Is not an
exaggeration. And although he was to be remembered as the foremost
advocate of picturesque and medievalist planning, his contribution does
not lie In the stylistic associations his work might have evoked but In
his determination to promote the concept of the city as an art of spatial
composition, a Raumkunst, where civic culture could be recognised.
The very fact that Sltte stressed principles rather than stylisms
gave ground to a variety of contradictory Interpretations of his work.36
The "Slttesque school"37 overemphasised the medieval and picturesque
aspects in their plans, while Sitte’s main critic, the well known
German art historian Albert E. Brinckmann, attacked Sltte for being
primarily concerned with medieval cities and for thinking In terms of
two-dimensional Images.33 Both were equally responsible for labelling
Sltte with the term Romantic medievalist. On the other hand, the
reaction of Sltte’s most objective supporters - like Theodor Goecke and
Wemer Hegemarm - was to demonstrate that he was a Baroque
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enthusiast and an Innovator of truly spatial planning.39
These contrasting Interpretations of Sltte’s work should be seen,
however, within the general European urban design context which was
dominated by two conflicting schools of thought. On the one hand there
was the picturesque school, that believed In Informality of design above
all else. It drew its theories of natural beauty from the English
landscape gardeners of the eighteenth century, while It derived Its
visual Inspiration from the vernacular and medieval townscape. In
direct opposition to the picturesque approach was the formal school of
urban design associated with the American City Beautiful movement,40
which had succeeded In applying the Beaux-Arts principles of
assemblage, symmetry and point to city planning. England also had its
"City Beautiful" phase which grew largely out of the Arts and Crafts
movement and was concerned with the formal design of a Beaux Arts
stamp.41 The department of Civic Design In the School of Liverpool
fotnded in 1909, and the Town Planning Review, edited by Patrlc
Abercrombie and launched at the same period, were Instances of a
renovated Interest, In the Beaux-Arts tradition of straight roads, formal
approaches and symmetrical layouts during the 1910s.
After Sltte’s early death In 1904 It was mainly through the work of
Joseph Stubben and Raymond Unwin that his Ideas were popularised
outside Germany.
Through his writings, his work as a planning consultant and mainly
his active participation In a series of International planning congresses
and conferences, Stubben became an authority of European fame.43 He
derived from Sltte a lot of his Ideas on "architectural squares", for
variation In street frontage lines and for sequences In plazas. However,
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his preoccupation with the practical matters of Wlssenschaft planning
largely conditioned Sltte’s plea for artistry and Individuality In city
building and therefore the way In which Sltte was received abroad.
It is In fact true that the countries which did not have direct access
to German culture and language and therefore could not follow
closely the developments In German city plannnlng, received Sltte*s
Ideas as a package: his popular image was either a "Stubbenlsed" or a
"medievalised" one.4* The French translation of Sltte*s book In 1902 by
Camille M artin might be responsible for the "medievalised"
Interpretation.44
Raymond Unwin’s most influential book Town Flaming in Practice45,
published In 1909* unified the Garden City theory - on economics*
sociology and law —with Sltte’s artistic city building Ideas.
It was not until 1922, when Werner Hegemam and Elbert Peets
published their monumental work Civic Art46* that a revival of civic art
and of Renaissance and Baroque planning principles was encouraged In
the name of Sltte.
Thus the architectural planning movement Initiated by Sltte came to
embrace quite a variety of Interests, from Brlnckmam’s "classic" plaza
groupings to Hegemann’s Renaissance and Baroque urban compositions,
Including a new picturesque aesthetic developed from the enthusiasm for
medieval and/or local vernacular styles.47
3.5 The Impact of Camlllo Sltte’s model In Scandinavia
S ltte’s model responded to both ideological and m aterial
requirements (as earlier discussed) of Scandinavian town planning
around the turn of the century.
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Scandinavia’s well reputed patriotic enthusiasm and Its need to
Invigorate feelings of rootedness and belonging In Its emerging "Culture
States" found expression through Camlllo Sltte1s model of artistic city
building. In Sltte1s words Scandinavia’s nationalist aspirations were
fully drafted,
"City planning, properly understood, Is no mere mechanical
office task, Sit Is actually an Important and Inspired work of
art. It Is really part of a great and true art of the people, a
fact that Is the more Important because our times lack just
such a popular synthesizing of all the visual arts In the name
of an all-encompassing ana unified national work of art
(Gesamtkinstwerk)**,..City planning Is the monumental
expression of civic spirit...thB soil that nurtures true patriotism"49
In Sltte’s upholding of the Ideal of vernacular architecture and
planning and In his understanding of the city as an object of nature and
subject to culture, Scandinavia found an urban theory that might
represent Its cultural nationalist aspirations. By allying beauty and
culture with national rootedness Scandinavians aimed to regenerate
civic culture and make the city the place where the values of community
live, and where "one feels In direct contact with the land, Its traditions,
and even Its divinities".30
But whereas for Scandinavians Sltte’s principles of artistic city
building meant the rediscovery of the origins of their national habitat In
the very rootedness of community settlement and as such were adopted
and morally sanctioned, for Sltte his analysis of old civic layouts
proposed universal aesthetic principles of artistic city building and was
promoted as a critique against the mathematical abstraction and
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scientific regglarisatlon of the city. Actually Sitte’s ideas, within the
Scandinavian context of a newly formulated and ascending bourgeoisie
and of an awakened national sentiment, assumed a paradigmatic status of
city building until the late 1920s. Fostered by the myth of a culturally
homogeneous Scandinavia rooted to the land, the Slttesque model was
seen as a means for cultural emancipation. In this sense It became the
formal vehicle by which both the ascending bourgeoisie and the
emerging nation-state could naturalise and legitimise their socio
cultural ralson-d’fore and establish a continuity with the past while
promising an Industrialised future devoid of the alienating conditions of
industrialised Europe.
The formal devices of Sitte’s model were adopted en bloc. In
particular, Sitte’s conception of city planning as the artistic
compositional arrangement of spatial enclosures was wholeheartedly
adopted by Scandinavians, along with Its basic principles of correlation
and organic order. In addition, Sitte’s emphasis on an Individual
treatment of the city’s layout, designed to meet the needs of the
population and the site’s peculiarities In an organic sense, fully
reflected Scandinavia’s cultural nationalist Ideal of the genius loci
creation.
From a narrow stylistic viewpoint, Scandinavian architects,
nourished with the spirit of the English Arts and Crafts Movement and
Influenced by the new picturesque aesthetic enthusiasm which developed
throughout Europe around the turn of the century, could be said to have
adopted Sitte’s Ideas because of his cultural revivalism of the medieval
plan and the aesthetic of the picturesque: urban design strategies which
they Interpreted as a critique of the schematic late- 19th century
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gridiron plan. However, it would be wrong to affirm that Scandinavians
adopted Sitte’s model uniquely for Its stylistic associations with the
medieval and picturesque plan. Town planning history of the 1910s and
1920s, as w ill be shown later, confirms the thesis that Sitte’s model
appealed to Scandinavians because of Its ethical content and Its
Interpretation of the city as unitary expression of the collective Identity.
Sitte’s model In Scandinavia also had a pragmatic appeal, it
promised a rational and efficient way to organise the newly urbanised
centres productively. According to Sltte "the demands of art do not
necessarily run contrary to the dictates of modem living".51
Based on Sitte’s formal devices to Improve the modem mechanic
geometric systems of planning, Scandinavians tried to balance their
cities* practical requirements — and cope with their expansion — with
their artistic and civic needs. Thus, they concurred with him in saying:
"If only the desire were to exist, one could establish a basis for
peaceful coexistence between artistic needs and modem material
requirements....The broad mass of living quarters should be
businesslike, and there the city may appear In Its work-clothes.
However, major plazas and thoroughfares should wear their ’Sunday
best* In order to be a pride and Joy to the Inhabitants, to awake civic
spirit, and forever to nurture great and noble sentiment within our
growing youth. This Is exactly the way it is In the old towns".52
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Part II
SCANDINAVIAN PLANNING
FROM 1900 TO 1930
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Chapter 4

SITTE’S IDEAS IN SCANDINAVIA

4.1
The breakthrough of Sitte’s ideas In Scandinavia
The beginning of a new phase in Scandinavian town planning* namely that
of architectural city building, was marked by the publication of the
article "Qm Stadsplaner"1 by the architect Fredrlk Sundbarg.
Sundbarg’s article published, in 1897, In the Swedish journal Ord och
Blld Introduced Camlllo Sitte’s Ideas of artistic city building to the
Swedish and, more generally, Scandinavian pdblic.
Through a brief presentation of the history of city building since
ancient times, SundbSrg arrived at the conclusion that modem town
planning, as practiced by land surveyors and engineers, had been
reduced to a technical matter neglecting Its artistic aspects and
architectural character.
He condemned the mid- 19th century conception of the city as a
productive and legal terrain where only the technical matters of
sanitation and transportation were taken Into account and where city
building had become an administrative product based on political
decisions. In particular he strongly criticised the serialised production
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of city plans In Sweden, which, conceived on a drawing board, looked
like Industrial products based on the same module.2 For this he blamed
the Swedes’ lack of respect for their city’s historical monuments and
natural beauty; a fact which, as he put It, was greatly dishonouring the
nation.
His criticism was aimed at (1) the schematic and geometric gridiron
plans superimposed upon existing cities, without any regard for natural
configurations and historic conditions; (11) the subordination -- by
restrictive technical laws — of the aesthetic and architectural character
of the city, promoted In the name of a "meaningless modernism";3 (111)
the substitution of the architect by the land surveyor and the engineer.
Sundbarg’s alternative was a radical one: "the answer to the voice of
the small devil who has been heard once more within us demanding:
give us back nature, history, poetry, and the pleasure of living In our
cities, give us back what you have deprived us from, Is to be found in
Camillo Sitte’s book Per StSdtebau nach selnen kunstlerlschen
Grundsatzen; In this small volume that all cultivated and artistically
minded people have to read".4
In order to present Sitte’s principles of artistic city building or In
his words "the forgotten secret laws of our artistic building tradition",5
Sundbarg dedicated the second part of his article to the study of old town
plans. In this respect he proposed the following principles. First, the
continuity of urban space through the harmonious correlation of solids
and voids. Second, the constitution of enclosed public spaces; as In
street vistas or In the framing of plazas. And finally, the use of
"imagination, poetic Inspiration and mystical sensibility"4 In drafting
city plans, instead of the abstract mental process of schematlsation.
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Above all* however, he considered the spectator’s eye as the guiding
principle, because, as he put It, "In the basis of all those old city plans
was the desire to create In reality plcture-images attractive to the
eye."7
In Slttesque fashion — through a comparative presentation of old and
modem town planning models - Sundbarg managed to show that, armed
with a sense of aesthetics, practical reason and good w ill, architects
and planners could satisfy modem town planning requirements without
sacrificing aesthetics for technical matters. "Similar city plans",
Sundbarg affirmed, "not only guarantee a rationally organised city but
also an attractive cltyscape, rich with picturesque motifs and physical
beauty, where culture and nature can be recognised and where feelings
of rootedness and national pride can be cultivated".8
Sundbarg’s critique of the schematic gridiron planning system was
done In the name of the dominant Ideology of cultural nationalism and
for that reason he suggested that what legitimised the city was culture
Itself - conceived as an everyday consciousness — and not technique,
which had already led to a "meaningless modernism".
An article by the Finnish architect Lars Sonck entitled "Modam
vandalism: Helsingfors stadsplan", published In 1898 In the Journals
Flnsk Tldskrlft and Teknlkem In sequence to Sundbarg’s article, opened
the way - as we shall see later — for the adoption of Sitte’s Ideas In
Finland.
Among the main followers of Sltte In Sweden were Per Olof
Hallman, Nils Gellestedt and Cyrlllus Johansson; In Finland they were
Lars Sonck, Bertel Jung and Ellel Saarinen.
Their teachings and in particular their suggestion - following
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Sitte’s Idea -- to hold public competitions for the design of city plans,
soon received sufficient support In city government. Thus, the first
modem town planning competition was announced In Finland, In 18981899, for the Fore-TodlO district of Helsinki and In Sweden, in 1901,
for the southern and eastern districts of Gothenburg.
The first prize for the extension of Gothenburg was awarded to Per
Olof Hallman and Fredrlk Scndbarg’s plan.® This was the first public
recognition of Sitte’s Ideas In Scandinavia. At the same time, Lars
Sonck won the second prize for the Fore-Toolo district of Helsinki.
However after the second competition, held at the request of the
planners, for the same site, it was eventually Lars Sonck, In
cooperation with the winner of the first competition professor Gustaf
Nystrom, who carried out the actual plan for the area. The fact that
architects won these first modem town planning competitions In
Scandinavia significantly weakened the power of engineers.
4.2 Sitte’s Ideas and town planning practice In Sweden
The closest follower of Sltte In Sweden, and an authority on town
planning matters, was Per Olof Hallman.10
From 1894, Hallman wrote and lectured extensively - first
Introducing In Sweden the German city planning ideas and, later on
Sitte’s teachings. He was also the first professor of town planning at the
Royal Institute of Technology In Stockholm, and held this position from
1897 to 1934. Furthermore, as a member of the main town planning
Institutions, like Stockholms Stad Byggnadsnamnd and Stockholms
Byggnadsforenlne, as deputy city architect since 1907 and town planning
director of the city of Stockholm from 1922 till 1927, Hallman
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exerslsed a long lasting Influence an town planning developments until
the late twenties.
Following closely Sitte’s principles of artistic city building he a)
promoted the Idea of planning on a small scale as a compositional
exersise paying particular consideration to aesthetics, b) underlined the
Importance of Integrating the city plan to Its surrounding landscape
paying great attention to natural scenery, c) firmly emphasised the
spatial quality of streets and squares as enclosed entitles and places
assigned to civic purposes.
Hallman in his plans managed to provide an urban character, even to
the very hilly terrain of many Swedish towns, by letting winding streets
follow the terrain contours and by judicious use of terraces and
staircases.
In a lecture given In 1901 Hallman elaborated the Ideas practiced In
the extension plan for Gothenburg; with particular reference to Sitte’s
consideration of nature and topography for the lay out of a city.11
This was actually the central theme of his Joint plan with Sundbarg
(Fig. 1): to liberate town planning design from the schematic
rectangularlty of the gridiron street system and oppose the widespread
practice of forcibly eliminating or Ignoring the irregularities of the
terrain. Thus, Hallman "preserves (the undulating terrain of
Gothenburg) as a welcome excuse for crooked streets and other
diversities"12. This part of the city with narrow winding residential
streets was designed to accommodate one-family houses with small
gardens; while the rest of the city’s extension - where the terrain was
less hilly — was occupied by apartment blocks. However even there the
division of the lots did not follow a strict geometrical pattern. A
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differentiated, thoqgh still elementary, street system was Introduced.
The straight tree-planted street leading to the central Informally
arranged square was wider and more Imposing than the other through
roads of less Importance serving the residential blocks.
Hallman and Sundbarg’s plan was never realised. However, Its
significance In promoting the Idea of planning as the result of existing
conditions and not of preconceived Ideas, was not overlooked; It was
actually In this respect that their plan served as a guideline for the
plans of the following period.
Hallman’s article published In 1905 In the German Journal Per
StSdtebau — founded In 1904 by Camlllo Sltte and Theodor Goecke —
expressed remarkably clearly his aim to combat the old gridiron
planning system and substitute It with new town planning Ideas.13
The article presented a comparative study between the old 19th
century gridiron plan (Fig. 2a) and a plan far the same site elaborated
by Hallman himself according to the new town planning Ideas (Fig. 2b).
On the basis of this analysis Hallman discredited the old gridiron
planning system as unpractical, uneconomical and lacking In artistic
interest, showing at the same time that practicality, economy and
artistry in town planning are not only not incompatible but easily
achieved by Implementing the new town planning ideas. He sustained his
evaluation by means of a number of well articulated points. The new
town plan emphasised the role of the street network and transportation
system (railway). Two new major thoroughfares were opened to
accommodate through traffic, one of them as a ring road. The
articulation of the street pattern on the basis of use and traffic resulted
In a differentiation of the width of streets. Similarly the shape and size
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of clty-blocks gained In variety and vitality. On the contrary. In the old
gridiron plan all streets were of an equal width (18 meters) and all
clty-blocks cut down to a single basic form. This schematlsatlon
created a monotonous and rigid plan Incapable of Incorporating the few
pre-existing buildings — like the church — which were left Isolated. In
the new plan which was based on free composition, public edifices were
adjoined In an artistic manner with other related buildings In
monumemtally arranged plazas.
A thorough comparative cost analysis and land use study
accompanied the plan and provided evidence on its cost effectiveness. In
particular it showed that from an economic point of view the well
articulated street differentiation system minimised the cost of
Infrastructures, at the same time Increasing the available space for
other uses - like plazas or gardens and small parks. On the contrary,
streets of equal width In the gridiron plan meant higher cost and less
space available for other uses. Actually, more place was left In the new
plan for one family houses, which In turn were arranged anxnd small
gardens and parks In quiet residential streets so as to create a peaceful
atmosphere unusual to modem urban densities.
The Importance assigned in the article to the issues of traffic
circulation and greenery for the lay out of a city, might convey the
Impression that Hallman Inclined towards Stubben’s town planning Ideas
rather than Sitte’s artistic principles, and in fact he was well aqualnted
both with Stubben’s writings and practice. However, Hallman’s
emphasis on the modem requirements of cities was rather a way of
stressing the practicality and economy of the principles of artistic
urban design; this was typical of his unsurrendering spirit and of the
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"modem" and realistic attitude of Scandinavian architects. After all,
Scandinavian interest in the Slttesque model did not He in the
aesthetlsatlon of the city as an end In Itself, but In the sociopolitical
significance that this process of artistic city building might have In
formalising in everyday life a sense of place and, therefore. Invigorating
feelings of belonging.
On the other hand It was also true that a rStubbenlsed’ image of
Sltte — particularly after his death in 1904 - became very popular In
Scandinavia due to an increased concern with practical matters during
those years, as well as due to Stubben’s extensive practice and active
participation In all major International exhibitions and town planning
meetings.14 However the fact that Scandinavian architects considered
city building as a genius loci creation (based on the study of nature,
topography and local building traditions and Informed by their deeply
rooted vernacular ethos) could not be reduced to an a-prlorl set of
aesthetic laws15 or to a single-minded concern with traffic problems and
other practical matters. At the turn of the century the Scandinavian
nationalist movements had revived people’s appreciation for their
historical and natural milieu. In conformity with these Ideals the
architects* primary task was the recovery and preservation of the cities*
cultural values and human character.
The plan far Kiruna1* (Luossavare) - in Swedish Lappland- was the
first town plan to be realised in Nordic countries under the principles
of the new town planning ideas (Fig. 3).
Hallman in 1899-190Q - assisted by Gustaf Wickman17 -- indertook
the planning of this new mine-workers’ city as a challenge, given the
difficulties of the hilly and rocky terrain. The city’s layout was based on
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a study of topography and natural conditions and an Insight Into the local
building traditions.
The street network was designed in accordance with the formation of
the terrain. A big planted esplanade 24 meters wide crossed the city
following an elegantly curving line (Fig. 3a). Some of the public
buildings were placed along this public drive and In a small square
which was artfully created out of an enlargement of the street.
Similarly created squares, lying aside from the stream of vehicles and
pedestrians, were ideally suited to receive fountains or small
monuments.
The theme of a slightly curving public drive, crossing the city as a
promenade, turned out to be a favourite one among Sitte’s followers18
(Fig. 4, 5). In particular It recured In other Hallman’s designs, such as
the plan for the city of Sddertelge of 1903.18
In the hilly terrain of Sddertelge (Fig. 6) Hallman designed a wide
tree planted street that opened rhythmically, every few meters, to
create small plazas; where, protected from the traffic’s flow, public
buildings and other public ornaments were located. The streets’ design,
their variable length and width, the attention paid to form their
Intersections carefully avoiding acute angles showed an effort to restore
the character of enclosure and Individuality that streets had in the
traditional European city (Fig. 7). This effort culminated In the artistry
embodied In the design of street openings Into small plazas or In the
enclosure of their vistas with terminal features.
Furthermore, both plans for Klruna and Sddertelge, shared Hallman’s
particular attention to the enclosed character of squares as living
places (visurrum)20 and public rooms; Inspired by the old Swedish
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traditional practice of medieval cities and peasant villages.
Kiruna’s plan, In particular, aimed at creating several focal points In
the community around small plazas where most of the public buildings,
artistically arranged, were located. Accordingly there was no central
park. Instead In the city’s high points, where the terrain was difficult to
exploit, small local parks were formed by leaving the natural landscape
Intact, following Hallman’s saying that: "nature Itself Is the best garden
master".21
The proposed house types were mainly two storey wooden houses for
four to six families. Their design, responding to the need to discourage
workers from emigrating tended mostly to give each family its own
garden and as much privacy as possible, thus binding them to their land.
Hallman’s plan, bringing together the art of nature and the aesthetic
principles of traditional city building with the requirements of modem
living, represented a new approach to the planning of workers’
communities In Sweden. The specialised press commented positively on
Klruna’s plan and found It a good example for the solution of the
problems arising from the city’s expansion. Even the dally press
reported on Hallman’s plan praising particularly Its "natural" formation
and landscaping qualities.22
Hallman’s approach to the building of workers* communities left its
Imprint on later Swedish developments. Some of the best plans for
Industrial housing villages that followed his principles and tried to
reestablish the old traditional building practice, were Nils Gellerstedt’s
plan in 1906 for Pllbo outside Falum, Gustaf Linden’s In 1920 for
Atvidaberg and Osvalt Almqvist’s in 1915-20 for Bergslagsbyn in
Dalecarlla.23 Almqvlst In particular, used, In his plan for Bergslagsbyn
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- a model village for workmen and employees of Domnarvet Ironworks
— his personal experience from his earlier study of wooden architecture
of the 17th and 18th century In the Bergslagen iron district In central
Sweden.
Hallman with his talks, lectures and articles In Journals and dally
newspapers kept the Interest of public opinion up to date on Swedish
urban Issues.34 This public treatment of urban matters — soon followed
by the dally press - opened discussion on new planning Ideas and
facilitated their reception by public opinion.
4.3 Hallman’s work In Stockholm
Hallman’s town planning activity was prolific. Among his plans,
those for Stockholm’s districts: LSrkstaden (1907), Eriksbeng (19Q8),
Rodaberg (1909), Helgalunden (1913), Upplandsgatan (1914-22) and
Blecktom (1920), were of particular Interest.
Mid- 19th century Stockholm was still a city of modest size, with a
population of around a hundred thousand. In 1866 a committee was
appointed - headed by Albert Llndhagen - to revise and extend
Stockholm’s plan.38 Its proposal (Fig. 8), Inspired by the civic
embellishment of Haussmam In Paris, made more or less violent cuts
through built-up areas in order to obtain convenient and monumental
thoroughfares. The most monumental part of the plan was the adoption
of Gustaf Ill’s (16th century) grandiose Idea of laying out a broad
avenue from Gustaf Adolf square to Brumsvlken near the Haga park.
The project to turn Sveavagen into a Champs-Elysees was abandoned.
Instead Sveavagen was only opened for half Its proposed length while Its
breadth was reduced from 70 to 48 meters, thus retaining nothing of
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Its proposed monumentallty. Though some of Its grandest projects
remained unaccomplished, the plan still accounts for much of Inner
Stockholm’s present layout. The boulevard of Karlavagen, the fountalned
star-shaped plaza at Karlaplan (Fig. 8a) and especially the proposals for
the new areas — which had been the basis of the projects worked out
and sanctioned by the government in 1875-1881 — are all the outcome
of its realisation.
Based on the requirements for hygiene, spaciousness and regulations
for fire protection and neglecting topography and other existing
conditions, Llndhagen’s gridiron plan was superimposed upon
Stockholm’s pre-existing urban fabric and violated its topography. In
particular, Its Inapproprlatness to cope with Stockholm’s hilly terrain
led to large city areas remaining unplanned, and being Incorporated as
Irregular gaps In the gridiron pattern.
It was by resolving the planning problem of these hilly sites of
Stockholm — left aside as parks by Llndhagen’s plan — that Hallman
started his activity and established his authority in Stockholm’s town
planning development. In particular, as member of the Committee of
Svenska Teknologforenlngens, working on the revision of Stockholm’s
town plan from 1902 to 1906, Hallman acquired a good knowledge of
the city’s problems.
The first of his plans was for the area of Eriksberg (situated between
Blrger-Jarlsgatan,Valhallavagen and HumlegSrden) In Ostermalm. A
rectilinear plan had been prepared In 1899 for this part of Stockholm In
Llndhagen’s fashion, but met with heavy criticism particularly from
Nils Gellerstedt who designed an alternative plan In 1900 (Fig. 9 ).26
Following mostly Gellestedt’s proposal, Hallman replanned the district
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(Fig. 10). The layout of the streets was adapted to the contours of the
terrain. Thus slightly curved streets, framed with low-rise housing
blocks surrounded the two small hills, which were crowned with public
buildings (Fig. IGa). Small staircases led to the hill-tops, designed In
order to enhance the spectator’s view of the public buildings, when
ascending. Hallman’s plan was Initially accepted (1908) and part of the
area was already built before 1915. However, the plan was later
modified (1917,1919) and the outlook of the district was changed due In
particular to the high exploitation of the building sites (Fig. 10b).
When planning the Erlksberg district Hallman left out a small part of
It called Larkstaden, situated south of Valhallavagen (Fig. 11). Here he
could see his plan — accepted by the city council In 1907 — fully
Implemented and his Ideas realised within a period of three years.
Larkstaden27 (Fig. 11a) was designed as a district of small blocks and
rather narrow streets — for which special permission was granted —
around a green strip of land, where the terrain was more rocky. The
blocks were mainly designed for one-family houses with garden. These
two storey (one family residences) buildings were aligned along the
streets and mostly attached to each other, thus keeping their gardens,
out of the traffic, protected In the Interior of the block. Attention was
also paid to the architectural profile of the area, for which certain
regulations were set up. The architects’ predilection for traditional
building materials (like brick and granite) and domestic building forms
(although lnflunced by the German jugendstll and the English villa
architecture) gave a homogeneous appearance to the d istrict.
Furthermore the plan’s Intimate character (short and narrow streets;
small and low density blocks, etc.) and Its landscaping qualities gave an
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overall effect of seclusion to the area and underlined the individuality of
the district (Fig. lib ).
Similar qualities were new to Stockholm and Hallman’s plan was
highly praised for its ability to give to urban scenery a picturesque
restfulness (Fig. lie ).
Planned as a villa quarter for wealthy families, Larkstaden
displayed many similarities to English garden suburbs. However, the
plan also manifested Hallman’s intention to revive the tradition of the
Swedish small town by planning on a small scale with low densities and
maintaining as close a contact with nature as possible (through
topography and landscaping).
The same concern characterised Hallman’s approach for the planning
of Rodaberg district, in northern Stockholm.28 In this case, however, he
designed with a different social class in mind.
Shaped as an Irregular trapezium, Rodaberg district (Fig. 12) was
bounded by big through traffic streets. In the middle of it, along a
natural valley, another street cut the district into two triangular areas.
Hallman planned the district on the basis of these two triangular areas
and reinforced their character of enclosure by planning four to five
storey blocks of flats along the perimeter of the triangles. At the same
time, however, he created a link between these two juxtaposed triangles
by opening a street perpendicular to the through traffic artery that was
dividing them; thus creating something like a cross In the centre of this
district. This Intersection was emphasised by widening Torsgatan,
forcing one momentarily to appreciate the other vista.
At a more detailed level, a tree planted short street leading to one
of the triangular quarters, had as its terminal feature a church situated
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on the top of a rocky h ill. The other street, slightly narrower, opened
onto a small park located In the heart of the quarter. The rest of the
residential streets had a more Intimate character. Narrow and winding,
they followed the contours of the terrain creating a sequence of
picturesque broken vistas.
Behind the housing blocks framing these quarters small yards were
aligned which were flanked with the gardens of the terraced one family
houses designed inside the blocks. An L-shaped plaza created out of the
church and other related buildings, and encircled by a planted strip of
land, gave a civic character to one of the quarters; while the other,
more residential, had Its sole public building placed on a cliff in the
quarter’s perimeter, and overlooking an important street Intersection,
thus becoming a terminal feature for those streets.
The plan for Rodaberg district was accepted by the city council In
1909. However most of the building was carried out later during the
1920s mainly by the Housing Cooperative H.S.B..28
Due to the Intense housing shortage of the period the area was built
exclusively with apartment houses (mainly of two rooms and a kitchen)
In the form of perimeter blocks around courtyards (Fig. 13). Hallman
revised his plan during 1923-24 In order to adapt it to new housing
needs (Fig. 14). However what was lost from Hallman’s initial low
density plan, was gained In Sven Wallander’s uniform house design which
was rich In classical motifs. The district’s conformity to one pattern
enforced the urban character of the plan; while the treatment of the
facades with a variety of national historical features accentuated
Hallman’s Intention for individuality (Flg.i5a-c).
In 1909 Hallman became the expert member of the newly founded
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Stockholm town planning committee and supervised all the city’s town
planning activity.. The role of the committee was to analyse critically all
existing plans for the Stockholm area and based on these results to
develop further town plans, when necessary. All plans presented by the
committee were designed by the expert member. Among the others were
the plans for Katarinabergen, Sklnnarvlksbergen, Helgaknden,
Upplandsgatan, Blecktoms&mradet, Diplomatsstaden, etc.
In particular the plans far Helgalunden (1913) and for a part of
Vasastaden around Upplandsgatan (1914) reproposed Hallman’s
preferred theme: that was planning a district around a central ptfcllc
space which would become the centre of attraction for communal
living.30 In the case of Helgalunden the point of reference was a central
park formed out of the rocky terrain Fig. 16). The big perimeter
apartment blocks - built around spacious courtyards — enclosed It with
their volume; while the curved streets following the terrain contours
offered various picturesque vistas of It. The area of Vasastaden, on the
other hand, was designed around a central tree planted promenade
(Upplandsgatan) which cut through the district and terminated In a
semicircular public building surrounded by a small park (Fig. 17). The
two building blocks, alongside Upplandsgatan, which framed It laterally
were artistically designed In order to underline the feeling of enclosure
and give the street the status of a public room.
Both districts were only partly built according to Hallman’s plans.
However, the main features of both plans were retained. The area around
Upplandsgatan was built during 1916-25 by Stockholm’s Building
Cooperative (S.K.F.).31 The architecture and ornamentation of the
buildings (work of the architects Gustaf Larson, Gustaf Pettersson and
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Edvln Engstrom) (Fig. 18a-c) exalted Hallman’s design. The part of
Helgalunden, that followed Hallman’s plan, was built in 1926, by
H.S.B.32 (Flg.l9a-b)«
Hallman’s contemporary was the clty-englneer Nils Gellerstedt.” He
had drawn the plans of East Orebro in 19Q2 and of Chrlstianstad In
1904 Fig. 20). He was also awarded the second prize In the
competition for the extension of Gothenburg in 1901. Gellerstedt
followed the same Slttesque Ideas as Hallman. His plans were
characterised by a well balanced composition of Idyllic and picturesque
residential areas with monumentally arranged civic centres. Gellerstedt
had also won the first prize in the international competition for the
planning of Helslngbor^g” In 1906 Fig. 21), In which Camlllo Sitte’s
son, Slgfrled, had also participated Fig. 22).
With the advent of the new town planning ideas In Sweden around the
turn of the century, the need for new town planning legislation flexible
enough to accommodate varying local needs and conditions without
dictating Indiscriminately a general set of regulations and formal
solutions, was pressing. On the other hand, the rapid growth of cities
during that period and their need for expansion Increased the municipal
authorities’ dissatisfaction with the 1874 planning law, which paid no
attention to their size and economic strength so they enforced their
demand for a new legislative framework, which amongst other things,
could regulate the relations between cities and private landowners.
The Town Plan and Lot Division Act” of August 21, 1907, came to
remedy these defects and meet the newly created economic and
aesthetic requirements. Thereafter a town plan represented not only a
scheme sanctioned by law for the lay out of streets, plazas, and building
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blocks. It also gave directions for the development of buildings and
groups of buildings Including their height and other relevant guidelines.
The authors of new town plans, therefore, had the possibility to present
together with their plans special stipulations as regards the building
and the use of land, in order to quarantee the development of an area in
accordance with the intentions of the plan.
Furthermore the Act gave legal standing to the lot line plans
prepared by the municipal authorities and laid down the rules under
which controversies between the town and the landowners were to be
settled. Under this Act, therefore, town planning became a municipal
affair and Individual solutions were suggested to each property.
It was thanks to this new legislative framework that Hallman’s town
planning activity bore fruit.
The positive results of the new law were soon to be seen In the town
planning competition announced In 1909 for the Katarina district In
southern Stockholm (the first of Its kind in Stockholm).** The first prize
was awarded to the plan of the architect Cyrlllus Johansson,” a Sltte
follower, who worked In collaboration with the engineers B.Sandstrom
and F.Eggert Fig. 23).
In planning the district the historic Katarina church was the fcentral
building*. It was centered on one side of a court, which was framed by
low buildings. Werner Hegemam eloquently described the plan and
illustrated Its artistry: "the street layout of this difficult hillside area
shows a gridiron plan broken where It touches steep ground. The streets
are fitted to the grades without the use of curved building-llnes. The
designers put the emphasis upon protecting the silhouette of the church
which dominates the skyline of Stockholm. Thus the buildings in the
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neighborhood of the church are kept low In order to let the domed
building loom up without competition"38.
Stockholm’s town planning committee, in 1913, elaborated In the
spirit of Cyrlllus Johansson’s plan an alternative project for the same
area, designed by Per Hallman.” Raymond Unwin in a letter to Hallman
referred to this plan as "one of the outstanding examples of town
planning used for architectural effect"40.
4.4 Dllenberg’s work In Gothenburg
Gothenburg - Sweden’s second biggest city — had grown m tll 1900
following the plan of 1866 prepared by a special committee after a
public competition Fig.24). As In the case of Stockholm’s plan of the
same year, this one was realised in the spirit of the Building Law of
1874.
Based on a gridiron pattern, Gothenburg’s plan41 was formally
characterised by broad planted esplanades, dividing the town Into several
districts, with small blocks, large star-shaped plazas designed at
various street Junctions, and an ample number of parks and open
spaces. By 1900, however, almost all of the building land covered by
the 1866 plan was utilised. The planning of the city’s extension towards
the south-east, on a site characterised by an unusually rocky and
undulating terrain, was faced with an entirely new problem that could
not be solved by the use of the old gridiron system.
Hallman and SundbSrg’s winning project - for the competition
announced for this area In 1901 Fig. 1)* as we have discussed —
addressed the problem of topography in an innovative way. However, it
did not manage to respond to the need for a monumental civic centre.
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The alternative project worked out, In 1904, by a committee appointed
by the city council resolved this problem more satisfactorily42
Fig. 25); It provided for fine approaches and a monumental treatement
of the heights along a belvedere road. The layout of the streets received
official sanction In 19Q7 but could not be carried out without
alterations because this project In contrast to Hallman’s - did not
adhere closely enough to the topography.
Three years later, however, the plan of Albert Llllenberg (engineer)
and Tengbom & Torulf (architects) presented a synthesis of these two
partial solutions Fig. 26). Lillenberg’s plan43 paid particular attention
to the creation of a monumental civic centre. It provided for an arcaded
deep plaza, at the foot of the h ill, where the broad tree planted
esplanade — Kungsportsavenyen — ended. In the far end of the plaza a
museum, well framed by two smaller edifices, stood as the terminal
feature of Kungsportsavenyen; while the lateral sicks of the plaza hosted
a theater and a concert hall. Leaving Its centre free for the placing of
an appropriate public ornament, the traffic was directed out of the plaza
and through broad avenues towards the residential quarters. The rocky,
hilly terrain in the background of this formally arranged plaza was
Instead laid out, following the contours of the Irregular topography,
with narrow winding streets which served the villa quarters, designed
for wealthy families.
Llllenberg’s plan reflected the spirit of Gothenburg’s emerging
Industrial bourgeoisie. The monumental arrangement of the various
representative public buildings - symbols of a bourgeois culture - in
Gbtaplatsen responded to their desire to celebrate and manifest their
social status; while the secluded and idyllic disposition of the villa
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quarters satisfied their need to underline the values of privacy and
individualism- After a ll, It was not by chance that Gothenburg’s
International Jubilee Exhibition of 192344 — which was the showplace
of the accomplishments of Swedish industry and crafts -- chose as its
location the site next to Gfltaplatsen and in the proximity of the finest
new residential quarters,45 planned by Lillenberg.
On the basis of Lillenberg’s proposal for Gtitaplatsen, which
included an art gallery, a concert hall and a theater, a special
competition was held In 1916-17 for the building of this area.45 The
first prize went to Ragnar Hjorth and Ture Ryberg (Fig. 27).
Lillenberg’s proposal for monumentalIty was in contrast with the more
sophisticated approach of Gunnar Asplund (Fig. 28), while Sigurd
Lewerentz’s plan Fig. 29) paid more attention to a grouping more
suited to the terrain than to the buildings themselves. The results of the
competition were Incorporated in the new town plan and were carried
out just In time for the Jubilee Exhibition of 1923.47
Throughout this period and particularly from 1907 to 1927, Albert
Lillenberg,4® held the position of head of the City Engineer’s Office of
Gothenburg and was, therefore, in charge of all town planning activity.
He later became town planning director of the city of Stockholm,
succeeding Per Olof Hallman.
Ten years younger than Hallman, Lillenberg, had closely followed
Hallman’s work and was well aqualnted with the contemporary German
planning scene. He represented Sweden in the International town
planning conference held in London in 1910 and his contribution to the
town planning exhibition, that took place In Gothenburg in conjunction
with the Jdbllee Exhibition of 1923, was Immense.
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In his town plans, Lilienberg, tried to combine his concern, as an
engineer, for the technical aspects of city planning with the principles
of aesthetic city building and traditional building techniques.
Lilienberg drew a series of plans for Gothenburg’s districts and
suburbs4® such as, for the Landala (1908, Fig. 30), Anggarden Johanneberg (1920-22, Flg.31) and Bdfr-Tarp-KSlItorp districts (192223, Fig. 32). His town planning work left a strong imprint on
Gothenburg’s development. Around the same period he also designed a
plan for the extension of Uppsala (1921, Fig. 33). The aim of his plan
was to preserve the historical features of the old town. However, he
also made freer use of the straight street than the old gridiron plan and
organised the new districts into a system of axes and formal groupings.
One of Lillenberg’s best plans was for the Bagareg&rden (1908) and
Krlstinedal (1909) districts of Gothenburg50 Fig. 34). His intention was
not only to satisfy the convenience of the Inhabitants but also to produce
the best architectural effects, taking advantage of the natural
peculiarities of the site.
The site was a rather steep h ill. A serpentine winding street led to
its top. On the slopes, on a terraced road, partly detached houses were
designed. These were adjacent to four storey tenement houses which
created a ring of level buildings round the hilltop. The tall and imposing
public buildings were arranged on the top of the h ill. The rest of the
tenement blocks and the few parks were placed in the plain.
Lillenberg’s interest In the architectural silhouette of this — mainly
workmen’s - residential district was excellently described in
Hegemarm’s resumptive comment: "The designer has tried to secure the
maximum amount of architectural formality which is consonant with
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economy and convenience. Lilienberg believes that when a hill is
covered with buildings the tallest should be at the top of the h ill. He
thus produces a general effect of organisation in a district even though
an axial unification may be impossible".51
The building for the Bagareg&rden area started In 1910 and continued
during the following decade. Of particular Interest was the arrangement
of the perimeter blocks - enclosing planted courtyards — in groups of
two around small plazas or public playgrounds such as, for example, the
Aleklatt and VattlefjSll blocks Fig. 35) or the Klnnekulle and
Halleberg blocks around Hvlloplatsen52 Fig. 36). These residential
blocks followed the building tradition of Gothenburg’s working class
housing: the landshovdlngehus Fig. 36a-b). Their ground floor was built
of stone or brick and the other two to three storeys of wood. The
landshovdingehus was a narrow block of 9 to 11 meters. The dwellings
in these blocks were healthy due to the stipulation allowing not more
than two appartments to each floor. Thus all small flats had windows on
both sides and a large room. Furthermore as Lilienberg put it "thanks
to this kind of building the city has been spared the five storey
tenements for the laboring classes".53
Lillenberg’s plan for Kungsladug&rd»54 In 1915 and Its final version
In 1922, were worked out on the same basis with big perimeter blocks
of a landshovdingehus type around planted courtyards Fig. 37). The
blocks were arranged In groqps forming small plazas or framing green
areas.
Architecturally speaking these residential blocks, built during the
1920s - in Kingsladug&rd Fig. 38a-b) but also elsewhere in Gothenburg
Fig. 39a-b) — were designed in a classical style, referring to Sweden’s
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Gustavian era.
It was not an exclusive privilege of the big cities, such as Stockholm
and Gothenburg, to have highly qualified town planning architects and
engineers, who were also advocates of the art of city building. It was
quite the opposite. Sitte’s followers held most of the key positions in
the planning of Swedish cities. Fredrlk ScndbSrg was the city architect
of Landskrona -- succeeded after his death, in 1913, by Frans Ekelund
an equally well qualified architect;55 Gustaf Linden of Llnkoplng; Erik
Hahr of Vaster&s; Axel Nilsson of Malmd, to name but a few.55 Their
planning work testified their concern for the issues of artistic city
building. In particular, Erik Hahr’s working class housing complexes
for the flourishing industrial community of Vaster&s, manifested his
ability to combine traditional building forms with modem functional
requirements and urban aesthetics with practical and economic
concerns. On the other hand, Gustaf Linden’s plans for various small
communities (such as Holmsbruk in Motala [1919, Fig. 40], Mjolby,
Atvldaberg and Borensberg In Ostergbtland, Huskvama and Farserum in
Sm&land) as well as his master plans for Llriktiplng 11923, Fig. 41)
and Hjo (1928, Fig. 42), although mainly developments for single
family houses, were characterised by his Ingenious ability to give an
urban character and a feeling of compactness and enclosure — borrowed
from the traditional village patterns — even to low density
developments Fig. 43a-b).
4.5 Housing in Sweden57
The Swedish state housing policy was in general one of non
intervention, at least until the late twenties. However, the acute housing
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shortage and increased building costs that followed World War I obliged
the Swedish state to take measures. Thus following the example of
other European countries* Sweden enforced a rent restriction law from
1917 to 1923. Meanwhile, the first state subsidies for house building
were passed by the Parliament, far four million kr. In 1917, three
million kr. In 1918 and two million kr. In 1919.
Table 1
Sweden: number of houses erected (1917-1929)
Year

Tenementbuildlngs

1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

343
175
103
74

1922
1923
1924

56
62
39

1925
1926
1927
1928

22

1929

Cooperative

Private

societies
-

-

-

8

74

20
8
19
22

101
108
25
1,721
1,939
1,590
1,249
1,001
729

15
25
18

35
17
51
22

4

17

140

413
420
161

Source: Axel Dahlberg, "Sweden" In B. Schwan (ed), Town Planning and
Housing throughout the World (Berlin: E. Wasmuth, 1935) pp. 378-384
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These state housing subsidies were Increased during the years 19201922 to approximately ten to twelve million kr. per year. Through such
state aid 12,747 dwellings were erected between 1917-1922,
containing 37,488 rooms (Table 1). However, these state subsidies did
not become regular until 1922 when the State Housing Loan Fund or
Statens Bostadslanefond was created. It granted loans In the form of
second mortgages up to 80% of the building value, In favourable terms,
giving particular preference to homestead builders and cooperative
associations. This State Fund was created from the revenues of the
State Liquor Profits Fund, which was an alcohol monopoly.
The activity of the state consisted, therefore, in direct subventions
only In the period between 1917-1922 (nonetheless, Insufficient) and
aimed mainly at lowering the Interest rates of building loans. For such
purpose the Swedish Mortgage Bank was founded as soon as 1909.
Actually It was the creation of the two major co-operative building
organisations, in that period, that Improved the prolonged housing
shortage of the big cities. In 1916, the S.K.F. or Stockholms
Kooperatlva Byggjnadsfdrenlng was founded followed In 1924 by the
creation of the biggest Swedish housing co-operative, the H.S.B. or
HyresgSstemas Sparfcasse och Byggnadsforenlng (Saving and Building
Union of Tenants), formed by funds of the Federal Tenants* Organisation
and supported with the aid of second mortgages from public funds. Its
director was the architect Sven Wallander. In 1924 the K.F. or
Kooperatlva Fflrbundsts (Co-operative Union and Wholesale Society),
interested mainly In housing projects for its members, also formed its
Architectural Office, under the direction of Eskil.Sundahl.58
These co-operative building societies were public utility societies
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and often carried out municipal housing projects, since the city had
adopted the policy of providing only cheap sites and loan facilities.
As far as planning legislation was concerned In 1917 a new Town
Planning Act was adopted "On the formation of Real Estate In Towns",
which Incorporated the Town Planning Act of 1907. As the title
suggests this new Act had to deal with the regulation of the unplanned
building going on In areas outside the urban boundaries.
4.6 Sltte’s Ideas and town planning practice In Finland
The plan of Helsinki In 1817 by J.A. Ehrenstrdm and C.L. Engel
(Fig. 44), along the lines of the so-called Empire style, Is a milestone
in Finnish town planning history.5* Soon after the 1850s, however, town
planning gradually fell Into the hands of land surveyors, who had no
artistic training and were only Interested In fixing property lines. In
particular, the ordinance of 1856 — which was a summary of the most
Important general building regulations of the code of 1734 — Introduced
the gridiron plan - with broad tree-planted esplanades — as a means of
protection against the spreading of fires. Gradually the majority of
Finnish towns was reorganised in conformity with this chessboard
planning system which was superimposed Indiscriminately to local needs
and conditions. Town planning was further Influenced by local building
regulations and by the ordinance of 1898 refering to densely populated
communities.
It was not until the end of the 19th century that some town planners men with architectural training — began to appreciate the artistic
Importance of town planning and, strongly Influenced by Camlllo Sltte’s
book Per Stadtebau, started an active movement.
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Among the European figures of the turn of the century, Sltte was the
strongest supporter of a culturallst theory that related architecture and
the city by introducing artistic principles in urban design. Finnish
architects, therefore, were sympathetically Inclined towards Sltte.
They adopted Sltte’s ideas on account of his cultural revivalism of
the medieval plan and the aesthetic of the picturesque: urban design
strategies which they Interpreted as a critique of the schematic late
nineteenth century gridiron plan. In this sense, Sltte’s Ideas were not
adopted as a critique of Industrialisation, but were seen as a means for
cultural emancipation and the appropriation of European culture.
Bertel Jung and Lars Sonck were among the first followers of
Slttesque Ideas on the art of town building.
“ For Sonck the doctrines of Sltte worked like a spark In a barrel of
powder. He literally devoured Sltte’s book and accepted the doctrines In
it with the full glow of his powerful nature, thus affecting me and the
other colleagues close to him as well". This was how Bertel Jung - In a
speech made In 1941 - described Lars Sonck’s encounter. In 1897,
with Sltte’s Ideas60.
In his article "Madam vandalism: Helsingfors stadsplan",61
previously mentioned, Sonck commented broadly on town building In
antiquity and the Middle Ages and then proceeded to analyse the
contemporary town planning scene. He vigorously criticised the use of
the schematic gridiron plan as practiced by engineers and land
surveyors and demanded the return of town planning Into the realm of
architecture, on the basis of artistic principles and with regard to
nature and local conditions. In this respect he wrote: "...nature Is our
best domicile and everything that In the towns, too, seeks to preserve its
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beauty and playful nuances, enhances aesthetic emotions and strengthens
love for one’s native region and home town".62
In the same article, Sonck focussed his attention on the planning of
Helsinki (Fig. 44a). Criticising the unfortunate tee of the gridiron
pattern on the Irregular terrain of the recently planned Kalllo and
Katajanokka districts, he warned against the creation of a loose plan for
villas with large plots in the district of Elra, which at the time was
still awaiting a plan. For this district, instead, he proposed a more
compact yet freely composed plan, following the contours of the terrain
In the layout of the streets, with small plots and front yards In an
English fashion. He further advanced the Idea of a public competition In
order to solve the planning problem of this area63 (Fig. 45).
Furthermore, Inspired by Sltte’s proposal to Improve the urban
quality of the Rlngstrasse In Vienna, Sonck discussed and presented an
alternative plan for Helsinki’s neoclassical civic centre. In particular
he criticised the big size and open character of the Senate square64
(Fig. 46) as well as the free-standing and unrelated way In which the
pdbllo buildings, forming the House of Estates square, were placed.
Instead, In his plan (Fig. 47), Sonck, through the use of colonnades —
closing various street openings In these squares — tried to enforce a
certain feeling of containment and enclosure. Furthermore, In the
Senate square, In order to underline the direction of Its longitudinal axis
towards the church, he designed as an extension of the Cathedral stairs
a small semicircular plaza around a fountain. Sim ilarly, by designing a
semicircular colonnade that embraced the rear of the House of Estates,
he aimed to create an advantageous frame for the building while at the
same time Incorporating It In the "walls" of the square.
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Although Inappropriate, Sonck’s example of urban arrangement was
quite useful as an urban exerslse In demonstrating, perhaps too
ardously, some of Sltte’s principles to the Finnish public. A direct
consequence of Sonck’s article was the announcement of the ToOlO town
planning competition, In 1898.65 The Fore-Tdblb* was a hilly area
bordering the centre of Helsinki towards the Northwest, In the direction
that the city was expected to expand. Sonck was awarded the second
prize (Fig. 48), while his Joint project with Bertel Jung and Valter
Thome was awarded the third (Fig. 49). The first prize, Instead, was
won by professor Gustaf Nystrbm and municipal engineer Herman
Norrmen (Fig. 50). The former was Sonck’s teacher and architect of
many Important public buildings among which the House of Estates,
criticised by Sonck.
Sonck’s entries were characterised by an Irregular and narrow street
pattern, a closely built form and picturesque clustering of buildings as
well as an abundant number of public buildings Informally arranged In
small enclosed and Irregularly shaped plazas. There was something
touchingly medieval in these entries, as was clearly shown In one
perspective by the authors, where the stepped gables and pointed saddlebacked roofs of the public buildings bordering a small square
surmounted by the high tower of the church, were purposely recalling
Baltic medieval towns (Fig. 51).
This national romantic medievalism was also evident In theoretical
works, such as the special Issue devoted to architecture of the Journal
Ateneum In 1901. In this Issue - which was on the whole a manifesto
of Art Nouveau and even more of National Romanticism - Armas
Lldgren began his article with the well known statement: "The night of
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the Middle Ages was, after all, a wonderful night, full of dreams and
glorious visions".66
Gustaf Nystrbm’s winning entry plan, on the other hand, gave
priority to the requirements of traffic and followed a more formal
arrangement In the district’s design. Thus it led two wide thoroughfares
through the district and lntoduced an articulated street system. Sonck,
on the contrary, confined through taffic to the boundaries of the district.
The competition, the first of Its kind In Finland, aroused a great
deal of attention and was followed by a debate In the press between the
two opposing parties. Professor Nystrbm, replying to Sonck’s
criticisms, stated that he had Indeed read Sltte’s book and agreed with
many of his Ideas. He added, however, that a valid criticism of Sltte had
already been made by Joseph Stubben. Incidentally, it Is Interesting to
note in this context, that among the members of the jury were Joseph
Stubben and Per Olof Hallman who supported respectively Nystrbm’s
and Sonck’s entries.
In 1900, a second round of the competition was arranged among only
the first three prized entries and on the basis of the comments made by
the competition Jury. The competition site was also extended to an area
almost as big as the already existing part of Helsinki. The project of
Jung, Sonck and Thome was chosen as the best (Fig. 52). However the
dty authorities decided in the end to ask Nystrom and Sonck to
cooperate In order to carry out the definitive plan for the district. This
arrangement was considered a compromise and was actually opposed by
both the authors and the majority of the archltect-planners. Eventually,
the plan was worked out In 1902 and sanctioned In 1906 (Fig. 53).67
Bertel Jung who became town planning architect of Helsinki, in
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1908, and was personally responsible for the various alterations that
the plan underwent during the fallowing years — considered the outcome
of this compromise unsatisfactory and commented: “Two Individuals
with such widely differing artistic orientations, as Gustaf Nystrom and
Lars Sonck, simply could not work together...".68
It

remained true, however, that architects finally won the

competition thereby breaking down the power of engineers In town
planning. This was considered the major achievement of Sorck’e
writings and of the Toolb competition. The following statement made by
Gunnar Llndqvlst — himself an engineer and a critic of the competition
outcome, who had earlier heavily opposed both Sonck’s proposals and
writings - eloquently presented the dispute between architects and
engineers, in those years: "We gladly admit that arrangement of the
details of a town plan can be the responsibility of the ‘aesthetically
minded* providing that neither the economic nor the tra ffic
requirements are neglected In the process. Eventhoqgh town planning Is
and w ill remain primarily the work of the engineer".69
Sonck was to be remembered as an advocate of picturesque and
medievalist planning. However his contribution lay in the fact that —
following Sitte’s principles - he Introduced the Idea of the city as an art
of spatial (three-dlmentlonal) composition, thus awakening the Interest
of young architects In town planning seen as an architectural endeavour.
The plan under which the Fore-Toolo area was actually built was
elaborated by Bertel Jung70 — Helsinki’s town planning architect - In
1916 (Fig. 54) following to a certain extent Gustaf Nystrbm and Lars
Sonck’s plan of 1906. Its building began in the 1910s following the
fashionable Art Nouveau (Fig. 55), stopped shortly thereafter to recover
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only around the mid 192Gs. The residential five to six storey perimeter
blocks built then, enclosing planted courtyards, with their simple
rational brick facades (Fig. 56a-c) or their white vendered classical
architecture (Fig. 57) gave an Imposing character to the district. Most
of the designs for the street elevations was done by Bertel Jung In his
attempt to give some guidelines to the homogeneous development of the
district — since Finland was s till lacking town planning legislation that
could deal with these Issues.
However, as Rlitta Nlkula noted71 this exterior rational design did
not correspond either to the apartment plans Fig. 58a-b) -- which were
in fact organised In a speculative and Irrational way — or to the
development of the Interior courtyards. These shortcomings were mainly
the consequence of the fact that the area was developed by many
different private speculators and the land was sold piecemeal In
auctions; thus resulting In a fragmentation of the building process.
The Toolb competition opened qp the way to a number of plans
designed In the spirit of Lars Sonck. Based on free composition these
plans were characterised by their curved street lines, Irregular small
plazas, Informally massed and arranged building volumes and by their
(probably exaggerated) efforts to create picturesque motifs. They were
commissioned by various towns to meet their growing need for new
building sites but also many plans were designed for the communities
which were fast developing around Industrial plants In the countryside. A
few town planning competitions72 were also held: for parts of Kuopio, In
19G0, for planning the areas Pyynlkkl and Ratlna In Tampere, In 1902
Fig. 59) and for the Vaskiluoto area In Vaasa, In 1903 Fig. 60a-b). In
the same ‘romantic* spirit the extension of the plan for the town of
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Kotka by Valter Thome' and Hugo Llllus, In 1906 Fig. 61), was also
revised, as well as, the plans for Jyv3skylS, in 1909 Fig. 62) and
Krlstlnestad, In 1910 Fig. 63), by the same architects.
4.7
Jung’s work In Helsinki
Nevertheless, the romantic school did not succeed In eliminating the
older Empire type of city lay-out. In particular, around 1910 the advent
of a Neo-Classical tendency In architecture and of the teachings of the
German art historians Albert E. Brlnckmann and Werner Hegemann*
concerning the art of city building,72 fostered more regular and formal
urban design solutions and a return to Ehrenstrom and Engel’s design
principles. Furthermore, the American City Beautiful movement had not
passed unnoticed In Scandinavia and Its Influence was greatly reinforced
by the creation, around 19IQ, of a school of formal urban design in
Liverpool. The revival of the Beaux-Arts tradition of axial planning,
formal approaches and symmetrical layouts was, therefore, echoed also
in Finland, In this country’s Interest for civic embellishment.
Although the adoption of Camlllo Sltte’s theory by Finnish architects
for Its stylistic associations with medieval and picturesque planning
remains undeniable, Its Impact went far beyond style. As the following
town planning examples show, Sltte’s design principle of artistic
disposition of spatial enclosures and his concern with the landscape as
the genius loci persisted and guided Finnish urban design Independently
of stylistic preferences.
On the basis of the hygienic and cultural benefits that contact with
nature brings, Bertel Jung proposed the creation of a central park, in
Helsinki by preserving the green area north of the Toolo lake. He
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sustained his argument by making reference to the various European and
American cities having a central park, and to Wemer Hegemam’s
publication In 1911 Eln parkbuck.74
In his proposal,75 Jung paid particular attention to the design of the
park’s central entrance Fig. 64). By enlarging Mannerhemlntle — one
of Helsinki’s central avenues, which bordered the park to the West - he
created a small semicircular plaza. In this way Mannerhemlntle,
deviated and extended directly Into the park, opening a long perspective
view of It, which was terminated by an Imposing public building. This
projection of Mannerhemlntle Into the park, framed by five to six storey
buildings, gave an Imposing and monumental urban character to the
park’s main entrance. Its aim was to avoid an immediate contrast
between the city’s urban scale and the park’s natural landscape. Even
the minor entrances to the park, from the crescent - formed by the
enlargement of Mannerhemlntle — were artfully framed by arches,
colonnades etc, In order to obstruct a full view of the park from the
street.
Both Jurg’s and his assistant Birger Brunlla’s alternative proposal
followed the same criterion In designing the park’s entrance; that Is they
both avoided Intermingling cltyscape with landscape, by reinforcing their
boundaries Fig. 65).
Jung’s artistic quality designs and civic spirit were also manifested
In his proposal for the organisation of what is today the South Harbour
of Helsinki Fig. 66).
Acquired by the city In 1910 due to Its Important physical position In
the entrance of Helsinki’s natural port, the area was used for
shipbuilding. Its focal character as a symbolic city gate attracted Jung,
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who considered the lack of a civic centre In southern Helsinki — and was
convinced of Its short life as a shipyard - designed, In 1913, a
monumental group of public buildings on that rocky shore.73 He enforced
the urban character of this triangular area — surrounded by the green of
the Observatory H ill and the Brunnspark - by framing the view of the
main street with five storey buildings and by creating a united Image of
the buildings seen from the sea. The close arrangement of the Town Hall
with the other public buildings and the uniform treatment of their
facades enforced the Imposing massive character of this civic centre,
offering a monumental view to everybody entering the city by the sea
Fig. 67). Furthermore, throqgh a judicious use of terraces and ramps
and the artistic enclosure with arcades or colonnades of the various
functions of the harbour, he managed to create an Inviting and pleasing
promenade by the seaside Fig. 68). The three alternative perspectives
he designed for this area — based on the same plan — Illustrated his
preference for the simple classical style, which with Its volume, form
and refined simplicity added to the monumentallty of the area Fig. 69).
Jung’s understanding of urban problems as problems of the
architectural composition of the city was already clearly shown In his
planning solution, in 1905, for the new House of Estates77 Fig. 70). He
proposed to utilise the two blocks between the railway station square
and Engel’s University Library. Thus by extending and continuing the
Imposing row of public buildings started by Engel, he gave a new look
and a civic character to this otherwise dull section of the city, further
enhancing the beauty of the whole area.7* Of particular Interest was the
way he placed the new House of Estates In the centre of the two-block
site. He framed It with two lateral wings and enclosed its view from
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all streets - except from the one leading to Its main entrance - by
colonnades. From the central avenue Esplanadgatan he cut a short
straight street leading towards the main entrance of the building. By
judiciously enlarging It, shortly before Its end, he gave a full view of
the building’s Imposing main facade.
Jung’s town planning activity was extensive both In Helsinki and later
In Turku - where he became town planning architect in 1919. However,
his role always seemed to be overshadowed by the glamour of other
powerful personalities, such as Lars Sonck’s radiating and enthusiastic
character or Saarinen’s fine and all-embracing mind.
4.8 Saarinen’s ‘organic’ town planning
The most Influential personality in the field of town planning, In
Finland, was El lei Saarinen.79 The architectural practice of GeselllusLlndgren-Saarinen was already well known by the turn of the century.
Their private villas Hvlttrask Fig. 71) and Suur-Merijokl Fig. 72),
their Finnish Pavllilon for the 1900 World Exhibition In Paris Fig.
73), as well as their prize winning competition entry for Helsinki’s
National Theatre Fig. 74) and their realised project for the National
Museum Fig. 75), were some of the mast representative examples of
their work and demonstrated their attitude towards architecture as a
total work of art.80
The urban qualities of Saarinen’s architecture, the attention
he paid to locate the building mass In relation to surrounding streets
and squares and the organic relation of his work to nature and the
surrounding landscape, were already noticeable In his early works. The
long series of Town Halls he designed from Lappeenranta (1906) to
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Lahti (1911), from Joensuu (1909-14) to Tallinn (1912, Fig. 76a-b)
and Turku (1917, Fig. 77a-b), as well as Helsinki’s central railway
station (1906, Fig. 78a-c) and his prized project for the Parliament
House (1908) manifested his strong desire to relate buildings to their
urban context and to their surrounding landscape.81 These monumental
public buildings following either a free Informal grouping of volumes or
a symmetrical facade design and disposition of space, were In both cases
characterised by a strong Interest In the expressive qualities of the
building materials; they also Interrelated Iconographlcally to the scale
of the street and the city In general.
It was only In the early 19 IQs, however, that Eliel Saarinen emerged
as a town planner. In 1910, Saarinen, accompanied by Julius Tallberg
and Leo Lerche, two of fils clients Interested In developing a specific
area In Helsinki, visited several European countries In order to get
acquainted with recent town planning developments In the continent.
Upon their return Saarinen was commissioned with the planning of the
Munkkinleml-Haaga (or Munksnas-Haga) area of Helsinki, by its
landowner, the M.G.Stenius and Company. The company’s shareholders —
amongst whom Julius Tallberg had a prominent position — wanted to
make Helsinki a metropolis, with the intention of profiting from the
sale of newly developed land and building materials. Saarinen was
actually a board member of this company, and this was not the only case
where Saarinen’s financial Interests were linked to his planning
projects, Keskuskatu being the other case in hand. Yet this stood as a
proof of Saarinen’s pragmatic understanding of town planning as a field
where financial or political support was the prerequisite for the
realisation of any ‘utopian* design.
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The Munkklnleml-Haaga plan, shown to the pdbllc In 1915, was the
outcome of Saarinen’s town planning experience gained during the years
1910-1915, with his report on the Budapest master plan (1911-12), his
prized competition entry for Canberra’s city plan (1911), and his
winning project for the master plan of greater Tallinn (or Reval), In
Estonia (1913).
In his report for the Budapest master plan,82 Saarinen discarded the
Idea of a city developed spontaneously around a slgle centre; Instead he
proposed a system of district centres based on a network of principal
roads. He also suggested the formation of a greenbelt — forest and
meadow zone - around the city In order to control future expansion. Both
these Ideas were to become the basis of his Munkklnleml-Haaga and ProHelsingfors plan.
The first version of Saarinen’s Munkklnleml-Haaga plan, dated 1911
Fig. 79), resembled his proposal for the Canberra — Australia’s
federal capital — city plan83 Fig. BO): long gently curving main streets
Intersected the area without any specific hierarchy and two obliquely
crossing monumental axes formed the nucleus of the composition. In
both plans there was a tendency towards monumentallsm rather than
carefully considered urban structure Fig. 81). However, In the light of
the severe criticism84 received for his Canberra plan, based on Its
alleged academic and schematic layout showing no concern for the
particularities of the terrain or the requirements of traffic, he later
reconsidered his Munkklnleml-Haaga planning solution and reworked It
on new grounds.
Saarinen’s Tallinn master plan” Fig. 82) — the first based on
detailed population forecasts — was the direct predecessor of the
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Munkklnleml-Haaga plan. Actually, the following comment by Saarinen
on the Tallinn plan, dated 1913, Is equally applicable to the subsequent
Helsinki master plan and Munkklnleml-Haaga plan:
"The purpose of the plan Is to create a system of controls to
accommodate expansion, In which a principle of general development
Is set forth; a principle which ought gradually to penetrate
future growth, so that the city may enjoy a healthy, normal
development by anticipating those various problems which can be
practically visualized. The modem city plan must solve these
problems In a practical, hygienic and aesthetic manner."88
Of particular Interest In this plan was the coherent cltyscape of the
central area and the artistic quality and architectural character of public
spaces — such as the Pamu square Fig. 83a-b), the Opera square Fig*
84a-b) or the Hospital centre Fig. 85); urban features which were to
prevail In the design of the Munkklnleml-Haaga plan as well.
The proposal for the Munkklnleml-Haaga area Fig. B6) — now a part
of the city of Helsinki, then an undeveloped tract of forest land — was
Saarinen’s largest and most Influential town planning work.87
The plan for the area was scaled for a population of 170.000, which
was equal to the population of Inner Helsinki at the time. In conjunction
to the planning work, Saarinen prepared detailed population forecasts
with a view to Helsinki’s future growth, as well as drawing up a master
plan for Helsinki Fig. 87) together with Bertel Jung Including plans for
the main traffic arteries, traffic organisation system, public
transportation, park reserves,etc. Munkklnleml-Haaga was conceived, In
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this context, as one of the many economically autonomous satellite
communities set In a ring surrounding the city centre. These new towns
were separated from each other and the downtown by parkland areas.
The planning document “The proposal for Munkklnleml-Haaga and
Greater Helsinki"** prepared by Ellel Saarinen and his collaborators
was a book of some 16Q pages with some 130 Illustrations —
consisting of diagrams, drawings, photos, model photographs and eleven
pages of double-spread, fold-out pages - published In both Finnish and
Swedish language editions. It Included a detailed historical examination
of Finnish cities and of Helsinki In particular — written by Gustaf
Strengell89 — which served as the groundwork for the Munkklnleml-Haaga
analysis.
The design proposal was advanced not only as a plan but as a
complete formal and spatial development Including the architectural
profiles of all streets, squares, public and private buildings Fig*
88a-e) and a prediction of their projected architectural development
over a thirty year period.
The plan also provided for effective private and public transportation,
Introducing a system of roads scaled hierarchically into major traffic
arteries, residential streets and small utility alleys. The main highway
Helslnkl-Turku which crossed the Munkklnleml-Haaga area was laid
down Into a channel four to five meters below ground level and In the
middle of a wide boulevard. The various streets crossing It did so by
bridges. "And this was at a time when a car was still a very rare sight
In Flnlandl"90
The main design features of Saarinen’s plan were threefold. First,
the plan was conceived on the basis of districts. Bounded by main
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traffic arteries or green areas these districts were created with
reference to a central promenade or plaza, where all necessary public
buildings were grouped. These small but Imposing civic centres
crowned the hills or framed the plazas In the middle of residential
areas. Second, the plan closely followed Sltte’s principles of artistic
city building, that Is: a) the informality of city building b) the
interrelation of the threedlmentlonal spatial units, of solids and voids,
In an lconographlc and volumetric sense, c) the conception of streets
and plazas as spatial enclosures. As Saarinen put It, his design aim
was the "satisfactory disposition of space enclosure so as to fit form
and rhythm to contemporary demands and not to a preconceived Idea".91
Furthermore, and s till In accordance with his statement, that towns
should emerge lndigeneously: both the arrangement of the building
volumes and the formation of the street network tried to respect and
conform to natural configurations. Third, the plan employed the
following housing types: a) the multistorey perimeter blocks of
apartment houses, enclosing planted courtyards, and b) the single family
houses In the form of detached villas or rowhouses. Saarinen gave
particular attention to the rowhouse dwelling type, because It offered
density and quality at the same time. In his proposal, he Included the
plans, site plans, elevations and sections for eleven variations of the
basic rowhouse scheme Fig. 89, 89a). This terraced housing type was
characterised by a planted front yard and Interconnected back yards,
allowing for privacy as well as a feeling of spatial continuity. The
rowhouse was officially Introduced, as an element of Finnish residential
stock* at that time.92
The volume and quality of Saarinen’s Munkklnleml-Haaga planning
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proposal deservedly gave It the name of the first Finnish text-book on
town planning.
Again Saarinen’s artistic aspiration embodied in his MunkklnlemlHaaga plan was already epitomised In his comment on the Tallinn plan:
"Monumental squares, wide boulevards and the like have their
place In a city just as well as picturesque plazas, Intimate street
scenes, and enclosed courtyards. Carefully planned monumentallty
and picturesque Intimacy should be used to render the modem city
attractive the same way a medieval city receives Its charm from
the vivid contrast between the high and richly decorated cathedral
and the narrow streets lined with simple, modest houses."92
In short the cornerstone of Saarinen’s town planning approach lay In
his saying : "Show me your town and I w ill tell you what the cultural
alms of Its Inhabitants are."94
The conditions of economic Instability that followed the Russian
revolution in 1917 and the consequent Finnish civil war, as well as the
economic depression that came with the wake of Independence in 1918,
did not favour undertakings for construction of new towns. Only some
fragments of the street pattern, a hotel Fig. 90) and four units of a
rowhouse scheme Fig. 91a-b) s till stand as testimony of Saarinen’s
design Intentions In the grandiose Munkklnleml-Haaga plan. The lack of
work opportunities eventually led to Saarinen’s emigration to the United
States In 1923.
However, Saarinen’s deep understanding of the requirements of the
modem city, as well as his approach to town planning as the field that
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deals with the organisation of space to accommodate man on the basis of
the principle of ‘organic order’, was manifested even in his small
projects for two new streets In Helsinki’s centre.
In 1912-13 he began to urge for a rational planning of the eastbound
traffic flow from the city centre. He proposed that the big block on the
eastern side of the railway station square should be broken up and
Kalsanlemenkatu” should be cut through It Fig. 92a-b). In his plan for
the arrangement of this street he Included a large concert hall Fig. 93
a-b). After a great deal of hard pushing his suggestion was finally
carried out without Implementing, however, his proposal for the concert
hall.
In 1916 he drew up a plan for a second street to be cut through a
block south to the railway station: today’s Keskuskatu99 Fig. 94a-b).
This street, built at a later stage, also proved very Important In
accommodating Helsinki’s traffic. Saarinen projected this street
together with Its related blocks, for which he designed business offices
and a big central hall as a meeting place Fig. 95a-b).
Saarinen’s perspective drawings Indicated the comprehensive manner
In which he handled cities. He drew the buildings bordering the streets
together with their Individual facades Intending to give harmony and
homogeneity to the streets walls.
The curved broken vista of Kaisaniemenkatu and the framed
perspectives of Keskuskatu clearly reflected Saarinen’s statement that a
satisfactory disposition of space enclosure alms to match form and
rhythm to contemporary needs and not to a preconceived idea; It also
demonstrated, at the same time, that modem traffic requirements were
not Incompatible with artistically designed streets.
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On the basis of the Munkklnleml-Haaga plan and Helsinki’s master
plan, Saarinen designed In 1918 Helsinki’s ‘organic decentralisation*
(Pro Helsingfors) plan, financed by Julius Tallberg which w ill be fully
discussed later. The town planning competition, however, held In 1925
for the Toold area - In the Immediate vicinity of the central railway
station — departed from the decision to leave the station In Its present
position, contrary to Saarinen’s suggestion to move it northwards. Thus
Saarinen’s Imposing monumental Royal Avenue Fig. 96), which would
have given the Tddlfl area a metropolitan symbolism, was undermined by
Oiva Kalllo’s winning project97 Fig. 97).
Following the 1924 architectural competition for the Parliament
House - won by Borg-Slren-Aberg’s classical project Fig. 98) — and
the decision of Its location In the Toolo district as the focus of the west
side of the growing city centre” Fig. 99 ) came the 1925 town
planning competition which aimed at the organisation of the area in the
vicinity of the Parliament Into a new civic centre for Independent
Finland’s growing metropolis.
Olva Kalllo’s winning entry ‘Urbl* was the most Impressive among
the eighteen submissions” Fig. 100). In the middle of the competition
site, he designed a broad tree-planted esplanade as a promenade. Along
both sides of this, he arranged In a linear and symmetrical way a
series of public buildings and offices Fig. 100a) forming a monumental
long perspective, rhythmically interrupted by carefully sited towers and
enriched with public ornaments Fig. 100b). Traffic was left outside
this public promenade — In the two streets which ran parrallel to It.
With great artistry he also solved the problem of the area around the
Parliament House.
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He left unbuilt a big rectangular area In front of the Parliament
House as a deep plaza, framing the perspective of the main facade by two
cubic-formed public buildings, which reflected the Parliament’s
classical linear design. Thus an Imposing monumental view of the
Parliament -- Finland’s symbol of Independence — was offered to the
passer-by, as was Illustrated by the perspective drawings accompanying
the plan (Fig. 10i).
Oiva Kalllo’s classical urban utopia of 1925 gave place In 1927 to a
technological vision, In his reworked project for the same area100 (Fig.
102). Rows of cubic hlghrlse buildings forming corridor streets with
four traffic lanes, where big cars move at speed and biplanes fly over
them: this was the new streetscape (Fig. 103). But while the heavy
traffic and the buildings’ anonymous blank facades alluded, as symbols,
to Finland’s growing economy and International contacts and reflected Its
aspirations for a high-tech future, yet the perspective of the Parliament
square was s till characterised by the same classical architecture,
probably considered as the most appropriate to represent symbolically
the Nation’s political aspirations and to commemorate civic order (Fig.
104).
With the recovery of the economy, after 1921, a number of town
plans were undertaken, by various Finnish municipalities In order to
cover the growing need of their cities for expansion. Among them, plans
were designed for sections of Helsinki, by the town planning department
of the municipal building office, such as for Hermanstad quarter In
1923, for Majstad and Vailg&nd In 1923, for Aggelby in 1921, for
Backs In 1920, for the Mejlans quarter In 1921, etc. Also, In 1921
Carolus Llndberg designed a plan for Lahti Including the area purchased
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by the town In 1919. The plan was divided Into wards by greenbelts
(Fig. 105). Harald Andersln’s plan for Pori, In 1922, (Fig. 106)
provided for Improved commmlcatlons, suitable sites for public
buildings, decentralisation of population and efficient location of
Industries. He also designed a plan for Rauma In 1920 (Fig. 107a-b).
This plan aimed at the preservation of historic monuments In the old
town of Rauma, without however neglecting the requirements of traffic.
Another Interesting project was Harald Andersln’s for the town of
Uuslkaupunkl (Fig. 108). In 1923 the municipal engineer of the newly
founded town planning office of Vllpurl, Otto I.Meurman, designed a
plan for the extension of the city towards the southeast (Fig. 109); he
also planned the borough of RllhlmSkl In 1922 Fig. 110) - an area
which had developed at a junction of two railway lines. In 1921, Bertel
Jung — then town planning architect of Turku — drew a master plan for
the city Fig. llia -b ); while Birger Brunlla designed plans for Lohja
village (Fig. 112), Enso Fig. 113) and the eastern parts of Tampere,
In 1923 Fig. 114). Later In 1927 he also designed the plan for the
Seurasaaren and Laplmlemen areas of Helsinki Fig. 115).101
Closely following Saarinen’s approach to town planning, these plans
made use of main traffic arteries, greenbelts or other natural
boundaries to separate city districts. Their design was characterised by
the symmetry of their composition, their geometrically shaped squares
and blocks, their long perspectives, broad esplanades, straight streets
and formally arranged squares. The prized competition entries for the
eastern parts of Tampere,102 in 1923, clearly illustrated this design
tendency Fig. 1 i 6a-b). These plans, however, were not the product of a
mechanical formalism. On the contrary, their design was based on the
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principles of artistic city building, traditional house design and the
genius loci Ideal.
The public appreciation of professional town planning was manifested
early In the century by the creation of municipal town planning offices
in the three bigger towns of Finland, namely, Helsinki (1908), Turku
(1919) and Vllpuri (1918). In 1922 the Finnish Society of Town
Builders was also founded propagating the art of town planning and the
preservation of historical monuments by supplying local authorities
with Information and advice. However, as late as 1932 Finnish town
planners worked without the support of a modem town planning
legislation. Instead, they had to rely on the old administrative statures
of 1856, 1898, etc. Finally, a supplement to the 1932 Town Planning
Act came Into operation in 1938 which made the application of the
existing planning regulations for towns, to rural districts possible In
certain cases.
4.9 Housing in Finland101
In 1917, the civil war ended and Finland gained Its Independence
from Russia. Economic Instability and housing shortages were two of
the main issues brought about by the Great War. A rational policy for
fighting this housing shortage was Inaugurated In 1920.
The government undertook to grant building loans, free of Interest and
cancellable, amounting to 30% of building costs, on condition that the
municipality granted a further 15% and gave the sites gratis. Such
grants were originally made for small dwellings not exceeding two
rooms and a kitchen, which was the usual size of a worker’s dwelling In
Finland. The allocation of the loans or grants was left to the
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municipalities, under their responsibility and until the end of 1921 were
given to minlclpal and public utility building societies; after then such
aid was also granted to private Individuals who wanted to build houses
for their own use. In this framework and in order to assist building
societies and private Individuals Finland’s Social Office published a
great number of typical drawings for apartments and one family houses,
designed by the architects Ellas and Marttl Paalanen, In a traditionbound style.
From 1922 onwards ordinary second mortgage loans repayable by
Instalments were advanced and from 1924 the percentages for loans to
public utility associations and co-operative building societies were 25%
on condition that the municipality lent a further 15%, while to private
builders they were 20% and 10% respectively.
These measures taken by the government and by the large
municipalities to encourage building activity proved undeniably
successful. Year by year building activity Increased regularly.
Table 2
Finland: number of houses completed (1918-1925)
Year

Number of houses

1918
1919
1920
1921

362
477
1,316
1,526

Year

Number of houses

1922
1923
1924
1925

2,406
3,082
3,314
3,986

Source: Yrjo Harvla, "Finland" IHTPC (Vienna, 1926) pp.29-30
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Table 3
Finland: dwelling construction by executioner (1921-1929)
(percentage points)
1921-23

1924-26

1927-29

75,8

94,2

5,7
13,4

1,6
2,2

1,3
3,8

1,4
0,6

Helsinki
Private persons and companies
Builders of small houses
(own homesteads)
Public utility building societies

-

-

Industrial undertakings
(workers* dwellings)
City communities
State

-

-

Other towns
Private persons and companies
Builders of small houses

16,8

49,7

72,8

(own homesteads)
Public utility building societies

32,9
22,1

29,3
13,8

14,4
8,0

17,6

3,9

2,6

8,3
2,3

3,1
0,6

2,1
0,1

Industrial undertakings
(workers* dwellings)
City communities
State

Source: Einar Book, “Finland" In B. Schwan (ed), Town Planning and
Housing throughout the World (Berlin: E. Wasmuth, 1935) pp. 175-179
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In particular, after the rent restriction law was definitely repealed In
1922, purely private enterprise attained considerable proportions.
Table 2 shows the number of houses completed In each year from
1918 until 1926. The production of dwellings reached Its normal preWar level In provincial towns In 1923 and In Helsinki In 1925. The
executors of the dwelling construction activity are Indicated in Table 3
above.
In these Tables It Is clearly shown that the private dwelling
production again prevailed. In the larger cities, however, the dwelling
stock companies played a rather Important role since the housing
shortage was for the most part removed by their contribution to the
erection of new houses. In 1926 - under the Housing Companies Act —
the type of Public U tility Society was formed as a joint stock company,
for the purpose of owning a building In which the majority of rooms
were reserved for the shareholders. This type had superceded earlier
building co-operatives.
Since the rent restriction law was abolished In 1922, the state had
not exercised any compulsion In the matter of rents. However, a law was
passed In 1925 to regulate rent and housing conditions and to determine
the rights of landlords and tenants.
In 1927 the Housing Mortgage Bank of Finland, or Suomen
Asuntohypoteekklpankkl, was founded to reorganise the housing mortgage
credit. This bank could grant loans up to 55% of the real estate value on
houses built of stone and up to 45% on buildings built of wood. Also In
the same year a Public Health Law was enforced which authorised the
government to Issue decrees relative to the Inspection of dwellings.
In 1927 the government confined Its support almost entirely to the
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building of single family houses and by legislation organised a special
"Own Homestead Fund" out of which self-redeeming loans at a low rate
of Interest were granted. One half of the Fund had to be used for
agricultural districts and the other half for the poorer classes of the
towns.
In order to assist the agricultural population In particular, the
government as early as 1918 passed a legislation referring to the
transformation of leased lands Into Independent farms. Also, as far as
the housing of the unlanded peasants was concerned, the state granted
loans out of a special state fund called the Colonisation Fund. In 1922 a
colonisation law was passed giving fa c ilitie s for compulsory
expropriation In order to Increase the supply of land. From 1922
onwards governmental support was given directly for Improving the
housing of agricultural workers — ten million marks were given In 1922
and during 1923-25 thirteen million, five hundred thousand marks
more.
So far as the land policy was concerned, in Finland towns owned most
of the land within their boundaries. This was granted by the state — a
policy that went back to the sixteenth century. Not until late In the
nineteenth century were the municipalities given permission to sell
sites marked out in a town plan entirely. This policy, therefore, left the
municipalities with considerable reserves of land and gave them the
opportunity to keep prices reasonable. Furthermore, same towns, such
as Helsinki in 1917, made purchases of land outside their city lim its
with a view to extending their boundaries and control future
developments.
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4.10 Sltte Interpreted as a Baroque enthusiast
From around 1907 until the Stockholm exhibition of 1930,
Neo-Classlclsm

was fallowed and theoretically esteemed as a

progressive movement In Scandinavia. The numerous writings and
lectures by the art historian Vilhelm Wanscher at the Royal Academy
of Fine Arts gave the Initial Impetus to the movement. From 1907 a
series of articles on the Classical tradition were published in the
Danish review Archltekten. In addition to Wanscher’s writings104
Vilhelm Lorenzen’s series of articles on "Nordisk og Klasslsk" and Carl
Petersen’s on C.F. Hansen considerably contributed to the revival of
Neo-Classlclsm In Scandinavia.105
Drawing on the tradition of C.F. Hansen and M.E. Blndesboll, Danish
classicists strove for greater homogeneity, simplicity and rationality In
architectural design placing a strong emphasis on the validity of
materials and solid craftsmanship.
Reflecting this reanimated Interest in Neo-Classical architecture an
exhibition of C.F. Hansen’s drawings was organised In 1911.
At the same time, the teachings of the German art historians Werner
Hegemam and Albert Brlnckmam — the former an arduous supporter of
Sltte, the latter his ambiguous adversary -- and their various
contributions to Scandinavian periodicals opened the question of city
building to the practice of the Scandinavian Classical revivalists.
In fact, Brinckmann’s Platz und Monument of 1908 and his
Stadtbaukunst of 1920, though opposed to Sltte, were nonetheless
heavily Indebted to his compositional principles of planning; while
Werner Hegemam and Elbert Peets’ Civic Art of 1922 was a
monumental history of city building conceived as a total work of art.
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By the end of the firs t decade of the century the National Romantic
movement In architecture and urban design conceived as a s ty listic
revival of medieval and irregular planning was withering away and with
it the worship of nature and of the medieval city as well as the
fascination with the singularity of design gestures and with individual
creative freedom of expression. However, Its national overtones were
not to be erased but were rather to find expression in the vernacular
townscape

and the

aesthetic

category

of picturesque

ordering,

considered a sensibility deeply rooted in the vernacular ethos of the
Scandinavian people — i.e. in the Volksgeist.
A sensibility and a mode, a type of imagination which seemed to lie ,
according to W Qlfflln’s scheme of national types, to the Nordic-German
tradition. "The painterly essence runs in the veins of the Germanic race;
...there (in the North] the painterly mode of feeling seems to lie in the
very soil" Pie affirm ed.108
Baroque, axial planning stripped of its symbolic and hierarchical
im plications shared certain compositional interests w ith peasant
vernacular (and the picturesque ordering sensibility). Both showed the
same concern a) fo r the volumetric and iconographic spatial continuity
of the city fabric and b) for the status of plazas and streets as spatial
enclosures and self-ordered spatial tableaux.
Furthermore, fo r the gifted painterly eye of Scandinavian architects,
axial composition was not incompatible either w ith the genius loci ideal
— to be understood as the city’s organic relationship to its physical
environment -- or with the image of the landscape as "setting".
Having been trained amidst a s p irit of artlsanshlp and folk tradition,
while at the same tim e having seriously listened to the teachings of the
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German and Danish art historians A.E. Brlnkmann and V. Wanscher,
Scandinavian architects practiced concurrently Classicism and
vernacular107 in the ultimate hope of unveiling the “true" principles and
primary compositional elements of urban design considered as civic
art. Their work aimed at a synthesis between monumentalism of BeauxArts ancestry -- through the imposition of uniform heights,
symmetrical axes, specific focal perspectives, along with the use of the
Beaux-Arts architectural vocabulary — and picturesque ordering, evident
in their preoccupation with the genius loci and vernacular building
techniques.
It was, in fact, Scandinavians* understanding of the city as a work of
art and a cultural artefact — where urban topography, the locus, building
typology and the retrieval of collective memory through architectural
history and vernacular tradition were the elements guiding urban
design, independently of any stylistic preferences — that allowed them
to design informal, picturesque and axial Baroque plans simultaneously.
4.11 Sltte*s ideas and town planning practice in Denmark
The best qualities of the Danish town planning tradition were to be
found In the plans for Rlngsted’s city extension of 1919 and for
Hlrtshals* garden village of 1920, both designed by the architects
Knud H.Crlstlansen and Steen Eller Rasmussen.
Ringsted was an old medieval city characterised by a Romanesque
church. In 1918 the city bought the land of the convent and announced a
competition for Its planning.108 The organisation of the street network,
of the city’s extension, the arrangement of the new market square and a
building model proposal were among the competition requirements.
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Christiansen and Rasmussen’s winning entry plan was a simple axial and
geometric scheme like a cobweb (Fig. 117). Radial streets —converging
to the highest point, where the market square was situated —Intersected
with the circular ones and divided the area Into large blocks. According
to Rasmussen’s comments on the plan,109 technically the aim was to
differentiate main traffic arteries from secondary residential streets
by leading all traffic entering the city through three main arteries to
the market square. Aesthetically, the aim was to underline the
peculiarities of the site by utilising them In the planning process, thus
enhancing the artistic effect (Fig. 117a). Row houses parallel to each
other and perpendicular to the main streets were therefore designed
inside the blocks and along the secondary streets in order to underline
the contours of the terrain, as they were climbing towards the market
square, thus creating an amphltheatrical effect (Fig. 117b). On the
other hand, the main streets were lined up with two storey terraced
buildings enclosing the single row houses and their spacious gardens and
creating a feeling of urbanity (Fig. Ii7 c ). As the terrain ascended, the
row houses climbed following its contours and so did the two main
streets leading to the market square, again giving the Impression of
amphltheatrical spatial enclosures. The geometrically shaped market
square crowning the whole scheme was well framed and was dominated
by a public building. Apart from the re-planning of the town square
particular attention was paid In the design of the area around the St.
Bendts church. Finally, the architectonic form of the new buildings was
based on the typical buildings of Ringsted.
Ringsted presented a successful implementation of the qualities of
artistic city building, traditional housing design, and the genius loci
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ideal.
The artistic correlation between the form of the terrain and streets
and the volume of the buildings was also to be found In Christiansen and
Rasmussen’s plan for the Hlrtshals garden village110 (Fig. 118). The
Hlrtshals town hall was the focal feature of this plan and stood in the
highest point facing the market square, which descended with a strong
effect. The straight street leading from the harbour to the town hall
widened as It approached the market square (Fig. 119a), while the
buildings that framed It and made the walls of the square artistically
related to the terrain, grew in height and volume to make the square
more imposing. Judicious variation of the building line created a
picturesque effect in the street’s long perspective. Approaching from
the harbour, the framed ascending straight street crowned by the town
hall played the role of the city’s gateway (Fig. ii9 b ), while the tower
of the town hall created a landmark In the Slttesque fashion. The
tower’s silhouette dominated Hlrtshals’ skyline as the symbol of a civic
centre (Fig. ii9 c ).
Hlrtshals’ baroque axial plan was based on the symmetrical
composition of geometrically shaped squares and blocks (Fig. 120).
However, It was devoid of any symbolic hierarchies. Axiallty and
symmetry referred merely to functional arrangements - as was shown
by the maps of main dispositions and functions (Fig. 12i) , the
distribution of quarters and the traffic diagram (Fig. 122). A ll
administrative buildings and public Institutions were concentrated, In
fact, along the town hall axis, which was also the central street. The
whole plan, based on two perpendicular avenues, divided the village into
functional districts: the railway quarter, the villa quarter, the
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fisherman’s quarter and the Industrial quarter (Fig. 123). The scheme
with Its wide straight streets, huge traffic squares and stperblocks
(enclosing small houses and their gardens) understandably gave the
impression of a superimposed schematic plan.
In fact, the planners’ use of the plain, symmetrical and geometric
design of axial planning aimed "to re-establish orderly conditions In
urban architecture";111 while their serious attention to the city’s
functional needs and their use of positivist tools of analysis to tackle
these problems manifested their Interest In organising rationally the
urban fabric.
The same Interest for a unified and homogeneous urban scene
also characterised Christiansen and Rasmussen’s competition entry plan
for the Prinsensgade housing quarter in Copenhagen in 1919.112 The aim
in this case was to reconcile perimeter block enclosure with axial
planning, thus creating the superblock. The shift from perimeter to
superblock planning is clearly revealed when comparing Christiansen and
Rasmussen’s winning entry (Fig. i24a-b) with N. Gothenborg and Ch.
Mathiasen’s entry plan, awarded the second prize (Fig. 125).
The scaleless composition of the superblock, present In the
Prinsensgade competition, was never realised and remained only an
academic work, but It announced the forthcoming decline of the cltyblock as the primary unit In city building, and weakened the "streetsquare-block" sequence of the traditional city.
However, this was not yet the case, as we have seen, in Christiansen
and Rasmussen’s plans for Ringsted and Hlrtshals. On the contrary,
their concern with the architectural image of the city (Fig. i 19a-c), the
attention they paid to spatial enclosures (Fig. i 17b), and their Interest
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in the artistic utilisation of the peculiarities and natural beauty of the
site showed a deep interest in the qualities of traditional city building
and sustained the idea that stylistics do not necessarily speak far design
principles.
The preoccupation for the simplification and homogeneity of the urban
scene was also evident in the plans of the neoclassical architects Ivar
Bentsen, Carl Petersen, and Edvard Thomsen for the area of the old
railway station (Gamle Banegaardsterraen) In Copenhagen. However,
here the concern for a homogeneous urban form on the basis of rational
proportions and the "modem" concept of contlnous space — which gave
rise to the superblock planning — was taken to extremes.
Ivar Bentsen’s proposal — submitted In 1918 on his own Initiativefor a combined opera house and concert hall (Fig. 126) was a
megalomaniac project. Classicist in volume and devoid of all decoration,
the building, was calculated on the basis of numerical ratios. "The whole
system can be sketched into a grid"113 as he put it.
The project was strongly criticised. Martin Nyrop regarded It
as a monotonous roar of tediousness trying to attract the attention of the
socialist state on the basis of the Idea promoted by the Germans that
"an impersonal style is an expression of social progress".114 On the
other hand, Vilhelm Wanscher wrote that an arithmetical architecture
of this kind lacked the dynamism of the Baroque.
In the competition held for the same area by Copenhagen’s Municipal
Corporation In the following year, only the professors Carl Petersen,
Hack Kampmam and Edvard Thomsen were Invited.
Carl Petersen — who had worked out a project In collaboration with
Ivar Bentsen -- commented: "We now wish to re-establish orderly
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conditions In urban architecture corresponding to those which we also
desire in the development of society as a whole".115
Their proposal for a block of offices and shops attempted to create
that homogeneous, ordered and continuous urban space by using
superblock planning (Fig. i27a-b); while the rational design and
Neoclassical architecture of the buildings, stripped of all decoration
(Fig. 128a-b), aimed “to create that peacefulness In the urban scene we
now need with the present volume of traffic".118
The architecture of these "skinny houses without roofs and with
facades that glared blankly like blind men’s eyes" was heavily criticised.
Vilhelm Lorenzen expressed his fear that sim ilar attempts would end In
formalism and abstraction, while Vilhelm Wanscher added that
architecture was not based on "the golden section alone". Furthermore,
Jensen-Kllnt found this Classicism a "stylized corset Into which
modernism laces Itself and deforms nature".117
The winning project of this competition was Edvard Thomsen’s
proposal (Fig. 129a-b).
His design adopted a more traditional
architectural language, that of academic Classicism. Because, as
Thomsen put it, It was not easy "to wriggle out of Classicism’s
embrace".118 Axiallty and symmetry characterised the planning as well,
while the desire for urban homogeneity and simplification promoted the
adoption of the superblock, as a monumental structure composed around
an enormous semipublic space.
Later in 1923 Thomsen revised his plan,119 on the basis of the same
principles (Fig. 130a-b). The plan, however, was never realised.
For a whole decade, starting In 1911, a series of plans were
submitted for the area of the old railway station.120 In 1911 a
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plan by H. Rasmussen, E. Fischer and the engineer Nobel was prepared
(Fig. 131). In 1912 a project by E. Ambt (Fig. 132), as well as a plan
by J. J. Voigt and H. Wright (Fig. 133), the city engineer and architect
respectively, were submitted. Later In 1915 a proposal by Ch. I.
Schou and A. W. Petersen appeared (Fig. 134), to be followed In a
couple of years by another project by Charles Schou, as well as by the
above mentioned plans of I. Bentsen, C. Petersen and E. Thomsen.
Tills sequence of plans Is of particular Interest because It clearly
Illustrates the changing attitudes In urban design: from high-denslty
tenement housing blocks with irregular shapes and assymetrlcal facades,
whose planning manifested a clear preference for curved streets, odd
angles and picturesque squares; to perimeter block planning, around
open courtyards, following a more regular building pattern (for example
the projects of Ch. I. Schou); to shift finally to the superblock planning
inspired by the Idea of continuous and homogenous urban space, based on
the classical design principles of axiality, symmetry and regularity.
The preference for straight axes, long perspectives, symmetrical
compositions, geometrically-shaped squares and regularly formed
blocks with uniform facades, In short the preference for axial
(academic) planning, was also evident In a series of other plans. Such
as, for example, In Gjerliefv-Knudsen’s plan121 for South Horsens In 1919
(Fig. 135), In K. Gottlob and A. Frederlksen’s plan122 for the extension
of Aarhus in 1920 Fig. 136) or In the three winning competition
projects — by H. Mundt Fig. 137a-b), K. Mlkkelsen Fig. 13B) and T.
Rue with V. Hauer Fig. 139) — for Hanstholm, In 1923122 and In Aage
Rafh’s final plan In 1927 for the same city Fig. 14G).
These Imposing monumental axial plans were stripped of any
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symbolic and hierarchical implications. Instead symmetry and axiallty
made reference to the city’s "modem" functional priorities, such as, the
harbour In the above mentioned plans124 or the railway station in the
following two examples.
K. Gottlob’s plan In 1914 for Grlndsted, a fast growing community
around a railway station, clearly exemplifies the point (Fig. 141). On
the basis of the preexisting street pattern he designed a central big
square from which four Imposing straight avenues radiated to the north
while, to the south, the city park opened In a symmetrical triangular
manner. The terminal feature of one of these four axes was the railway
station. A beltway linked It to the other three cardinal points of the
plan.
Due to the lack of planning legislation the plan was not adequately
enforced. Thus, the city was left to haphazard growth. In 19IB Gottlob
designed another plan Fig. 142) for Grlndsted in an attempt to save the
city from totally uncontrolled development Fig. 143). Even In this
project which was clearly a compromise solution - trying to
accommodate speculative development In a decent manner -- the railway
station represented the focal point of the plan.125
Another example where axiallty, symmetry and classical architecture
were used to give prominence to the railway station Is shown by the
premlated competition entries for the area around Aarhus railway
station, In 1920.128
In S. Mjzfller and G. Ponsaing’s winning project Fig. 144) the axial
planning and classical treatment of the buildings framing the park,
opposite to the railway station Fig. 144a), was Intended to create not
only an imposing entrance to the park but to give also a monumental
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outlook to the station Itself. Similarly K. Rasmussen and A. B.
Christiansen’s plan F ig . 145) - which won the second prize althought more pretentious In Its proposal for a big circular parkbuilding, aimed to create a unified and Impressive street picture to the
visitor arriving at the city by train with Its neoclassical architecture
and the appropriate use of collonades and arcades Fig. 145a).
4.12 Housing In Denmark127
There are mainly two ways whereby the state or any other public
authority can address town planning and housing Issues. It can regulate
them by appropriate legislative framework or It can Influence
development by means of Incentive schemes In the broader context of
economic policy.
Denmark, contrary to Sweden which had an advanced town planning
legislation enforced as early as 1907, approached town planning Issues
by means of an economic housing policy.
In fact the first town planning legislation in Denmark was passed In
1925, but even this was not compulsory. Building by-laws had been
introduced in the middle of the nineteenth century. However, they were
concerned only with hygienic and fire regulations.
In 1856 the first Building Act of Copenhagen was passed laying down,
for Instance, the rule that there must be two staircases to each floor.
After various amendments In 1871, and 1875, the 1856 Building Act
was superceded by a new Act In i 889 which remained In operation for
fifty years.
The 1939 Building Act was eventually the first Danish town planning
legislation because for the first time building projects were not
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considered independently but In relation to the town as a whole. Before
1939 the only other attempt to tackle planning problems in an organised
manner was realised with the foundation, on private initiative, of the
Danish Town Planning Laboratory (Dansk Byplanlaboratorlum), In
1921.128 Its aim was to facilitate and further the study of town planning
and arise the public interest on the issue.
As far back as 1887 the government supported building activity both
in towns and rural areas, either by giving cheap loans to housing
cooperatives or by giving funds for rural housing. However, the turning
point of state housing policy came after the First World War.
The housing shortage initially caused by a bank crisis in 1908 had
developed Into a real famine with the Influx of foreigners during the
war. Rent regulations, on the other hand, prevented reasonable profits
from new building enterprises, and so capital ceased to flow into
building. Both central government and municipal authorities had to take
steps to get building operations started, and for a number of years
public financial support in various forms was given to housing. In the
beginning, relief In taxes and rates, subsidies, assistance for the
payment of Interest and Instalments on mortgages were introduced, but
later in 1917 support was granted In the form of government loans.
Local councils played the role of guarantors for these loans to co
operative and private enterprises or built new houses for their
municipalities. The loans were granted in cash and did not exceed 40% of
the building cost (added to mortgages the total came to 90%). Under the
Acts of 1920, 192 i and 1922 the law was successively renewed and
the government granted altogether 25 million kr. through loans to
municipal, private and co-operative building enterprises.
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These state subsidies significantly supported building activity,
restricted speculation and Improved housing conditions even for the
working class, not only in physical but also in aesthetic terms.
The first to benefit from these state subsidies were the housing co
operatives among which the most important the Workers’ Profit-Sharing
Housing Society (Arbejdemes Andels-Bollgforening) and the Workers*
Co-operative Building Society (Arbejdemes (Cooperative Byggefonenlng
founded in 1912.
In 1922 the "State Housing Fund" law (S.H.F.) or Statsbollgfondslov
brought order Into public aid. Under this law, loans to a total of about
100 million kr. were granted, not in cash, but In bonds through the
S.H.F. The local councils played the role of guarantors for half of these
loans.
The first S.H.F. law expired In 1928 and was again renewed for the
period 1928-1931, with somewhat stricter provisions.
During the life of the two S.H.F. laws about nine thousand loans were
granted totalling to approximately 140 million kr. and corresponding to
the building of thirty five thousand flats.
During the years 1927-32 the municipalities played a more active
financial role and undertook many housing developments by themselves
and were thus enabled to assert their influence upon building activity. In
this framework Copenhagen’s General Housing Company (Kobenhagen’s
Almlndellge Bollgskab) was founded in 1920 as a stock company, with a
public utility character.
The great Influence that this state economic policy exercised on
housing activity is shown in Table 4.
As evident from Table 4 building co-operatives were responsible for
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about one fourth of the total construction In Copenhagen and the
provinces during that period, whereas before 1916 their activity
corresponded only to one tenth of the total construction.
In 1933 the S.H.F. system was abandoned and a return was made to
the original system where loans were made in cash. In the same year a
Public Aid Act was introduced giving the state closer control of state
supported building and establishing new principles for the organisation
of housing societies, not on a profit sharing basis but on a self-financing

TABLE 4
Dwellings erected by sector of origin (1916-1931)

Copenhagen

Provincial towns

Private initiative

33,212

Building co-operatives
Communities
Total

20,627
12,355
66,294

37,401
6,525
4,329
48,264

Sector of origin

Note: Copenhagen Includes Frederlksberg and Gentofte.
Source: Kai Hendriksen, "Denmark" in B. Schwan (ed), Town Planning and
Housing throughout the World op.clt. p. 107

principle through the reinvestment of profit-savlngs In new dwellings.
This public financial support meant that building enterprises became
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larger. Building sites could be exploited as a whole by housing co
operatives and did not have to be subdivided to private speculators.
Whole blocks were built In one go. While building costs rose, the price
of land was kept at the same level as before; thus leading housing
construction towards more rational building and planning. As a result,
building sites were less Intensively used allowing for large planted open
areas In their centre.
In the light of this background, one can now see how the nineteenth
century tenement house was transformed Into a "perimeter residential
block that would preserve the plastic continuity of the street while
opening up the resultant courtyard for use as an enclosed semi-public
space".129
The following examples of residential blocks built early in the
twentieth century illustrate the first stage of this transition from highdensity tenement blocks to apartment houses built around the blocks*
perimeter: Th. Gundertrup block of flats in Njalsgade 8 (1909, Fig.
146a-b), Kristen Gordlng In Njalsgade 38-50 (1910, Fig. 147a-b),
Valdemar Schmidt in Amagerport (1914, Fig. 148), Henning Hansen
and L. Hygom (1915, Fig. 149), Mandrup-Poulsen In Jagtvejen (1915,
Fig. 150a-c) built for the "Workers’ Cooperative Building Society".130
A ll of them were characterised by assymetrlcal facades provided with
bays and balconies, by red tiled roofs with tall gables as well as by
Irregular and additive planning.
The same ’romantic’ spirit also prevailed in the competitions held In
Copenhagen for the building of the residential area of Grjzhningen In
1905 Fig. 15ia-b) and for the street layout and house design of the
area of Islandsbrygge121 In 1906 Fig. 152a-b).
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Immediately after the beginning of state subsidies, In 1916, a
number of large-scale housing schemes were constructed following a
more rational and simplified site and house plan. An example is
provided by the three storey housing complex In Borups Alle In 1917
which comprised cheap flats with communal facilities Including library*
day nursery, swimming pool, etc. built by Ivar Bentsen and Povl
Baumann for the "Association of 1865 for the erection of Inexpensive
tenement houses^'. In Borups Alle Fig. 153), Anton Rosen Fig. 154),
Holger Jacobsen and L. Hygom Fig. 155) also built, in 1918, blocks of
flats for the municipality of Copenhagen. In 1919-20 around the same
area, in Genforenlngs Plads132 Fig. 156), blocks of flats were also
constructed by the architects Henning Hansen Fig. 157a-c), L. Hygom
Fig. 158a-b), Th. H jejle and N. Rosenkjaer Fig. 159a-d).
This prolific production of perimeter blocks1” — based on public
financial support — continued with Kay Flsker’s block of flats in Borups
Alle' in 1919-21 Fig. 160a-b), Povl Baumann’s block in Struensegade
in 1919-20 Fig. 161a-b) and In Amager Boulevard In 1921-22 Fig*
162), K. Gordlng’s scheme In 1920-21 Fig. 163a-b), Frederlk
Wagner, Wlttmaack and Hvalsefe’s housing estate In Chrlstiansmlnde
area in 1921-23 Fig. 164, 165), and reached its peak in Kay Fisker’s
famous Hombaekhus In Borups Allo-Aagade In 1923 Fig. 166a-b).
These perimeter blocks characterised by a uniform architecture with
clean unomamented flat brick surfaces often executed In plain classical
language were preserving and underlining "the plastic continuity of the
street", thus giving to the residential areas a certain unity and
coherence Fig. 167) even when a large site plan was lacking.
Furthermore, this simple and rational facade design corresponded to
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an equally rational interior (house) design and to a sim ilarly rational
use of the resulting enclosed courtyard which, being cleared from all
auxiliary structures and planted Fig. 168), was opened for the
recreational use of the residents -- “as an enclosed semi-public space".
The description that follows by Kay Flsker — one of the most
prominent architects of those years -- accurately presents the design of
housing blocks that prevailed with the advent of public financial support
in the 1920s.
"The type of plan developed was characterized by unbroken outer
walls and main partitions at right angles to them, carried through
without any breaks. The flats were plain rectangles, and the corridors,
which gave access to at least two flats were placed behind the kitchens.
Sizes of windows and doors were standardized, and the facades favoured
a neo-classlclsm evolved In reaction against the exaggerated
individualism of Martin Nyrop...The advantage of this neo-classlclsm
was that It replaced the often confused and disorderly street-plcture of
the previous period by unified facades framing the streets and the large
green areas Inside the blocks".134
As we can see the same desire for orderly conditions In the urban
environment, that Inspired major town planning schemes, such as,
Rasmussen’s plan for Hltshals or Petersen’s plan for the area of the old
railway station, also characterised the design of single housing blocks,
as Flsker stated in the above cited article, and clearly Illustrated In his
work and in that of his contemporaries.
The same consideration was further exemplified In Flsker’s winning
project for the "Store Vlbenhus" residential complex In Copenhagen
Fig. 169a-c). In that occasion he wrote: "My conception of the complex
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Is that It should be formed In such a manner as to create a rhythmically
executed, homogeneous and sober appearance with a pronounced textural
effect".135
A series of other housing blocks by K. Flsker manifested the same
preoccupation with a unified streetscape. One of these was the block of
flats he built In collaboration with C. Holst in Jagtvejen In 1924-25
(Fig. 17Ga-c) which won the first prize as the most rational and
aesthetically pleasing building in a competition hold by the municipality
of Copenhagen. The same was true for three more housing schemes136
Flsker built in 1926-27. The one in Vognmandsmarken (Fig. 17ia-c),
the other In A rtlllerlvej (Fig. 172) and the third built with S. C.
Larsen In Englandsvej (Fig. 173a-d).
4.13 Sltte’s ideas and town planning practice in Norway
The awakened nationalist feelings following Norway’s declaration of
Independence in 1905, after the dissolution of Its Union with Sweden
which had lasted almost a century, gave new Impetus to Norwegian
architects* search for a genuinly national architecture.
Norway’s craving for cultural self-assertion found expression In the
revival of a national architecture — based on the re-evaluation of the folk
heritage, vernacular building traditions, craftsmanship and the
country’s natural beauty.
In particular, developments In both house building and town planning
fields were fostered by the opening In 1910 of the Norwegian Institute
of Technology in Trondheim, as well as by a period of extraordinary
prosperity stimulated by the First World War and the economic boom of
the next few years.
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Norwegian architects* guided by their re-awakened sense of harmony
between building and landscape and by the teachings of Camillo Sltte
which had reached them by way of Sweden, approached town planning as
an artistic endeavour.
A series of town planning competitions, at first Scandinavian and
later Norwegian, manifested this preoccupation with city building as an
art aiming to Intergrate buildings into their surroundings by creating
effects which were pleasing to the eye.
The first competition of importance, won by the Swedes A.
Lllienberg and S. Erlcson, was for the city of Trondheim1*7 In 1910
(Fig. 174) and the new town plan was adopted In 1913 (Fig. 175). A
number of other towns followed this example138 among which Tromsb in
1910 (the competition was won by S. Pedersen and M$fen) Drammen in
1916, Haugesund in 1914 (both competitions were won by Andersln),
Stavanger in 1918 (won by Hoff, Overgaard and Leegaard) and Hamar in
1921 (won by Pedersen).
Of particular interest was the competition held for the city of Bergen
after the fire of 1916, which destroyed most of the city’s commercial
centre. The Swedes Albert Lllienberg and Karl Samuelsson and G.
Greve won the competition (Fig. 176) and a revised version of their
plan, in 1918 (Fig. 176a), farmed the basis for the future development
of the area.
The motto of Lllienberg and Samuelsson’s winning entry plan, "Clvita
Vecchia" Illustated the planners’ Intention to revive the character of the
traditional European city. The plan, based on the composition of the
block-street-plaza-monument sequence of the basic urban elements
aimed to satisfy modem planning requirements without neglecting the
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old property boundaries or other historical or natural limitations. The
planners tried to secure the maximum amount of architectural
formality even though an axial unification was not always feasible. The
most monumental feature of the plan was the city’s promenade,
Torvalmemlngen (Fig. 176b), characterised by the breadth and
spaciousness of its design.
4.14 The work of Sverre Pedersen
The most Influential figure In the Norwegian town planning scene
was Sverre Pedersen. He had studied In Germany and worked at the
architectural office of Hallman in Sweden, In 1908, before establishing
himself in Norway, in 1910, as City Architect of Trondheim and
professor of Architecture and Town Planning at the Norwegian Institute
of Technology, where he remained until 1954. Pedersen’s work deeply
affected the Norwegian townscape and still today cities continue to base
their developments on his plans.140
The main presuppositions which characterised Pedersen’s town
planning approach were twofold. First, timber had to be the common
building material for dwelling houses In Norway, since as he put it, "It
was well adapted to the climatic conditions, made warm houses, was
relatively cheap and Its traditional use in Norwegian architecture had
developed a rich variety of housing types".141 Such a proposal had obvious
effects on town planning design, as is clearly shown by the following
statement by Pedersen: "Norwegian town planning must make a special
effort to design town quarters suited for wooden buildings. The lay-outs
must be made with special regard to fire protection and should contain
avenues wide enough to serve as barriers against the spreading of
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conflagration. The length of the Individual blocks must be limited".142
Second, towns had to be In Intimate contact with the surrounding
landscape. "The great natural beauty that distinguishes the surroundings
of most Norwegian towns," Pedersen wrote, "should be protected and
methods should be found to not only maintain It but keep It visible, even
after the completion of all buildings provided for by the town plan".143
"Thus the planner’s task," Pedersen continued, "will commonly be the
modest one of not disfiguring the landscape, but harmoniously
accommodating buildings to it".144 In doing so, the planner had first to
find and bring out the main features of the site and then utilise them In
an Imaginative way allowing for a comfortable arrangement of their uses
while aiming at the aesthetic excitement of the senses.
During his studies in Germany, Pedersen had first-hand knowledge of
the advent of neoclassical tendencies in architecture and was well
aquainted with the work and teachings of Paul Wolf, Albert Brinckmarm
and Werner Hegemann. In particular he was deeply Influenced by
Hegemann’s Interpretation of Camilla Sitte as a Baroque enthusiast and
shared with him the same concern for group planning —as opposed to the
planning of Isolated buildings — and the same desire for spaciousness
and architectural formality.
Pedersen’s town planning solutions were characterised by an
apparrent simplicity and rationality which, combined with his desigps*
axial planning, symmetrical arrangements and geometric formations,
gave a character of monumentallty even to small towns or garden
villages. The strength of Pedersen’s design lay, as Hegemann put it, "In
the respect he had for clear forms and In his ability to bring them Into
light even when the terrain was difficult".145 A factor of extreme
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Importance In Norwegian town planning, since most towns lay on hilly
ground.
Both his Mo I Rana and Hamar plans (Fig. 177) of 1921 exemplified
this point and showed his attempt to combine strong axial effects with
picturesque arrangements, Imposed by irregularities of the ground.I4i In
both cases axlallty was pursued in order to give prominence to the fine
views of the surrounding landscape and to the geometrically shaped
parks crowning the plans (Fig. 177a).
Pedersen described his Mo I Rana plan (Fig. 178) as follows: "The
town Is situated on a terraced ground at the head of a fjord. Uppermost
in the town-area there is a plate-shaped terrace, overgrown by a
beautiful forest of firs. This town forest was limited by an elliptic
border-road around It along the slope. In the middle of the area was cut
a little round central space. Narrow paths were cut radially from this
open space. They gave beautiful views. From this town park to the
center of the housing areas was carried a broad park-sector down to the
beach (Fig. 178a). Its axis was co-extensive with the axis of the outlook
to the fjord. Its direction was perpendicular on the curves of the
ground. The old church lay in the middle of the axis. Around this park
space that forms a strong backbone of the plan, with the elliptic park as
Its head, the housing areas are grouped and follow the Irregular form of
the land. A powerful contrast between housing areas and open spaces
arises In this way. Seen from the fjord from a distance, the park strip
looks like an Immense green column in the middle of the housing areas.
The lines of the plan also show a powerful characterization of the
regular and Irregular areas of the site."147
The plan for Tromsb (Fig. 179), like the plans for Hamar and Mo 1
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Rana, further Illustrated Pedersen’s statement that :"ln Norway, where
all small towns or new town quarters must be built with the highest
degree of economy, a powerful park section perpendicularly on the
contours Is often the most efficient factor to give character to the plan.
This gives us a park, divides wood towns into parts for protection
against fires, gives outlook and gives character to the plan seen from
the distance".148
These plans followed topography where the ground was Irregular,
making a picturesque plan. However, according to Pedersen, "the town
planner does not pursue the picturesque. Nature cares for it. Instead the
planner stands for clear and simple forms that give the calming note to
the landscape".149 Thus, the grouping of houses in the spacious housing
areas of his plans was given a strict form, where the landscape
permitted it. The regular areas were emphasised by stricter grouping
and by a more uniform architecture of the single houses, while the
landscape provided abundant Irregularity and variety. The uniformity of
the houses created rest and unity. "The plain form," Pedersen continued,
"has a clear and pleasing effect; the eye realizes it at once. The houses
are the calming note of the landscape, the intentional achievement of
man, distinguished by thought. On hillside land the houses rise evenly
along the roads or they are terraced In the hillside with emphasis on
the parallelism along the hills."150
Examples such as the formally arranged housing groups on sloping
land in the plan of Hamar (Fig. 180) or the axial treatment of the
"spoon shaped" housing groqps in the same plan Fig. 181), as well as
the formal grouping and uniform architecture of the single-family houses
in the plan for Narvik Fig.

182), clearly Illustrate Pedersen’s
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statements. Sim ilarly, the gradually ascending rows of houses on the
hillside and the crescents with frontal open areas treated as parks of
the Tromso plan Fig. 183) remind us of Bath.151
Another Interesting case In point Is the plan for the Rosenberg
residential area In Trondheim Fig. 184).152 Here the two to three
storey rows of houses were terraced in the hillside with the gable-end
toward the street Following the contours of the terrain, the rows of
houses gradually ascended as the land rose, by means of small grades
Fig. 184a). Composed in the form of perimeter blocks these terraced
houses were connected with high walls or fences thus keeping their
gardens In their interior, away from the street traffic and underlining
the continuity of the streetscape Fig. 184b).
Hegemann, in Illustrating the plans of Pedersen, commented that
breadth and formality In grocp planning were not incompatible with
irregular topography and concordance to the street pattern of an existing
city; and that both an intimate human scale and economical simplicity
in buildings could be achieved without sacrificing of dignity or
spaciousness.153
Pedersen’s plans for Namsos In 1924 Fig. 185) and Narvik In
1928 further exemplified Hegemann’s comment. Namsos was a small
town In northern Norway situated on a fjord and living on timber
export.lS4 The new site to the East of the city of Namsos was a plateau,
which had the almost symmetrical form that nature can at times
produce. "As a site It was a jewel," as Pedersen described It, "It was
possible to arrange an axially composed and regular garden suburb
there. It had a free high location, sunny and with a beautiful outlook"155
In the main terrace a new town centre was projected following the
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rules of formal composition Fig. 186a-b). At the two ends of Its
central axis a church and a school were designed as its terminal
features and poles of civic life. They were connected by a broad planted
street. A small local commercial centre with shops was also planned at
the Intersection of the two main streets.
Pedersen’s extension plan for Narvik15* — a town Initially built as an
export city for Swedish Iron — showed a well-spaced housing area
surrounding an industrial centre at a railway junction Fig. 187). As
Pedersen noted, on several occasions, "in a highly Irregular territory
the town planner may seldom hope for large formal schemes, and beauty
of the formal type often can find Its place only In small groups and
strongly developed street intersections11. 157 Thus In the Narvik plan he
limited himself to seeking formal beauty only In the design of the
hospital area Fig. 188) and the park Fig. 189). Particularly
interesting was the axial planning solution he gave In designing the
bridge that, crossing over the railroad, connected the two parts of the
city F ig . 190a-c). His symmetrical and severe plan, as he noted In fils
commentary on Narvik, was exclusively based on the conditions of the
terrain and on the number of hours of daylight, a crucial factor for that
polar zone. "It seems to be one of nature’s jokes the fact that often a
severe solution Is more elastic than a less severe one". In saying so
Pedersen was once more In agreement with Hegemann, who had written
that the severe town planning solutions possessed eternal youth.155
Pedersen had further exploited this approach In his plans by using the
landscape as a setting and by contrasting nature's roughness, variation
or irregularities and joining them to the city’s clear, regular, severe,
geometric forms; thereby enhancing and multiplying the artistic effect of
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the urban Images.
Academic axlallty was therefore the background against which the
incidental Irregularities of nature were measured. This organic
interpretation of Beaux-Arts planning — based on the genius loci Ideal -permeated Pedersen’s work.
Examples of his plans where the landscape was made part of the
building scheme, supporting or contrasting It, were numerous. One of
those was the Aandalsnes’ plan159 of 1918-19, where the mountain
Romsdals was utilised as the terminal feature of a long perspective
view Fig. 191a) and as the backdrop for the placement of the church
Fig. 19 lb).
The following plans for the Blindem and Akershus districts of Oslo
(Kristianla) further exemplify Pedersen’s predilection for clear
classical forms and his ability to bring them Into a harmonic
relationship with the surrounding landscape, thus creating monumental
urban effects.
Sverre Pedersen In 1922, In collaboration with Nils Hoiter and F.
Elkran, won first prize in the competition for the new University of
Oslo180 at Blindem Fig. 192). The bird’s eye view Fig. 193) and
detailed perspectives of his plan Fig. 194a-e) Illustrate his ability to
utilise both the effects of open, infinite panoramas and of enclosed
plazas or closed perspectives to enhance the beauty of the surrounding
landscape and to underline urbanity.
After a number of contacts with local authorities, the plan was
reworked In 1924 on a much simpler basis F ig . 195). But even this
version did not lack monumentality. In the final design a large straight
avenue, one and a half kilometers long, connected the university with
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the city-park (bridging the tramlines); while the simple geometrical
volumes of the university buildings gradually ascended, according to the
slope of the hillside, thus providing a magnificent outlook over the park.
However, a new competition for the University at Blindem was
announced in 1926. In this occassion Norwegian Classicism reached Its
culmination.161 A ll prize winning projects were held strictly Classical
(Fig. 196a-b, 197a-b, 198a-b).
The fortress of Akershus, formerly the geographical and defensive
centre of the city, was situated -in the middle of the harbour and on a
spot naturally sited as a traffic centre. "The planning of Akershus,"
Pedersen wrote, "tries to solve problems of transportation and access
to the harbour and to give at the same time due consideration to the
beauty of the old castle."162
The two alternative plans for Festnlngsplassen Fig. 199, 199a) —
the proposed square across the Akershus castle -- which Pedersen
worked out in collaboration with Nils Hoiter,163 tried to offer the best
view of the fortress when approaching it from the bridge, by keeping It
on the plan’s main axis (Fig. 200, 200a). An amphltheatrlcal square
Fig- 201) on axis with the main view of the fortress (Fig. 202)
descended In a classical fashion to the level of the big central plaza. A
hotel framed it with restaurants and coffee-shops overlooking the fjord
Fig. 203).
In one of the two alternative plans the central plaza opened
southwards to a "small piazzetta overlooking the shining water of the
fjord"164 Fig. 204). This small plaza was also intended to facilitate
the loading of small ships.
The uniform simple classical architecture of the buildings facing the
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squares, their robust geometric farms as well as the appropriate use of
collonades and columns to define, enclose and divide public space, all
contributed to the fine monumental Image of the centre of the capital
city.
The same urban design devices and classical vocabulary were also
applied In 1922 by Finn Berner to fils proposal for planning
Bergen’s square, Torvalmennlngen.165
His plan (Fig. 205a) -- following A. Lllienberg and K. Samuelson’s
winning competition entry plan for Bergen of 1916 — also seemed to be
dictated by the same Interest In bringing the landscape Into the city.
Thus, the broad and long Torvalmennlngen avenue on one end opened in a
Venetian fashion onto the sea (Fig. 205b), while on the other end It was
closed by the imposing figure of the mountains (Fig. 205c). Breadth and
spaciousness also characterised this plan; yet through a judicious use of
collonades and arcades and by discontinuing the building line Finn
Berner managed to give a feeling of enclosure and, this, to transform
Bergen’s principal promenade into a monumental public square.
Torvalmennlngen, characterised by pastel-coloured stucco elevations,
was a typical piece of classicist town planning art Fig. 206).
In this context two more plans should be mentioned. The first was for
Haugesund Town Hall by Herman Munthe-Kaas and Gudolf Blakstad In
1922.168 It was characterised by a sensibility towards massing the
building volumes in reference to their surrounding landscape, so as to
continue the "architecture" of the ground. Both the planimetrlc
Fig. 207) and volumetric design solutions, as well as the building’s
Iconography Fig. 208a-b) aimed at underlining and complementing
harmoniously the main feature of the site -- that Is Its ascending
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character.
The second plan was for Oslo's new Town Hall and Its surrounding
area.167 It was built during the 1940s by Amsteln Ameberg and Magnus
Poulsson after a competition held in 1916-18 Fig. 209). The realised
plan, however, was based on a revised version (1930) of the authors'
initial project. The competition was held In order to replan the
Plperviken district (the bay of Piper) and, by demolishing the old and
undesirable buildings (Fig. 210), to create a beautiful site near the
water for the new Town Hall Fig. 211).
The Town Hall, placed facing the sea at the end of the Plperviken
fjord (and In the neighborhood of Akershus castle), was the terminal
feature of the plan’s principal axis — Unlversitets gate. This street
cutting the city’s main avenue at right angles -- Karl Johan gate — led to
the Town Hall, by opening up onto an imposing spacious round plaza In
front of it Fig. 212a). This theatrical design gesture emphasised by the
slightly graded entrance of the Town Hall and reinforced by the
continuity of the arcaded buildings framing the square resulted in a
monumental effect F ig . 212b).
To the criticism addressed against Pedersen for using monumental
classical tones even when planning small towns, Hegemann, in an article
in 1925, replied that one seems to forget that even small towns might
become big, adding that, "whoever liked to criticise these (classical)
forms and Images as being repetitive, might forget that they change and
multiply themselves according to places and sites." "That Pedersen
follows the right way," he continued "is clear and obvious after the
activity of Sltte — a Baroque enthusiast — and the other Germans' like
Schultze-Naumburg, Brlnckmann, Ostendorf and Paul Wolf. The struggle
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against the romantic landscape-archltects continues, although things are
clear, as In the case of my book published In the United States and as
was shown in the Gothenburg Exhibition -- where Pedersen’s work
impressed a lot."168
Sverre Pedersen's work, to sum up, had an Immense Impact on
Norwegian town planning. His Influence could be seen even after
neoclassicism was abandoned as a style in architecture. Right up to the
Forties formal design was the decisive factor In all plans.169 Axial
planning with geometrical patterns pleasing to the eye, symmetrical
squares, straight avenues and long perspectives with imposing terminal
features were the Ideal in designing even small and unpretentious
provincial towns. However, it gradually deteriorated into a stereotyped
planning cliche.
4.15 Housing In Norway170
The general scarcity of dwellings felt since 1910 led to the
appointment In 1911 of a special committee (Bollg-raad) and to the
organisation, in 19i4 , of a municipal office of dwelling construction
(Bollgdirektorens Kontor).
Characteristic of Norway, local authorities had given more aid to
the construction of housing than the state government had. This aid had
been In the nature of direct bulldlpg by the municipalities and support in
the form of grants and credit guarantees to public utility societies and
private individuals. Immediately after the First World War, to meet the
pressing need for housing, the state established a system of so-called
"nonpayable advances" consisting In outright grants of money and loans
without Interest or amortisation charges. These were available to
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municipal authorities, housing societies, and private builders. To
prevent speculation, the government stipulated that grants should be
matched by the municipalities and at the same time fixed maximum
amounts to be spent on the construction of each dwelling unit. As a
result of this aid about fifty-five hundred dwelling units were built. The
municipalities then took over the leadership, and in 1922 the state
stepped out of the picture.
Almost all activity of the period 1910-1929 was confined to the
five largest towns In Norway, and over half of It was done directly by
the municipalities. After 1923, Oslo was the only municipality which
continued to build housing to any substantial degree; other towns were
forced to discontinue their housing activities because of the financial
burden.
During the twenty-year period ending in 1929 when municipal
building ceased and private enterprise took over, the city of Oslo had
erected some 5,874 dwelling units at a total cost over $28 millions. In
addition, munificent support was given to Joint-stock company housing
and private house construction, which received outright grants totalling
over $5 millions and loans of $16 millions. Due to the magnitude of
these accomplishments, Oslo occupied an outstanding position In the
field of Scandinavian housing.
While one and two storey wooden dwellings predominated In Norway
with some brick buildings in a few of the larger towns, In Oslo the
prevailing type was the brick apartment house of three to five storeys,
accommodating many families. The dwelling units In the municipal
houses consisted mainly of one and two room units with kitchen and
lavatory.
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Among these municipal housing developments the plan for the housing
group next to Torshov Park,171 designed and built by Harald Hals in 1920
Fig. 213), exemplified the best qualities of these municipal
undertakings which persisted throughout the 1930s (even after the
breakthrough of Functionalism).
The buildings, all of a clean reddish brick with restrained cornices
and smooth tile roofs, were arranged in the form of perimeter blocks
enclosing planted courtyards Fig. 214a-b). They were closely grouped
around a central spacious landscaped square, where two of the largest
perimeter blocks opened through Imposing brick archways Fig. 2i5a-b).
The buildings’ plain and uniform architecture re-enforced the urban
quality (Fig. 215c) of the plan, thus giving a feeling of quiet charm and
dignity, characteristic of the planning of housing areas of that period.
Harald Hals was a very Influential figure In the town planning
developments of the twenties, mainly through his work as director of
housing during 1918-20 and chief planner of the city of Oslo during
1926-47. He was responsible for the planning, design and construction
of a series of large housing schemes under the auspices of the city of
Oslo. His master plan for Greater Oslo172 In 1929 presented a well
worked out traffic grid and street network Including a system of ring
and radial streets, as well as large areas of green-belts and parks. It
also comprised detailed land use diagrams and building disposition
plans. The larger housing developments completed within this general
plan, such as Nordre Fig. 2i6a-c) and Sjdndre Aasen Fig. 2i7a-c) In
1925-27 Fig. 218), the Ila complex In 1926-31, or Tolenparken In
1929 — for which Harald Hals was responsible - were representative of
the fine qualities and classicist urban design of this period.173
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A formal or axial layout was adopted without neglecting, however,
the particularities of the terrain. In particular in the case of Iladalen
Fig. 219a-b) a horse-shoe shaped central square accommodating a
church was the plan’s main point of reference and the commmlty’s
civic centre; while In Tolenparken Fig. 220) this role was played by a
circular geometrically shaped park occupying the centre of the projected
district’s main axis.
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Chapter 5

GARDEN CITY CONCEPTS IN SCANDINAVIA

5.1

The Garden City model as theorised by Ebenezer Howard
and realised by Raymond Unwin

Ebenezer Howard’s Tomorrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform of
1898, reissued In 1902 as Garden Cities of Tomorrow,1 was an attempt
to define principles both for the city’s growth and for Its economic,
territorial and physical organisation.
Ebenezer Howard’s Garden City was an economically autonomous,
functionally complete and limited In space urban unit, In productive
relationship with the surrounding countryside. Howard’s proposal was an
alternative solution to the modem metropolis. The originality of the
Garden City model, however, lay In Howard's economic and ethical
commitment to combine the country with the city physically; to
reconcile the past with the present, town with country, agriculture with
Industry. This is where Scandinavians’ Interest In the Garden City
model lies. It was In Howard's Idea of bringing informal nature Into the
dwellings for the edification of the inhabitants and in his assumption
that the careful composition of physical environment —of nature and the
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city - could be morally and spiritually uplifting, that Scandinavians
recognised a planning model that could revive their peasant past.
Howard originally promoted the Garden City as being hygienic and
beautiful, but also profitable and sociable; he defined principles both for
the city’s growth and for Its economic, territorial and physical
organisation. However, It was not until Raymond Unwin and Barry
Parker that the Garden City idea was given physical form. They
transformed Howard’s Intentions — or at least the way they understood
them — into urban form, Into reality.2
Much of the popularity of the garden city model in Scandinavia was
due to the urban design quality and artistry introduced by Unwin and
Parker In the Letchworth plan — the first garden city. Unwin, nourished
with the Ideals of the Arts and Crafts movement and Influenced by
Camlllo Sltte’s principles of spatial composition, transmitted through
his garden cities, suburb designs and writings,3 the Idea of the city as
cultural community and of city building as civic art.4
Unwin, as a true Sitte follower had understood that the town
planning question was not one of mere sanitary drainage or traffic flows
and fire protection regulations, or of pompous town building and
borrowed glory. Instead, he underlined the importance of shaping the city
as a living environment to make It conform psychologically and
physiologically to the social and artistic needs of its inhabitants such as
open air assemblies, promenading, or the satisfaction of Individual
contemplation. Based on Camlllo Sltte’s principles of artistic city
building, Unwin’s aim was to transform modem towns from mere
aggregations of people Into consciously organised communities promoting
feelings of belonging and "local patriotism".5
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Furthermore, Unwin, like Sltte, believed in the role of town planner
as a regenerator of culture and shared with the Scandinavians the
aspiration that applied arts, architecture and city planning could re
educate the social classes In simple civic values and encourage the
qualities of loyalty to homeland and of integration Into the national
community. His goal — In line with Morris’s — was the development of a
popular culture; "the cause of art Is the cause of the people"* as Morris
said. In this sense his picturesque ordering sensibility and his use of a
vernacular vocabulary as well as Howard’s proposition to relate city
and nature organically took on pronounced nationalist and educationalist
overtones,7 and became Instrumental in sustaining In everyday life the
myth of a Scandinavia rooted to the land.
Howard also greatly Influenced Scandinavians In extending planning
practice, by propagating Its social benefits and manifesting its
economic soundness. As he put It,

“The essential thing Is that before a sod Is cut, or a brick
laid the town must In its broad outlines be properly planned
with an eye to the convenience of the community as a whole,
the preservation of natural beauties, the outmost degree of
healthfulness, and proper regard to commmlcatlon with the
surrounding district".

5.2

From Garden Cities to Garden Suburbs

European accomplishments around 1890 concerning the workers’
housing problem created a strong Interest among Scandinavians. In
particular, English industrial workers’ communities at Port Sunlight
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(1887, Fig. 1) and Boumvllle (1895, Fig. 2) or later the German
Krupp factory workers* settlements.9
The plans of these paternalistic developments were highly esteemed
for their aesthetic qualities and individual character, unique in sim ilar
developments. Parks, greenery, a great variety In the design of cottage
types, an Informal street layout and the picturesque quality of the overal
plan were the characteristics of these model workers* villages.
Sim ilarly, sharing the same Interest in recreating the Image of a
rural pastoral habitat and reproposlng the enjoyment of picturesque
countryside, the villa residential quarters and wealthy suburbs of
England and Germany were created. Hampstead garden suburb Fig. 3),
designed by Barry Parker and Raymond Unwin In 1907 was the supreme
achievement - bringing to maturity the aesthetic aspect — of this type
of community.10
Scandinavian architects were attracted by the picturesque and free
composition of these German and English garden suburbs and workers’
colonies, which were greatly indebted formally to the Slttesque German
school and the English Arts and Crafts movement. Around the turn of
the Century the acute housing shortage and overcrowding conditions of
workers’ dwellings coupled with Scandinavia’s need to Invigorate
national pride, both for political and social reasons, led to the adoption
of these town planning ideas (for garden suburbs and workers’ colonies)
under the auspices of the Garden City movement. On the one hand, the
need for new land and housing policies to accommodate the continuously
growing peasent migration to the towns and for new planning devices to
control urban sprawl, formed the economic motivation for the adoption
of the garden city model as a garden suburb device. On the other hand,
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patriotic enthusiasm and the need to Invigorate national pride by
upholding the ideal of the pastoral habitat, which evoked feelings of
national rootedness, found expression In Ebenezer Howard’s proposal for
bringing Informal nature Into the city and Raymond Unwin’s vernacular
design patterns.11
5.3 Stockholm’s garden suburbs and the fOwn Home’ movement
Amongst Scandinavian cities, Stockholm’s municipal land acquisition
policy and housing and town planning programme provide excellent
examples of the Scandinavians’ Ingenious utilisation of Ebenezer
Howard’s Garden City Idea. With the exception of Norway, Scandinavian
countries had a long tradition of municipal land ownership.12 Towns were
Initially granted land by the Crown for municipal developments. Later,
the customary practice was to buy land, lease It for farm use until
development was Imminent, and then lease it for development under a
sixty-year term. However, during the last half of the 19th century, the
municipalities started selling land and soon found themselves with
limited reserves to control urban expansion.
The accelerated economic growth and Industrial development of late
19th century Sweden, resulted In a big urbanisation movement and
confronted Stockholm with an acute housing shortage and accentuated
overcrowding conditions.13 At the same time, the first signs of
uncontrolled urban sprawl were shown by the creation of the affluent
villa suburbs of Saltsjobaden and Djursholm at the periphery of
Stockholm.14
At the beginning of the century, the municipality of Stockholm,
alarmed by the high cost Involved in incorporating the unplanned suburbs
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and by the undesirable results of haphazard growth, and pressed to find
a solution to the urgent housing problem of the lower Income groups,
called for an Investigating committee. The committee’s proposal, based
on Howard’s Idea of communal landownership and its benefits, was to
purchase cheap agricultural land In the city’s outskirts and then
develop, plan and lease It for low Income housing construction. This
was the most effective way since, through this policy of communal land
ownership and leasehold disposition, the municipality could control land
values, and therefore direct urban expansion In a planned way while also
preventing speculation and creating more low cost housing.15
Implementing this proposal, the municipality of Stockholm launched
Its land acquisition programme In 1904 by purchasing land In the
surrounding communities of Enskede and Bromma, with the aim of
creating garden suburbs.18 The first Important aqulsltlon was the
purchase of 1,482 acres In Enskede Gard In the spring of 1904 and was
followed later that year by the purchase of four plots of land in Bromma
with a total area of 3,350 acres. In less; than a year, the city had
brought almost 5,000 acres, at a time when the total bullt-ip area of
the city was only 4,200 acres.17 The cost, to tally 3.6 million kronor
($720,000), was sanctioned by an almost unanimous vote in the city
council, which was then comprised almost exclusively of businessmen.15
The Enskede estate, along with the Arsta, Mossen, and Svedmyra
estates in the south of Stockholm were Incorporated Into the city, as
well as parts of the parish of Bromma In west Stockholm. This process
continued and In 1913, the parish of BrSnnkyrka was also incorporated
under municipal control, followed by the rest of the parish of Bromma,
In 1916. Thus, through this municipal land acquisition programme, In
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the course of a single decade Stockholm’s city lim its were tripled. By
the late 1930s the city owned an area In the surrounding communities
about five times as big as the city Itself Fig. 4). These areas, after
being planned, developed, and parcelled out were to be leased, under a
sixty-year term, for construction of single family houses at a price
affordable to working class people.
In order to fight emigration to the United States, which had been
bleeding the nation In the last half of the 19th century, and to Invigorate
national pride against Norway’s demands to dissolve the Union, Sweden
embarked on a rural and urban housing programme known as the fOwn
Home’ movement19 at the beginning of the century. The State "Own Home
Loan Fund" (established In 1904) was the largest state assistance
programme for rural housing and colonisation. This programme aimed at
giving rural workers (landless peasantry) a house to own and a small
farm to cultivate thus preventing them from emigrating. In the same
way, Stockholm’s land policy, being part of this greater state housing
programme, aimed at creating garden suburbs In municipally owned
order to "give a worker a house, something of his own, and a small
garden. Anything he could say he owned. And then he should not go to
America".20
Propagated by the motto "to each his own home", the fOwn Home’
movement did not appeal to the middle class Ideology of private
property but to the peasant migrants’ traditional value of the small
home built for one’s own family. In turn, this value was invested with a
symbolic significance by the architects, painters and writers of the
National Romantic movement, who preached the small house for Its
rootedness in tradition, and urged Its message and Its use far city living
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as being both beautiful, comfortable and replete with patriotic
meaning.21
The first development of single family houses on municipally owned
land, according to the English garden city Idea, took place In Enskede
GSrd shortly after Its purchase In 1904. Most of those who acquired
houses In the new garden suburbs were manual workers contributing
their own labour to a considerable extent to the construction of their
homes.22 But as these garden suburbs gained a reputation as agreeable
residential districts and more prosperous people started to live In
them, the development fell Into the hands of speculative building
contractors and the areas were soon transformed Into white collar
residential suburbs.
Since the aim of the municipal land acquisition policy was principally
to provide low Income groups with low priced dwellings, the city
undertook to redirect Its policy. In 1926-27 a self-help scheme for the
construction of small houses for the working class was Introduced. In
1927 the Cottage Movement "Egna Hem" was Initiated. In land owned by
the municipality and planned in relation to the future development of the
region, houses financed by the municipality of standardised semlprefabricated building materials were built. The city undertook to
furnish all semi-prefabricated materials F ig . 5), to provide house
designs Fig. 6) and the supervision by experienced municipal officers,
and to make the necessary contracts for the skilled work needed,
leaving the actual building to be done by the prospective owner. Using
this arrangement, costs were reduced by 30 %, and the fact that the
building was mortgaged up to 90% of Its cost made the scheme even
more attractive.” By 1939 a total of 3,500 dwellings (housing 12,500
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people) were built in Stockholm’s environs. These municipal garden
suburbs were connected with the Inner city either by tram or bus lines.
The commuting time from these districts to the city centre did not
exceed thirty minutes. Since employment was not provided within the
district, the municipality decided to supply various local building sites
In order to give prospective owners more suitable alternatives close to
their place of employment.
Municipal ownership and leasehold land disposition gave Stockholm,
which at that time had 520,000 Inhabitants, the possibility of offering
good housing opportunities, even to the lower income groups, In well
planned, healthy and artistically designed environments. “An ounce of
prevention Is worth a pound of cure", as Werner Hegemann noticed In
his essay on this municipal development, which was entitled "Why does
America neglect the Stockholm example ?".24
Through innovative solutions like "build-your-own home", the
municipality encouraged feelings of community and cooperation by
giving the rootless city Immigrants a firm attachment to the soil. Thus,
although these municipal developments were never intended as fully selfcontained garden cities, they s till shared the best qualities of Howard’s
Garden City proposal, both from an ethical and an economic standpoint.
Stockholm’s municipal undertaking was the largest of Its kind In
Europe* promoting garden suburbs (as In England) as a solution to the
housing problem, as opposed to the apartment block preferred throughout
Europe. Besides showing the practicality of Howard’s scheme, It also
demonstrated that, compared to the tenement house, the small house
could be a cheaper dwelling.
5.4 The Scandinavia Garden Suburb: The Swedish Experience
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Putting aside economic and social concerns, the Scandinavian Garden
Suburb exemplified unique artistic design qualities. In 1907 the land
surveyors’ office of the city of Stockholm, with the collaboration of the
architect Per Olof Hallman, produced the plan for Gamla Enskede25, an
area In Stockholm’s outskirts purchased by the city In 1904. This was
the first of a series of garden suburb developments on municipally
owned land, planned in the English tradition and organically related to
the city.
Hallman’s plan Fig. 7a), closely following the lines of the undulating
terrain, was characterised by its irregular street pattern and free
composition. Following Hallman’s saying that “nature Itself Is the best
garden master", the plan was crowned by a small natural park left
Intact in a central highpolnt. The area was bordered by thirty to fifty
meter wide arterial streets, lined with two to three storey rows of
flats laid out with gardens In their rear. Some of these buildings were
expected to provide shop premises on their ground floors, thus
constituting small local shopping centres for the garden suburb Fig.
7b). A well articulated street differentiation system was Introduced In
the suburb layout based both on economic and aesthetic criteria. A
major through-traffic road — slightly curved, tree planted -- eighteen
meters wide, diagonally crossed the suburb, while winding streets five
to ten meters wide served the residential quarters creating a multitude
of broken vistas. In some row house blocks Fig. 7c), small back
alleyways were broadened out In the middle Into small squares forming
safe playgrounds for children (Lekplats) and a restful place for
neighbourly association. (The latter feature was probably borrowed from
Helnricl’s Knurow Workmen’s Colony).
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The district was parcelled out In large blacks. One family houses and
two family detached houses with small gardens were the common
housing type. They were aligned along the perimeter of the blocks and In
their comers. Isolated from each other and from the street by strips of
greenery, they were united by fenced front-yards thus enforcing the
feeling of enclosure of the curved narrow streets and enhancing their
picturesque Intimacy Fig. 7d).
The plan also provided for the sites of the necessary public buildings
such as schools, lib ra rie s , churches, etc. A central square,
monumentally arranged, Incorporated some of them, while the rest
were distributed all over the community, creating focal points of life.
Public buildings were sometimes situated as a street terminal feature
or In axial relationship to each other. In other Instances, their main
views were provided with a background and a frame by being attached to
the walls of a square or framed by vegetation In a tree planted square.
Regardless of their location, they were always placed so as to offer the
best pictorial effects as three-dimensional objects viewed from different
angles. Sim ilarly the squares, some of them accommodating public
buildings, were treated like public rooms, enclosed spaces serving civic
purposes. The overall effect of this artistically designed plan made up a
succesful, picturesque and poetic vlllage-llke Image.
Building In the Gamla Enskede suburb started In 190B following the
plan quite closely, although It was exclusively confined to small house
construction. However, the earthy warm colours and solid wooden
architecture of these cottages Fig. 8) blended with the overall effect of
the restful village atmosphere of the plan, thus allaying any misgivings
in Its implementation.

While Gamla Enskede was characterised by this Idyllic village-llke
feeling of containment, Enskededalen (a nearby garden suburb built
later) recreated the feeling and architectural elegance of the old Swedish
town. Enskededalen28 was planned by Axel Dahlberg and Gustaf
Pettersson In 1919-20 Fig. 9a); Pettersson In particular designed and
built several parts of It. Here, analysis of the disposition of houses and
residential streets disclosed a series of precise Intentions: to create a
counterpart for the countryside offering varied views and
picturesqueness; to secure an Intimate space; and to ensure privacy for
the dwellings, isolated not only from each other but from the traffic as
well.
Sim ilarly to Gamla Enskede, this district stressed its physical
boundaries by Introducing two to three storey rows of flats along them
Fig. 9b) and differentiated Its street network Into through-traffic
arteries and residential streets. The particular quality of this plan,
however, was due to the meticulous and artistic placement of the small
houses In the blocks. The single family houses, aligned longways
parallel to the street line and connected with small fences, created a
coherent enclosed street Image F ig . 9c). This feeling of enclosure was
further enforced by placing houses as terminal features of street vistas,
thus enhancing the sense of urbanity Fig. 9d).
Another example of this treatment of open spaces — streets and
squares - as public rooms, was provided by the creation of a small,
agreeable, square in the broadening of a street junction. The walls of
the square were made from two storey row houses, thus underlining its
spatial containment. The picture seen from each of the four streets was
terminated by the building opposite thus enforcing the feeling of
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enclosure of this small square adorned with a fountain In the centre
Fig. 9e-f).
The general architectural appearence of the simple neoclassical row
houses Fig. IGa), framing this garden suburb, together with the
pedlmented, pitch roofed, wooden, small houses Fig. 10b) perfectly
matched the planners* alms for coherence and restfulness whilst making
Im plicit reference to the Swedish small town of the Gustavian era with
Its patriotic morality.
Apart from those already mentioned, a series of other plans such as
Albert Lilieriberg’s for the Landala27 garden suburb In Gothenburg in
1909 Fig. lla -b ), Osvalt Almqvlst*s plan for Bergslagsbyn2* (an
Industrial housing village) In Dalecarlia during 1915-20 F ig . 12), or
Markelius, Lundgren and Ewald*s plan for PSlsjF® garden suburb of
Helslngborg In 1923 Fig. 13a-b), or even Gustaf Linden’s plans for the
Noma Lund30 garden suburb In Narrkoplng In 1920 Fig. 14) and for
Atvldaberg’s United Industries31 workmen’s village the same year Fig.
15a-d), showed the same Interest In artistic city building.
Furthermore, the Bygge och Bo32 (Building and Living) Exhibition at
Lidingo In 1925 and Bromma In 1927 aimed to promote new town
planning solutions and house designs by means of competitions. The
primary concern was for the garden city type of housing for two
families or villas. One of the best competition entries was Sven
Markelius* plan for a group of houses Fig. 16a-d).
As Osvalt Almqvist showed in his Appendix on town planning Issues
In the book Praktlska och Hyglenlska BostSder, a report published In
1921 on the results of a state committee appointed to Investigate the
social requirements for the design of workmen’s housing, Scandinavian
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architects had extensively experimented In designing all possible
groupings of small houses. From Unwin’s "cul-de-sac" and "quadrangle"
to the German "back-to-back" type, a number of aesthetically pleasing
solutions had been taken Into account far garden suburbs and villages,
all of them leading to an urban effect nonetheless harmonious with
nature. It was not surprising that, as the book showed, these solutions
were also economically feasible, and hyglenlcally and socially
desirable.
5.5 The Scandinavian Garden Suburb: The Finnish Experience
As In Sweden, Camlllo Sltte’s Finnish followers were also main
advocates of the garden city Ideas. One of the principal followers was
architect Lars Sonck whose early writings, In 1898, proposed an
English-style garden suburb to be built In the Elra district of Helsinki.
In 1901, his article entitled "VSra smastaders gestaltnlng"” and
published In the journal Ateneum, was concerned with the picturesque
beauties of the small medieval wooden Finnish towns, such as Porvoo
Fig. 17a-b) and Rauma F ig . 18a-b) serving as paradigms of Sltte’s
doctrines In Finland. He praised their peaceful character, Informal
layout, human scale and their contact with nature.
He designed several garden districts and suburbs for the growing
cities of Helsinki and Tampere, all of them along the lines of the socalled 'romantic* school. These plans were freely shaped and conformed
to the terrain, the nature of the landscape was preserved and roads
meandered between the rocky knolls.
Some plans were divided Into large plots for villas with a few public
buildings Interspersed among them; In others, detached and semi
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detached houses were located around dead-end streets, with the few
public buildings grouped In monumental squares.
Although by 1907 a garden city was already founded In Kaunialnen
and work had started on the Vantaa garden village, the garden suburb of
Helsinki, Kulosaarl34 was the most Interesting undertaking. Planned by
Lars Sonck In 19Q7 Fig. 19), It was later revised and completed by
Bertel Jung In 1917 F ig . 20). The aim of the plan was to give an
architectural unity to the area and create a coherent and restful
atmosphere, evoking the village communitarian character. On this
occasion Sonck exemplified the Ideas suggested In his early 1901
article In the Ateneum journal: small towns, comprising a monumental
centre and a villa district Immersed In greenery, should be designed
according to aesthetic principles and concerned with the physical and
psychological well being of their citizens.
Following Sltte’s Ideas, Sonck showed great consideration for the
existing conditions of the site, for existing roadways and property
boundaries, and his plan utilised almost all of them without any
rearrangement, contrary to the practice of the 'geometric’ school. In the
project, the small Island of Kulosaarl was to be connected with the
mainland In two almost diagonally opposed points. Two big streets were
designed to enter the Island from these points and serve as collector for
through-traffic arteries. The rocky area In the centre of the Island
surrounded by this belt of boulevards was destined to become the civic
centre and commercial district. A ll public buildings were to be built
there. Some were grouped In rather picturesque squares and others
Informally arranged against the background of small parks. The varying
widths of streets and small irregular squares, planned with roads
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entering them at odd angles, enhanced this feeling of picturesque beauty.
The Island’s rocky heights were partially encircled by an elegantly
composed appartment house area. Surrounding this central district were
the villa quarters Immersed In greenery and aligned along the shore.
These two areas, although apparently In contrast, were complementary:
each emphasising the character of the other while creating a unique
balanced total effect. That of a naturally developed city, limited of
course by a physical barrier.
Bertel Jung’s plan In 1917 followed Sonck’s plan in all the above
mentioned ideas. However, Jung’s more detailed work and lesser
emphasis on Irregular design gave It the touch of artistic perfection It
previously lacked. One of the few parts of the plan then built was the
first terraced house ever built In Finland, by Armas Lindgren and B.
Llljeqvlst.
As In Sweden, row houses In Finland were not very sucessful and
above a ll, unwelcomed. Both countries favoured the small detached
house. In particular Finnish garden suburbs, being mainly private
developments, resembled "villa suburbs" based on English housing types.
It was only around the 1920s that detached single-family houses In
garden suburbs acquired a Finnish character. One of the best examples
was KSpyla,35 a garden district of Helsinki, known for Its fine
architectural quality and tradition-bound houses. KSpylS was also a very
good example of rational planning and housing. Built by the city of
Helsinki in 1920-25 for workers’ housing, It was Initially planned by
Bertel Jung and Birger Brunila In 1912 F ig . 21a). Its final plan,
however, was based on the project drawn by B. Brunila and Otto I.
Meurman In 1917 Fig. 21b). In 1920 the responsibility for the design
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of all 165 buildings of the district was given to Marttl Valikangas Fig.
22).
His main Inspiration came from old Finnish farmhouses and red
ochre coloured Industrial communities (bruk) like Fagervlk, Flskars or
Stromfors38 Fig. 23a-d). He built simple and structurally rational
wooden houses and he gave them fine, traditional proportions; he
ornamented them with garlands, acroterla, medallions and temple
gables. The houses were connected by plank fences and arcades and,
finally, he gave nuance to the simple plan by squares and courtyards of
various shapes.
Finland’s most valuable and unique contribution to the Garden City
history was, however, Saarinen’s Pro-Helsingfors plan: a plan for the
Greater Helsinki Region, completed In 1918.37 Based on the enterprise
and sijggestlon of Julius Tallberg (a business magnate of Helsinki and
Trade Councillor) to replan and extend Helsinki’s business centre,
Saarinen proposed a master plan for the Greater Helsinki Region. Based
on large and extensive population forecasts, he planned the capital with
a view to Its future growth and long term needs. He proposed an
extensive traffic reorganisation plan. In relation to major traffic routes
and railway stations he also carefully planned small communities. These
satellite towns were conceived on the basis of a system of concentric
rings surrounding the old city centre. Farming land, forests or
waterways separated them from each other and from the centre while
modem transportation (railway traffic) Integrated them all Into a whole
Fig. 24).
The main objectives of Saarinen’s plan essentially consisted firstly,
in the progressive but total decentralisation of both the administrative
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and commercial centres and the residential zones. Second, in the
creation of satellite garden cities as self-sufficient urban units around
the old d ty. Situated at some distance from the historic centre and
from each other these new towns were surrounded by countryside thus
attempting to recreate man’s contact with nature, so important to the
psychology of Finnish society — and whose loss In the old city was such
a common complaint.
This pioneering plan for the decentralisation of the Greater Helsinki
Region — later called by Saarinen organic decentralisation —
was Inspired by Ebenezer Howard’s garden city concept and was actually
the first manifestation of Howard’s regional planning model (the Social
Cities). However, Saarinen’s application of the garden city Idea to such
an extensive area In order to restructure a preexisting urban unit,
meant that the garden city concept lost the character of antithesis
present In Howard to the traditional city.
The originality of Saarinen’s work not only lay In his proposal to
decentralise future urban growth along the lines of the garden city Idea
and to create control systems in order to accommodate expansion; but
also In his concern with the architectonic character of the city, even In
regional planning. Saarinen’s regional plan, contrary to all sim ilar
works, addressed the city as an art of figuration and not as an abstract
chart of demographic and sociological statistics, or as a schematic
blueprint of traffic flows and engineers’ calculations for Infrastructure
and distribution of greenery. He conceived and planned the whole
Greater Helsinki Region on the basis of districts (or neighbourhood
units) visualised as urban architectural entitles. Connected by a network
of principal roads, the districts formed satellite cities which were
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planned In organic relationship to nature and utilised natural boundaries
as their lim its. The genre of these Ideas could already be found In fils
report for the master plan of Budapest, In 1912, and probably Otto
Wagner’s Die Grossstadt of 1911 was the main source of Inspiration.
What characterised his approach was his conviction that modem city
planning should solve the problems In a practical, hygienic and aesthetic
manner; and for this he credited Camlllo Sltte:
"Sitte’s Influence In Northern Europe has been remarkable"
said Saarinen, "his message was fundamental in that It used
history to point out the need for meeting the contemporary
problem with contemporary methods. His was neither an old
nor a modem Idea; and It was one with universal and everlasting
significance".38
Saarinen’s master plan for Helsinki’s metropolitan area also had a
symbolic role.38 It was a plan for the capital city of the newly
Independent Finnish state. In this sense Its avant-garde and radically
revolutionary Idea of organic decentralisation, Inspired by the optimism
of a newly established nation-state, celebrated the entrance of Finland
Into the western world of advanced technology and high speed transit.
On the other hand the replanning of the central Helsinki area, by
moving the central railway station further North Fig. 25a), filling the
Toolonlahtl bay and by other traffic rearrangements aimed at creating
an urban architectural focus along the most Imposing broad avenue Fig.
25b) - called Royal Avenue — which gave the Independent nation’s
capital city a metropolitan symbolism.
Saarinen’s Pro-Helsingfors plan of 1918, was Inspired by his vision
of a dynamic, rich and Industrialised Finnish state, Just as his proposal
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for the Parliament House on the Observatory H ill In 1908 — aimed to
counterbalance Carl L. Engel’s Senate square - reflected the political
situation enjoyed by the country during that period as an autonomous
Grand Duchy.
The following quotation, extracted from the booklet accompanying the
publication of Pro-Helsingfors plan and written by Bertel Jung, fully
expresses the nationalist aspirations of the time:
"Qjt city lacks the sort of scale which elves capitals of the
world the stamp of being ’metropolis’: there Is no wide river,
high acropolis, or wide thoroughfare. We would like to see In
the Helsinki of our dreams a broad principal street of Imposing
proportions and beauty. A Royal Avenue, Imposing and straight,
a delightful place to stroll along, a suitable space for commercial
and civic buildings, and at the same time a main traffic artery;
such a thoroughfare would give stature and Individuality to the
city and would allow for a monumental urban treatement In a
grand style.1140
Saarinen’s plan was far ahead of its time - it was actually a utopian
project Inspired by his latent nationalism. But, at the same time, it was
extremely pragmatic and realistic. His proposal, for example, to
transfer the central railway station three kilometers Northwards based
on an evaluation of Helsinki’s future extension Northwards — intended to
avoid the hygiene and traffic problems which would otherwise have
been created.
Although both the authorities and a town planning competition held In
192541 - for the planning of an area close to the railway station —
opposed Saarinen’s solution, his farsightedness was soon to be proved
by the facts. The Increasing number of supporters that his position
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attracted was later manifested by the fact that in 1931 he was Invited,
by Helsinki’s town planning department, as a consultant to solve the
traffic and town planning problems of the capital city.42
Saarinen’s Pro-Helsingfors plan was never realised. Yet Helsinki’s
expansion up to the present day shows a tendency to decentralise at least
the residential areas in the sites proposed by Saarinen. This shows not
only the lasting Influence of the plan but also Saarinen’s farsightedness.
5.6
The Scandinavian Garden Suburb: The Danish Experience
As for other Scandinavian countries the garden city model was
adopted In Denmark42 and Norway mainly to evoke feelings of national
rootedness by upholding the ideal of the vernacular habitat. Thus, It was
principally based on Howard’s proposition to bring Informal nature Into
the city and Unwin’s picturesque planning and vernacular house design.
In Denmark particularly after the First World War through the “State
Housing Fund" large sums were made available for one family houses.
The result was that a vast number of small houses sprang up on cheap
land on the outskirts of the towns. Most of them were speculative
developments built without any regard to the principles of town planning.
However, the general climate of cultural national reawakening around
the turn of the century fostered the revival of a tradltlon-bound
architecture of single family houses.
In particular, the creation of Ideallstlcally-minded Institutions, such
as the Design Assistance Board of the Union of Academic Architects In
1908 and the Association for Better Building Practices44 (Bedre
Byggesklk) (Fig. 26a), which supplied free, or very cheap, architectural
assistance for the building of single family houses (Fig. 26b),
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propagated and popularised a simple type of Danish house Fig. 26 c).
Their aim was to enhance "a tradltlon-bound style of architecture
developed In accordance with modem demands"43 as Poul Hol^de — head
of the Design Assistance Board of the Union of Academic Architects —
put It.
Owing to the Intensive propaganda of architects and institutions, like
these, this type of house became very popular during the 1910s and
20,s.
Based on a regular plan it was usually symmetrical in plan and
elevation and with small casement windows. The roof was high-pitched
and as a rule faced with red tiles, while the walls were of red brick.
There were no overhanging eaves, only a narrow comice and gables or
dormers. This house type Fig. 27), showing a classical influence,
traceable back to Baroque,48 was used In the design of various garden
suburbs; for example In the plan for the Garden House Society In
Grondalsvaenge In Copenhagen built by Poul Hols^e and Jesper Tvede In
1915-28 or In the plan for the burnt part of Mitchellstraede47 In
Gentofte also by the same architects In 1914 Fig. 28a-b).
Contemporary with this simple and regular single family housing type
another typology emerged In the one family houses built in garden
suburbs. This was more romantic, characterised by an overhanging roof
and a carpenter-llke character, while Its plan was often L-shaped or
otherwise Irregular Fig. 29). It was a descendant of the English Arts
and Crafts and Blndesboll- Herholdt tradition of the second half of the
nineteenth century Fig. 3Ga-b) and was continued afterwards by Nyrop
and Bentsen.48 Based on sound craftsmanship and on an Intimate
relationship between house and landscape these small houses preserved
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a typically Danish character.
Although garden city and garden suburb developments were mainly
left to private Initiative and speculative enterprises, some Interesting
developments planned by artistically minded architects did exist. One of
these was the plan of Charles I. Schou48 In 1914 for the area of
Vigerslev between Roskllde Landevej and Vestbanen (Fig. 31).
Schou designed this suburb mainly for detached houses, which he
carefully placed along the perimeter of their plots of land, while by
connecting them with small fences or planting he secured the desirable
visual continuity of the streetscape without sacrificing the occupants*
wishes for privacy and separation. Sim ilarly in order to ensure
enclosure and an urban character to the district Pie framed the major
street Intersections leading to the suburb, as well as the central square
In front of the church, where all community assemblies took place with
row houses. Furthermore, he introduced a well articulated street
differentiation system comprising major through traffic arteries,
residential streets and private roads. The latter gave access to the
houses disposed In dead-end streets In the form of cul-de-sac Fig* 3 la)
- a design pattern borrowed from Raymond Unwin.
A more idyllic, curvilinear design characterised, Instead, the plans
of Anton Rosen for the garden villages of "Gerthasmlnde" Fig. 32a-b),
"Aal^kkegaards" Fig. 33) and "B^gegaards Jorder" (Fig. 34) In Odense
in 1917.50
In the same year an Interesting competition for the building of
"Lyngen", south of Kj^ge,51 took place In which the first prize was
awarded to Carl Lundqvlst (Fig. 35). His project was an Intermediate
solution between the second and the third prize plans1; that Is between
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KaJ Gottlob and Anton Frederlksen’s formal and regular planning
solution (Fig. 36) and Anton Rosen's more romantically Inclined design
Fig. 37).
Around the 1920s, the municipality started taking an Interest,
Initially In experimental projects, for planning along the Garden City
lines and In favour of the row or terraced houses. Contrary to Sweden
and Finland, In Denmark and Norway municipal developments preferred
the row house as opposed to the one-family small house. The reason was
mainly economic: the row house could be less expensive than the single
family one. Yet the choice was justified on the basis of tradition,
particularly In Denmark, where the row house was considered as the
traditional habitat of rural areas.
The Studlebyen (Study Town) garden village In 1921-22 Fig. 38a)
was an experiment In planning for row houses, built by various
architects — amongst whom E. Thomsen, H. Hansen, I. Bentsen, P.
Nielsen for Copenhagen's Building Society Fig. 38b-d). In 1921-23,
Ivar Bentsen and Th. Hemlngsen, working for the same building society
In Bellahj4j” Fig. 39) again used the terraced house — "Bakkehusene"
Fig. 40a-b). Both these plans were characterised by an attempt to
render an urban character of enclosure to the areas, while at the same
time — by using vernacular building forms — to recreate the feeling of
community that characterised Danish rural tradition.
A whole generation of Danish architects in more than one case seem
to have appealed to national iconography In their attempt to Invest
residential schemes with a feeling of national rootedness.
Representative of this generation was Henning Hansen53 who devoted
devoted himself to research into the most appropriate forms of housing,
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to meet contemporary needs of rational planning while drawing on
traditional themes.
One of his best projects was the "Traehuse" (Wooden house) In
Vlgerslev Alld built for the municipality of Copenhagen In 1919-20.
This plan was made out of two-storey wooden row houses with gardens,
arranged in quadrangles and enclosing planted courtyards Fig- 4 ia c). The house design as well as the site plan made explicit reference to
the traditional rural habitat trying to recapture Its picturesque intimacy
and transplant It Into an urban context.
Another Interesting project was his unbuilt work for a housing area
In Copenhagen designed In 1926 (Fig. 42), of classical Inspiration.
Simple row houses with the upper floor half-timbered were arranged, In
this project, in a ht^ge circle Inscribed In a hexagon; a composition that
combined vernacular house building with a renaissance utopian ideal
city plan.
A sim ilar attempt to appeal to national Iconography was made by Kay
Flsker's Hombaekhus perimeter housing block which was considered an
urban version of the vlerkanthof — the traditional rural habitation
complex In the form of a rectangle.54 The same was true for the housing
estate around the Grundtvlg church, In Bispebjerg55 planned and built by
P.V. Jensen Kllnt -- architect of the church — In collaboration with
Ch.I. Schou and G. Gossel In 1924-26 (Fig. 43). This large scale
housing scheme characterised by the stepped gable motif, borrowed
from the Grundtvlg church Fig. 44a-c), made explicit reference to the
iconography of the Flemlsh-Hanseatlc stepped gable of Danish village
churches, from which the Grundtvlg church was Inspired.
5.7 The Scandinavian Garden Suburb: the Norwegian Experience
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The English way of planning garden suburbs had attracted the
Norwegians' attention at the beginning of the century and soon
afterwards the Influence of the Garden City movement was felt. The
Norwegians' preference for single family houses, based on the peasant
tradition of living In Isolated farms rather than In villages, found
support In people like Sverre Pedersen who was In favour of the
traditional wooden house and of a "quite open planning".
In 1925 he wrote: "The practice In the English town planning of
having 12 houses to the acre Is perhaps, according to Norwegian ideas, a
somewhat close grouping....We Norwegians love beautiful scenery...we
wish as far as passible to have a feeling of living In a free landscape.
We w ill never develop to common town people to whom the street and
the square are the main Interest. We w ill follow the advice of Ebenezer
Howard to combine the advantages of living In the city and In the country
...our instincts require the most spacious kind of town"56 "Rus In
Urbe"!!).57
On the basis of these grounds, as It Is apparently said, Howard’s
garden city model was adapted for bringing nature and the city Into
contact.
In this sense Pedersen was applying Howard’s Idea of marrying the
country and city when he designed small houses with fairly spacious
plots of land around them — for instance In Narvik Fig. 182) — or
whole districts such as the Fredrlkstad garden suburb (1934, Fig. 45),
surrounding the old fortified town -- or even when he was proposing
strips of parkbelts to divide the city suburbs; as In the case of Bodo
(1921, Fig. 46) or Llllehammer (1932, Fig. 47).CT
Yet, according to his description of the Bodd plan that follows, his
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plans seem to be Inspired more by the genius loci

Ideal than by

Howard's arguments of a socio-economic and hygienic nature.
"In the plan of a certain Norwegian town situated an a fairly level
peninsula great sectorial park spaces are applied to separate the
suburban areas. They go out from a circular park around the old town,
are relatively small at the park, but widen by and by to an Imposing
breadth. In some of these parfc-sectors sporting places and recreation
grounds are placed; In one a cemetery has its place. They go across the
peninsula and reach the sea at bathing places. Coincidentally, their axis
Is directed towards characteristic distant mountain scenery, forming
their background. The place where the town Is situated is unsheltered.
Trees can hardly grow there, but the grass gives the effect of great
green beams between the housing areas."59
After the First World War the Oslo municipal authorities also did a
remarkable amount of work In planning garden suburbs and providing
housing. These Oslo garden suburb developments mostly Influenced by
the English building tradition were built up with two to three storey
brick row houses and detached dwellings — because they were more
economical compared to single family houses.
The projected areas were divided Into large blocks and provided with
a central square or park. The houses were arranged mainly along the
perimeter of the blocks, thus leaving the Interior for use as a common
garden. These garden suburbs had a rather distinctive urban character,
due not only to their design but also to their building densities. Their
brick sober architecture further fostered this effect.
So far as the larger projects In the outlying sections are concerned
one could mention the picturesque grouping of the two and a half storey
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brick apartment buildings at Ullev&l Haveby Fig. 48a-b),6° which In
their symmetrical proportions and comice lines recalled of the English
Georgian type. Both the Ullev&l and Llndem garden developments Fig.
49a-b) were undertaken by Oslo's municipal housing office in 1917-20
and were projected by Harald Hals — Oslo’s director of housing and city
planner — and Ad. Jensen. Another municipal garden suburb worth
mentioning was the L ille T^yen81 planned and built by Magnus Poulsson
In 1918 Fig. 50a-c).
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Chapter 6

THE BREAKTHROUGH OF FUNCTIONALISM IN SCANDINAVIA

6.1

The advent of Functionalism In architecture and town planning

Scandinavian architects who visited the Exposition des Arts Decoratifs
In Paris In 1925, and the International housing exhibition which opened
at Stuttgart in 1927, would have had a first-hand knowledge of the
developments in the European architectural scene. They would have been
struck undoubtely by the Purist aesthetic of Le Corbusier’s Pavilion de
l’Esprlt Nouveau, or by the austere and rational house design of the
Neue Sachllchkelt (New Objectivity) architecture.
Among the first Swedish architects to Investigate the new
architecture on the continent was Una Ahren,1 who actually worked both
In France and Germany. With his articles entitled '’Brytnlngar" (1925)
"Pa vag mot en Arkltektur" (1926) and "Nyttokonstens estetlk" (1927) he
Introduced Functionalist architecture and Le Corbusier’s work to the
Swedish architectural audience. Later that year Byggm5staren -the Swedish journal of architecture and planning — hosted an article
about the Danish periodical Krltlsk Revy2 and the active participation of
Danish architects in the new movement. In the following years a number
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of arlcles appeared referlng to the major architectural events of this
period and commenting on new building techniques.3 Furthermore, In
1928, Uno Ahren’s articles entitled "Elementar stadsbyggnadsteknlk"
and "Synpunkter pS stadsbyggandet" Introduced new town planning
techniques.4 In particular, he placed the emphasis on economic
optimisation of plan arrangements and methods for the precise
calculation of light, sunlight and heat.
Apart from Uno Ahren, Gurmar Asplund and Sven Markelius were
also active at an early date, as were Wolter Gahn and Eskll Sundahl. In
1928 these architects, as well as Gregor Paulsson — the socialist
critic, who masterminded the Stockholm Exhibition In 1930 -- signed
the declaration Acceptera3 thus formalising the acceptance of
Functionalism In Sweden. The new problem was, as they put It, to bring
together quantity and quality, collective and Individual Interests. The
Stockholm Exhibition of Swedish Industrial Arts and Crafts In 1930
was the paradigmatic expression of these Ideas.8
This exhibition awakened the whole of Scandinavia. Its "daylight
fireworks" pointed the way to both a new life and a new architecture.
As Hakon Ahlberg put It: "From having been generally looking backward
and socially passive, architecture In Sweden looked to the future and
looked socially forward".7
Asplund was the major figure and coordinator of the design of this
exhibition which established Modern Architecture in such a
revolutionary way in Scandinavia.* His architecture was of a festive
freedom with a light and airy grace Fig. ia-e). The buildings alone
were of memorable importance, but the "message" of the fair did not
end there. Part of the reason for the exhibition was to explore the new
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ways architecture could serve man socially. This Involved much
experimentation In housing, and a large part was indeed given over to
fu ll sized apartment solutions by various Swedish architects9 (Fig. 2ac). The best of these were furnished by the Svenska Slojdfdrenlng,
whose motto then was "More Beautiful Objects for Every Day Use".10
Experimentation on a new basis to solve the housing problem of lower
income groups was in fact the theme of the 2nd Congres Internationaux
d*Architecture Modeme field in Frankfurt in 1929, in which Sven
Markelius had participated. In fact, the housing exhibition of the
Stockholm fa ir echoed the results of 2nd CIAM meeting referring to the
"Minimum House" and shared the approach of Walter Gropius as
expressed in his rep ort Die Soziologlschen_ G rundlagen der
Minimalwohnung (The Sociological Bases of Minimum Housing).11
6.2 The advent of Functionalist planning and the emergence of the
Modernist open block
The firs t town planning project which signed tf\e advent of the new
Functionalist planning principles was Sven Markelius* winning
competition entry for the development of Krlstineberg and Fredhall,12
two districts in the western outskirts of Stockholm, in 1926-27 (Fig.
3). Markelius, though c ritic a l of the curved line in the manner of Le
Corbusier, followed the undulating terrain and planned on a small scale.
Thus his scheme le ft the finest pieces of landscape untouched and
connected them into a single unbroken natural park. But what gave
Markelius* plan a modernist character was the rejection of the enclosed
block as the generator of the city fabric and his lack of Interest in the
design principles of the traditional European city. His dexterity in
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utilising the whole range of intermediate building typologies — from the
perimeter block to the free-standing rowhouse of the so called 'lamella
block’ — was very Impressive.
Two first prizes were awarded in this competition: a sign of the
transitory stage that planning was undergoing In these years, if one
considers the contrasting town planning ideas that they presented. The
plan of Cyrlllus Johansson was the other winning entry. His plan Fig.
4), as he put it, "Is also a reaction to town planning on a grand scale
which Is onesided, geometrical and straight-lined, especially when
applying to hilly country. Economic and aesthetic reasons would seem to
favour the greatest possible regard being paid to scenery and natural
surroundings".13 Thus, he designed "a town within a park and not a park
within a town." Furthermore, in a clearly Wagnerian manner, he divided
the whole area In small districts surrounded by green and linked by
main traffic arteries. A ll districts were designed, in a Sittesque
fashion, on the basis of the perimeter block and organised around a
central focal point of communal activity, such as for example a plaza, a
promenade or a public building.
Among the other entries submitted, the scheme proposed by Nils
GravstrcJm, Sven Ivar Lind and Georg Scherman Fig. 5) was
particularly Interesting for Its strict adherence to the rational,
functionalist planning advocated by the Germans during the twenties.
Though unrealised, these projects were a foretoken of the new winds
that were going to sweep over the country In the ensuing decade. The
Krlstlneberg and Fredhall districts were finally built14 according to the
plan of Lllienberg proposed in 1930 Fig. 6a-b).
Shortly thereafter, in 1928, Markelius presented a radical scheme
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in a purely modernist way for the development of LadugSrdsgSrdet in
Northeastern Stockholm (Fig. 7a-b). His plan13 for high-rise housing
blocks laid out In parallel rows, at right angles to the street, and
disposed at an optimum distance apart, for sun penetration and
ventilation, was closely following the Zellenbau principle of the
German modernists.
One of the first Functionalist plans to be realised in Sweden was, in
1930, the plan for the Erlksdal18 area in Stockholm F ig . 8a). Drawn
and built by Sven Markelius and Nils Elnar Eriksson the area was laid
out with broad lamella housing blocks (15 m.) oriented north to south.
The scheme was specially subsidised by the city to help solve the
housing problem of the working class population. The flats Incorporated
ingenious solutions to the problems of the mlni-apartment of the
standard 40 sq.m. Fig- 8b).
The potentialities of the lamella house type for standardised
production were Immense. The first consistently executed seriesproductlon of this house type was for a workers’ residential estate in
Hjorthagen,17 Stockholm F ig . 9a-c). Desigped by Hakon Ahlberg the
area was built, In 1934-37, with a system of strictly standardised
plans and elevations. These lamella blocks were remarkably narrow,
only 7,5 m ., which meant that even small flats could have windows on
either side. The smalhus18 or shallow house was the result of a
competition sponsored by the Stockholm city authorities for low-cost
housing, In 1932-33, won by Nils Frlberg Fig. lOa-c). The thln-slab
block of flats or smalhus soon became the most popular model of
residential building in Stockholm In the thirties. In fact the smalhus
substituted the deep-house lamella buildings since It could be oriented In

any direction, If all flats were to get enough sun.
By the mld-thlrtles Functionalist Ideas were consolidated in
Swedish architectural and town planning practice. Furthermore, in
1935, a major government Commission for Housing was created, which
for many years set the tone of Swedish residential construction, and
which unanimously recommended that the principles of Functionalism be
applied In urban construction.
6.3 Finland, Denmark and Norway adopt Functionalism
Around 1928 the new Ideas of Functionalism reached Finland. Early
evidence of this is Pauli E. Blomstedt’s article published In the Finnish
architectural journal A rkkltehtl in 1928 under the title
"Arkkltehtoonlsta verenvahyytta? Kansalllsta Itsetutkiskelua"
(Architectural Anaemia? A nation examines Itself). This sarcastic
article Ironically describing the aims of Classicists and discrediting
them, cleared the path for Functionalism. It was Sven Markelius,
however, in his discourse In the annual meeting of the Association of
Finnish Architects, in Turku on A pril 21st 1928, who Introduced the
Ideas of Functionalism to the Finnish public. The title of the
presentation was "Rational lseringsstravanden inom den imodema husbyggnadskonsten" (Striving towards rationalisation in modern
architecture). According to many Finnish art historians, the stripped
Classicism of the twenties was only an intermediate stage, a short step
removed from pure Functionalism.19 So by the beginning of the thirties
most of the architects had accepted Functionalism as the new prevailing
style, already In fashion In the other Scandinavian countries. Although
Functionalism broke through in an agrarian society and was therefore

necessarily rather Isolated as a trend It was nonetheless adopted since
it had a balancing Ideological function -- that of the appropriation of
European culture and of cultural emancipation.
In 1930 an article by Ole Grlpenberg, published in Arkkltehtl and
entitled "Vaialstuskysymys Asutuskeskukslssa" dealt with the Issue of
better placement of buildings in order to have more "sun-light-alr",
while being also more rationally and economically constructed. Later
that year another article followed presenting six alternative proposals
for a residential block In Helsinki designed by six well known Finnish
architects at the request of the building firm "Q /Y Kreuger & Toil".20
What made this project Interesting was that the six proposals utilised
the whole range of Intermediate building typologies: from the enclosed
perimeter block to the free-standing, lamella, housing type.
With the advent of the Thirties the Functionalist principles of town
planning had completely overthrown Sitte’s theory of artistic city
building and the traditional European city planning model. Instead, the
Interest was now centered on the scientific and rational analysis of the
building and planning process and around the Lssues of "air-Lght-green",
hygiene and traffic circulation. The building module was the lamella
housing block and the prevailing planning model was based on the
Zeilenbau principle -- where free-standing blocks of houses were laid in
parallel rows, spaced no less than twice their block height apart. This
free-standing, Infinitely repeatable terraced block was the normative
Neue Sachllchkelt planning formula,21 which characterised almost all
Scandinavian planning developments in the Thirties.
Some representative examples of this period in Helsinki were the
plans of Birger Brunila for the Kulosaarl Fig. i i) and Reljola suburbs
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[Fig. 12), In 1931, of Bertel Jung for the Mellahtl district, In 1932
[Fig. 13), and the lamella housing scheme of M arttl Vallkangas for
Katajanokka, In 1931 (Fig. 14). The plan by Otto I. Meurman for the
northern parts of Vlipuri, in 1930 [Fig. 15), was designed In a sim ilar
spirit. A number of Interesting housing projects of the lamella type
designed by the architects Hlldlng Ekelund, K. Borg, Erik Bryggman and
E. Helander were also presented In the exhibition of the Nordlsk
Byggnadsdag,22 in 1932 [Fig. 16a-b).
Evidence of the advent of Functionalism, however, could also be found
even earlier, such as for example In Alvar Aalto's project for a
standard housing block built in Turku, In 1927-29, as well as In the
major cultural event of 1929: the Turku Exhibition,33 which celebrated
the 700th anniversary of the city's foundation. The plan and buildings of
this exhibition, designed by Alvar Aalto and Erik Bryggman (Fig. 17a-e),
bore the seed of Functionalism celebrated in the following year’s
Stockholm Exhibition.
In Denmark the debate In favour of the German Neue Sachllchkeit
architecture of the Weimar Republic was conducted by the review
Krltlsk Revy, founded In 1926 and edited by Foul Hennlngsen.
Following the Functionalist motto for more "sun-alr-green11and on the
basis of the open block and the Zellenbau principle a number of housing
estates in Denmark and particularly In Copenhagen were built24: as In
Vibevej-Maagevej by P. Baumann, E. Monberg and L. Hygom In 19281931 (Fig. 18a-b); in Tagensvej by K. Flsker and C.F. M ille r, In 1931
(Fig. 19a-b); In Rentemestervej by E. Monberg, in 1934 (Fig. 20); as
well as the "Ryparken" residential complex In 1932-33 by P. Baumann,
E. Heiberg, K- Larsen and Fr. Wagner (Fig. 21a-b), and the "Blidah"

housing estate In 1934 (Fig. 22a-c) by I. Bentsen, Skj^t-Pedersen, J.V.
Berg, A. Bjjtfrn, E. Heiberg and K. Larsen.
Evidence of the advent of the new town planning ideas in Norway
was given by a number of housing developments along the lines of the
free-standing lamella block, as In the case of the rowhouse In Prof.
Dahlsgate built In 1932 (Fig. 23a-b), by Frlthjof Reppen.25 However,
the best examples were offered by the plans of Iladalen (Fig. 24),
Etterstad (Fig. 25) and Marienlyst (Fig. 26) designed by Harald Hals —
Oslo’s town planning director — In 1932.26
It is Interesting to note that In these plans, although the perimeter
block - as generator of the city fabric — was abandoned In favour of the
free-standing open block there was s till a strong Interest in defining the
street or the plaza as enclosed entitles; thus, the lamella open blocks
were not set at right angles to the street — according to the Zellenbau
principle — but were aligned along the principal thoroughfares, framing
them (Fig. 25a-b), while tower-houses at their extremities were used
as terminal features or land-marks (Fig. 24a, 25c). The uniform
rational architecture of the buildings, remlnlcent of a strict Classicism
(Fig. 25d), further reinforced the effect of urban compactness which
these areas emanated. The character of the transition from a
"culturalist" planning model to a "functionalist" one, so evident in these
plans, was soon to be erased In Norwegian planning developments. In a
period of two-three years even the realisation of these plans - such as
Iladalen built up by Ragnar Nllsen in 1935 (Fig. 27a-b) — was carried
out according to more strictly functionalist principles.27
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SCANDINAVIA IN THE 1930s
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Chapter 7

NEW ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL PRIORITIES - NEW TOWN
PLANNING IDEALS

7.1

Economic and political climate In Scandinavia around 1930

From the 1920s onwards, spectacular economic development took
place, especially In Sweden. Prim arily It Involved traditional export
commodities such as Iron ore, steel, paper and pulp, matches and so on.
But to these were added a number of secondary and tertiary products
using steel, such as ships, ball bearings and telephones. Engineering
Industries were also enjoying great success, especially In export
markets. More than anything else, however, the emergence of the match
Industry’s gigantic, systematically constructed, international power
position, together with Ivar Kreuger’s activities In other areas, gave
such a strong Impression of splendid business conditions that other
conflicting Impressions were discounted. By the late 1920s Kreuger
controlled over half the world’s production of matches and held
monopolies In several countries to which Pie granted loans.1
With regard to process Innovations, by far the most important
development was the Impetus given to the "rationalisation11 of
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production.2 The fundamentals of scientific work management, presented
by the Taylor system and other programmes of "efficiency engineering11,
had already been laid down before the First World War, but they were
brought very much to the fore by wartime demands for mass production.
F. W. Taylor’s work, Principles of Scientific Management, was
translated Into Swedish In 1913. The rationalisation movement
witnessed an upsurge after 1927, when Landsorganlsatlonen (National
Organisation of Trades Unions) and Svenska Arbetsglvareforenlngen
(Swedish Employers Confederation) accepted the idea of rationalisation
In the report of the labour - peace delagatlon of 1927. Furthermore, the
positive reception of Fayol’s neopatrlarchal Ideas and Mayo’s social
psychological approach to the problem of scientific management was
greatly facilitated by the traditional patriarchal Swedish system of
management. Industrial rationalisation by electrification, mechanisation,
but mostly by scientific management had impressive results. In 1935
industrial productivity was 20 percent greater than In 1929, with a
labour force only 2 percent larger.
Denmark was one of the world’s leading suppliers of animal
foodstuffs. In addition, not only Industries drawing their materials from
agriculture but also other manufactures became increasingly Important
to Denmark. Norway had already become one of the leading shipping
countries of the world by the end of the nineteenth century. Its
mechanical Industries grew by leaps and bounds after 1905, and the
chemical products of "Norsk Hydro" became world famous at about the
same time. As usual, Finland was less fortunate. Its forest-based
Industries flourished, but growth was s till held back by lack of capital,
by remaining scars from the civil war of 1918, and by a precarious
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geographical position at the edge of the Soviet Union.
It should be noted that In a ll four countries economic growth was
directly related to exports. It was consequently dependent on the
economic situation In the Western world as a whole, and the world
crisis of the early thirties hit Scandinavia as hard as other countries,
causing widespread unemployment. The general standard of living had
been relatively low even In the 1920s, while capital accumulation was
considerable throughout the early decades of the twentieth century.3
Simultaneously the political and social strength of the labour
movement had increased all over Scandinavia by the beginning of the
1930s. There had been serious setbacks such as the failure of a general
strike in Sweden In 1909 and the outcome of the Finnish civil war nine
years later. But these setbacks were short-lived. Both labour unions and
Social Democratic parties were able to recuperate rapidly, and In all
four countries the labour movement was powerful although not dominant
by 1930. The doctrine of solidarity had been able to survive temporary
failures and was bringing Increasing success. Cooperatives, not only
those of consumers but also those of producers In agriculture, which
were favoured by official agricultural policies, had become an accepted
and powerful element of the social structure.
The achievement of a considerable degree of social harmony in the
Scandinavia of the mid-1930s was partly the cumulative result of
Influences which had been long at work. Foreign observers often called
attention to the wide ramifications of the co-operative movement4 — its
virtual monopoly of the marketing of Danish agricultural produce; its
manufacture of electric light bulbs In Sweden, which grew Into a North
European Society cutting the price by one-third; and the fact that In
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Finland two cooperative societies grew In rivalry and by 1939 embraced
about one-half of all Finnish fam ilies. Another well known Influence was
that of the Folk High School, which had prepared the way for a genuinely
democratic system of education.
7.2 Social Democracy on the upswing
In Scandinavia, as elsewhere, there was strong resistance to the
labour movement. It was opposed by those who traditionally belonged to
the governing class, Including the more prosperous part of the farming
population, but resistance was never complete. Liberal politicians soon
began to seek the support not only of working class voters but also of
their Social Democratic representatives and leaders. More importantly,
however, the growth of pragmatic labour movements was favoured by
lingering paternalism In Scandinavian political and social traditions.
Thus the labour movement’s Idea that the state and self-governing local
authorities had to live up to major responsibilities as far as the solution
of the social problems of industrialism were concerned never appeared
to be unacceptable In principle. The growing strength of political
democracy and thus of the votes of Industrial workers and allied groups
had the effect of making this Idea politically expedient as well.
The tradition of paternalistic Interventionism had never been
completely broken, and it could be used almost directly as a basis for
democratic interventionism. To the Nordic peoples, the ideas and
practices of the welfare state seemed to fit in with what they had
learned long ago to accept as normal and satisfactory behaviour for
public authorities. These practices did not seem very revolutionary even
to those formerly favoured groups — or classes — that had to foot the

bill. For a number of sim ilar reasons Scandinavia was a particularly
fertile ground for the growth of welfare states.
Except for Finland, the Scandinavian countries adopted Social
Democratic regimes between 1929 and 1933, some with less ease than
others. But the Social Democratic parties only obtained their first real
chance to carry out substantial reforms In 1933, after the agrarian
parties had come to an agreement with the Social Democratic m ajority.5
In Denmark, Social Democrats came to power In 1929. Since then
the Social Democratic Cabinet of Thorvald Stauning and K. K. Stelncke
embarked on an ambitious policy of social Insurance. But they found
their actions circumscribed by the existence of a hostile majority In the
upper chamber, or Landstlng. In January 1933, however, Staining — a
veteran Social Democrat -- negotiated an agreement with Venstre
leaders which gained him the support of the farmers who dominated the
Landstlng. A large programme of public works for the relief of
unemployment and a series of major reforms were proposed, among
others by Stelncke, the Minister for Social Affairs. The compromise
was so successful that by 1936 the Social Democrats and their Radical
allies controlled both the Landstlng and the Folketlng.
Later in 1933, a rather sim ilar bargain was struck by the Swedish
Social Democratic leader, Per Albln Hansson who had come Into office
after the collapse of the Liberals In the preceding year. Confronted with
the largest unemployment figures In his country's history, he secured a
majority In the Second Chamber with the help of the Agrarians whom
he rewarded with a devaluation and fixed minimum prices for farm
produce. They, In return, agreed to support relief works and other
measures designed to make Sweden "a home for all Its peopleM.e
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In Norway the 1933 election gave the Labour party more seats than
ever before, but not enough to prevent two more years of a minority
Venstre government. A sim ilar development to the Danish and Swedish
one took place, but It was even more remarkable: Labour obtained
power In 1935 by forging an alliance with the Agrarian Party which had
always been the bitterest opponent of rural trade unionism and of any
concession to the needs of the unemployed.
Finally, in Finland the Social Democrats had to wait until 1937 for
even a share of power. Only then was the long-delayed programme of
social reform planned by the Social Democratic Finance Minister,
Tanner, Implemented. In previous years the Issue of primary
Importance was the language question.
There was very little Marxism In these Social Democratic policies.
Scandinavian countries enthusiastically embraced the economic Ideas of
John Maynard Keynes which seemed to be particularly applicable to
their context, where economic progress had resulted more In capital
formation than In Increased household consumption and where It was
consequently not very difficult to reduce the local effect of the
worldwide slump — or appear to do so — by means of public spending
and by Increasing the buying power of the less favoured classes In
society.7
7.3
Social Democrats and "The New Objectivity" in Architecture
The advent to power of the Social Democrats had Immediate
consequences for urbanism and housing and was directly related to the
total acceptance of Functionalism in Scandinavia. However, only after
1933 did state intervention In building projects follow a concrete,

planned policy.
The emphasis placed by Functionalist architecture on a more
'socially responsible1 design programme colnslded with the interest of
the Social Democrats In solving the housing question.3
Socialist arguments in favour of state involvement in the provision of
housing were pronounced by architects such as Walter Gropius in his
essay, Die Sozlologischen Grundiagen der Mlnlmalwohnung, presented at
Cl AM in 1929. "Since technology operates within trie framework of
industry and finance and since any cost reduction achieved must firs t of
all be exploited for the benefit of private industry, It w ill only be able
to provide cheaper and mors varied dwellings If the government
Increases private

Industry’s interest

In dwelling construction by

Increased welfare measures."9
These prescriptions were seriously taken Into consideration both by
Scandinavian architects and their governments — as could be seen in the
experimental standard housing projects for mass production or by the
welfare housing policies Scandinavian governments undertook as soon as
1933.
The phrase Neue Sachllchkelt (New Objectivity) was used to
designate exactly this 'new-objective1 and explicitly socialist attitude to
architecture. "The expression ought really to apply as a label to the new
realism bearing a socialist flavour". It expressed the "desire to take
things entirely objectively on a material basis without immediately
investing them with ideal im plications."10 This was the point of
departure for an international and 'objective1 style of building which had
to be subject to the cultural values of international socialism.
The 1928 ClAM declaration openly asserted that architecture was

unavoidably contingent to the broader Issues of politics and economics
and tha t, fa r from being removed from the re a litie s of the
industrialised world, it would have to depend for its general level of
quality not on craftsmen but on the universal adoption of rationalised
production methods. CIAM emphasised the need for planned economy and
industrialisation. It advocated the introduction of normative dimensions
and efficient production methods as a prelim inary step towards the
rationalisation of the building Industry. Thus, that which aesthetes
would regard as a formal preference for regularity was for CIAM the
in itia l prerequisite fo r increasing housing production. An equally
radical attitude was also taken to town planning, 'when it was declared:
"Urbanization cannot be conditioned by the claims of a preexistent
aestheticism; its essence is of a functional order."11
Dominated by the German-speaking Neue Sachllchkeit architects who
were mostly of socialist persuasion, the firs t two CIAM congresses
addressed themselves, in Frankfurt, under the title "Die Wohnung fur
das Existenzmlnlmum", firs tly to the problems of minimum living
standards, and la te r in B russels, under the tit le "Ratipneli®
Bebauungswelsen", to the Issues of optimum height and block spacing for
the most efficient use of both land and m aterial.12
The emphasis was now placed on building rather than on architecture,
on the functional rather than the aesthetic. The new egalitarian Ideals
characterising Functionalist architecture — which were transparent to
the principles of international socialism — called for equal dwelling
opportunities fo r every citizen; equal space, sun, a ir and greenery. For
that reason, space — public or private — could no longer be conceived as
particularised, closed and aesthetic but, Instead, had to be understood

as standardised, open, and functional. Camlllo Sltte’s doctrine of
artistic city building was then rendered obsolete.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Around the turn of the century, economic growth followed by political
awareness fostered the interest of Scandinavian countries In raising
national consciousness and Invigorating patriotic feelings.
Scandinavia's early 20th century nationalism grew out of 19th
century Romanticism and its cultural nationalist implications, and
shared with it the belief In the Nation's mission. It focussed on the
development of the Nation's individuality, by collecting and promoting
Its folklore culture, by supporting national fine arts, and by cherishing
the national language. The Romantic categories of nature and the Volk
became the pillars of Scandinavia's nationalist ideology. From them
sprung the preoccupation of Scandinavian architects with the genius loci
Ideal and the vernacular or medieval townscape, as well as their
concern for the use of solid craftsmaship, traditional building techniques
and Indigenous materials.
The vernacular and medieval revivalist movements which flourished
around the turn of the Century, succeeded in giving socio-political
licence to national pride and achieved an official status in national
politics.

The respect for tradition and native culture supported by nationalist
ideology promoted the understanding of city as community and of city
planning as civic art. In this climate of cultural reawakening and
patriotic passion, city planning had to be liberated from the grip of the
technician and the mechanical formalism of the late 19th century. The
city had to emerge as Heim at, where the laws of civic art, understood as
collective consciousness, were drafted.
The choice of Camillo Sitte’s model of artistic city building was the
response to Scandinavian architects’ nationalist aspirations. Within the
Scandinavian context of a newly formulated and ascending bourgeoisie
and of an awakened national sentiment, Sltte’s Ideas assumed a
paradigmatic status of city building until the late 1920s. Fostered by
the myth of a Scandinavia culturally homogeneous and rooted to the
land, the Slttesque model in Scandinavia was seen as a means for
cultural emancipation. In this sense It became the formal vehicle by
which both the ascending bourgeoisie and the emerging nation-state
could naturalise and legitimise their soclo-cultural ralson-d’Stre and
establish a continuity with the past, while promising an ldustrlallsed
future without the alienating conditions of Industrialised Europe.
The emphasis by Sitte on urban principles rather than stylistics can
be observed throughout Scandinavian town planning activity of the first
quarter of this century. Both Hallman’s Informal picturesque
arrangements and Rasmussen’s classical formal designs, or Sonck’s
medieval planning forms and Pedersen’s axial plans, shared the same
concern far the qualities of artistic city building, traditional house
design and the genius loci ideal. They were proposing the city as a
dialectical Interweaving of subcentres, each with its own identity; as a

formal synthesis emerging out of the particularities of each case; as an
urban ensemble where the concept of place was meaningful.
Scandinavian architects understood town planning as an art of spatial
composition where, however, the importance of the aesthetic treatment
of space was extended to Include physical and phychological well being
and where the ultimate purpose was always social in nature. In doing
so, they realised Sitte’s Inspiring vision of a cultural community.
Around the end of the firs t quarter of the Century Scandinavian
economies stood at the beginning of a strong, general expansion, while
the Importance of the international corporate Scandinavian capital was
steadily Increasing. S im ilarly, the countries5 political life was
characterised by a continous pressure for social welfare reforms. Social
Democrats, (caving obtained political democracy, pushed on for social
democracy. The s p ir it of inte rna tion al socialism and social
egalitarianism came to replace the Scandinavians5 preoccupation with
the Volksgeist and Its nationalist implications. The legitim ising
ideologies of the new status quo -- Social Democracy -- were no longer
to be found In national politics and the myth of a nation both oulturaly
homogeneous and rooted to the land, but rather, in the new social Ideals
of equality, social solidarity and consensus.
The emphasis on social egalitarianism fostered the turnover of
traditional architectural and town planning models in favour of a new
Functionalist architecture that was socially oriented and u tilita ria n in
character. Rationality, efficiency and u tility were the new design
prioritie s replacing aethetic concerns, while the notion o f community
and the concept of civic art were rejected In favour of the Ideal of social
egalitarianism.

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

BM: Byggmastaren (Stockholm)
GCTP: Garden Cities and Town Plannning (London)
ICTPE: International Cities and Town Planning Exhibition
IFHTPC: Conference of the International Federation fo r Housing and
Town Planning
IGCTPFC: Conference of the International Garden Cities and Town
Planning Federation
IHTPC: International Housing and Town Planning Conference
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Is gliven by K. B. Andersen, "P olitical and Cultural Development In
Nineteenth-Century Denmark" in J. A. Lawerys (ed) Scandinavian
Democracy. Development of Democratic Thought and Institutions In
D enm yk/N orw ay aral Sweden (Copenhagen: Danish Institute, T95ST
pp. 150-159. Also see S. Oakley, Tne Story of Denmark (London: Faber
and Faber, 1972); L. Krabbe, Hlstolre de Danemark [Paris, 1950)
14 For a b rie f historical background, see J. Midgaard, A B rief History
of Norway (Oslo, 1971); T. K. Derry, A Short History o7~Norway
{London, 1968). For an interesting account and interpretation of the
impact of the Norwegian peasant movement in national politics, see by
P. A.. Munch, "The Peasant Movement In Norway. A Study in Class and
Culture" B ritish Journal of Sociology (Vol.5-1, March 1954) pp.63-77;
and A_ Study of Cultural Change: i^ural-Urban Conflicts In Norway
(Oslo: Aschehoug, 1956). Also see, S. Steen "The Democratic S p irit In
Norway" In J. A. Lawerys (ed) Scandinavian Democracy. Development of
Democratic Thought ana Institutions in Denmark, Norway and Sweden
(Copenhagen: Danish Institute, 1958) pp. 139-149; 1. Semmlngsen, "The
Dissolution of Estate Society in Norway" Scandinavian Economic History
Review (2 (2), 1954)
15 The Liberal party succeeded in bringing local government, the
elementary schools, and even the church Increasingly under popular
control. They also reduced the ta riff, which stimulated the growth of the
tim ber trade w ith western Europe and at the same tim e brought about a
mom profitable commercial Intercourse with the Russians (see T. K.
Derry, A History of Scandinavia op.clt.).
16 The inherited position of the Swedish language was then seriously
challenged both in administration and In public life In general. The
Femomans based their position upon an ordinance which Snellman had
secured In 1863, that put Finnish language on an eaual footing with
Swedish in a ll matters, allowing twenty years for It to become generally
used in government and administration. By 1889 Finnish was the
language of half the secondary school pupils and university students, five
years later it was heard fo r the firs t tim e In the House of Nobles.
However, the adoption of Finnish on fu lly equal basis w ith the Swedish
was not completed until 1902.

17 This interpretation is based on the work of E. J. Hobsbawm, The Age
of Capital 1848-1875 (London: Abacus, 1977) p. 112.
ls The appointment in 1898 of the reactionary general, Nicolai
Bobrikov, to govern Finland prepared the way for the Manifesto of
February 1899, by which the legislative power in matters affecting any
Russian Interest was a rb itra rily reserved to the Grand Duke. Two years
later the Finnish army was dissolved and Finnish troops were
Incorporated In Russian units. But when Bobrikov was given dictatorial
powers, which he used to deport his principal opponents, plans were
made fo r a rebellion and In June 1904 the governor-general was
assassinated. For more complete references, see w. Hall, Tne Firms and
their Country (London, 1967); L. A. Puntila, P olitical History ~of
Finland: 1809-1966 (London: Crane-Russak Co., 1976); E. Jutikkala, A
History of Flnland~(London: Thames and Hudson, 1962). Also see L.
Kauklainen, "From Reluctancy to A ctivity. Finland’s way to the Nordic
Family during 1920’s and 1930’s" Scandinavian Journal of History (Vol.
9, No. 3, 1984) pp.20i-219
19 In the 1850s 30,000 Swedes emigrated; In the 1860s the figure
Increased to 146,000 to arrive to the record number of 1880s — 330
thousand. In proportion to its population Sweden sent more people
overseas than did any other country besides Norway and Ireland.
98 percent of the flow went to the United States. The volume was large:
a ll together a m illion and a quarter Swedes succumbed to the American
fever in the years 1820 to 1930. For more information an the
emigration problem in Sweden and complete statistics, see F. Scott op.
c lL
chapter X III, pp. 36 6-37 7. The E m igration R eport,
j^lgratlonsutrednlngen, (22 Vols, Stockholm, 1907-13) In which
Swedish society was subjected to searching analysis had clearly
expressed the preoccupation w ith the "danger of the erosion of the
peasntry" — that was the key element of traditional Swedish society. "It
w ill not be possible to maintain a Germanic state unless It rests upon
an Independent class of peasants, within which rootedness to the soil,
devotion to agriculture and the principles of fam ily community remain
unweakened" (N. Wohlin, Appendix on the Emigration Report, Vol. X,
p. 159). On the Swedish E m igration Report and generally on
Scandinavian urbanism, see J. H. Westergaard, Scandinavian Urbanism.
A Survey of Trends and Themes in Urban Social Research In SwederiT
Norway and Denmark (London, 1966) pp.2-7

20 For Denmark the loss of the provinces of Schleswig and Holstein was
a profound shock. To compensate for the lost te rrito rie s the nation
launched an energetic programme to reclaim arable land In Jutland and
undertook a kind of cultural self-examination in various other ways. The
Grundtvlg movement within the Lutheran church and the Intensive
development of the Danish folk high school were part of this effort.
21 This interpretation Is based on the work of E. J. Hobsbawm, The Age
of Capital op.clt., Chapter 5: "Building Nations", pp. 103-121
Chapter 2
1 On the German Romantic movement see H. G. Schenk, The Mind of
the European Romantics (Oxford University Press, 1966); A. 07
Lovejoy, "On the Discrimination of Romanticisms" In Essays in the
History of Ideas (Baltimore: The John Hopkins Press, 1948) pp7228r
254; R. Wellek, A History of Modern C riticism 1750-1950 (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1955), in particular Vol. 2: "The
Romantic Age"; E. J. Hobsbawm, The Age of Revolution: Europe 17891848 (London, 1962). Italian translation Le rlvoluzlonl borghesl
17891848, Capltalo 14: "Le A rti", pp.BSlAJBG; F. Copleston, A
History prPhllosophy (New York: Image Books Edition, 1965) Vol.VH7
Part I.
2 "The war years (1808-14) began the ruin of Scandinavian Industry
and commerce, and the peace c risis completed It. No phase of economic
life escaped" (B. J. Hovde op.clt., p.5G). See also J. J. Fol, Les Pays
Nordlques aux XIX e XX slScles (Paris: Presses Unlversltaires de
France, 1978)
3 This position draws largerly on the works of: E. J. Hobsbawm, Le
T ‘
'
p.355; B. J. Hovde op.clt. chapter X I;
4 A theory of nationalism originated In Germany, where Johan
Gottfried Herder (1744-1803) was a forerunner of the nationalist idea.
His book Ideas on the Philosophy of the History of Mankind was a solid
background to his thoughts on nationalism. For Herder a nation was the
result of a long development and It was a product of nature. He Invoked
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nature In order to oppose the contrived and a rtific ia l to the authentic and
spontaneous. For this reason, It was the ordinary people, not the
nobility, the clergy, or the intellectuals, In whom he saw the true and
sole foundations upon which nationhood could be built. The so-called high
culture was repulsive to him. Instead the common people, the folk, and
their customs, language, myths, poems and songs, in one word, the folk
heritage was the tru ly authentic national foundation, "Unless we have a
folk," Herder wrote, we lack also a public, a nation, a language, and a
literature that are ours, that live ana work In us." (R. WeiTek, op. clt.
p. 192). In Herder’s view a nation was not necessarily political; it also
existed without forming a state. To his opinion a nation was a
community bound by spiritual ties and cultural traditions that had to
cherish Its national individuality. Herder’s cultural nationalism was
based on the awareness of individual worth and the value of national
cultures. For Herder’s cultural nationalism, see F. M. Barnard,
"National Culture and Political Legitimacy: Herder and Rousseau"
Journal of the History of Ideas (A pril 1983) pp.23i-253; R. J.
Schmidt,"^Cultural Nationalism In Herder" Journal of the History of
Ideas (Vol X V II, No.3, June 1956) pp.407-417; A. "Kemllalnen, lfie
Idea of Nationalism" Scandinavian Journal of History (Vol.9, No. 1,
1984) pp.41-50; R. Wellek op.clt. pp. 176-2007"
s E. J. Hobsbawm, Le rlvoluzionl borghesl 1789-1848, op.clt. p.366
6 R. Wellek, op.clt. Vol.2, p.339
7 E. J. Hobsbawn, Le rlvoluzloni borghesl 1789-1848, op.clt. p.355
8 Enciclopedla Itallana - X ll, "Danlmarca" p.320
9 On "Scandlnavlanlsm" see A. Holmberg, "On the Practicability of
Scandlnavianlsm: Mid-19th century debate and aspirations" Scandinavian
Journal of History (Vol.9, No.3, 1984) pp. 175-180
10 The desire of Per Henrik Ling to strengthen his nation took shape in
the pioneer Gymnastics Institute which he conducted in Stockholm from
1813 to 1839. His purpose was to revive the ancient vigor of the North,
as described In the sagas (B. J. Hovde, op.clt. p.456). For a short good
account of Romantic and Gothic movements in Sweden, see I. Andersson,
Sverlges Hlstorla (Stockholm: Natur och Kultur, 1943), edizlone

Itallana, Storia della Svezia (1975) Chapter XXX, pp.247-255.
11 In 185B A. O. V lnje began to publish his unique journal Dolen, In
the landsm&l. The result was the vitallzatIon of the landsm&l movement,
which Aasen alone would never have been able to Impart. Linguistic
nationalism was apparent In the progressive fusion of the dialects and in
the gradual retreat of the rlksmSI. In the 1880s the landsm&l was
adopted as the o fficia l language of Norway, but without abolishing the
rlksm &l. The landsmSl movement was a manifestation as well or the
strength and nature of the peasant movement in Norway, which having
found moral support in the Ideological trend of romanticism broke down
its social isolation and emerged as a politically active social class that
managed to have a strong Impact on the Norwegian political scene of
19 th century, as we have seen. For a more complete presentation of this
argument, see P. A. Munch, "The Peasant Movement In Norway ..."
op.clt.
12 J. Ahokas, A History of Finnlsh Literature (Bloomington: Indiana
University Publications, 1973) p.36. See also L. R. Gummerus, Storia
della Letteratura della Finlandia (Milano: Nuova Accademla Editrice,
1962); EL Lehtlnen, "Notions of a Finnish National Identity"
Scandinavian Journal of History (Vol.6, No.4, 1981) pp.277-295
13 Elias Lonnrot as a country doctor collected material from oral
tradition, during the 1820s and 1830s, in both Finnish and Russian
Karelia. The epic form of the work was to a considerable extend his own
invention, but what mattered was his gift to the Finnish people of the
feeling that they had strong roots In the past, which did much to sustain
them in a later period or conflict with the so-called "Svecomans" or
during the 1890s against the oppressive Russian rule. (T. K. Derry,
A History of Scandinavia op.clt. p.233)
14 J. L. Runeberg published from 1848 onwards his Tales of Ensign
St£l, recreating the war of 1809 as a saga of Finnish heroism; Its
dedicatory poem, "Our Land", has been translated to provide the Finnish
national anthem of today.
15 B. J. Hovde, op.clt. p.460
16 E. J. Hobsbawm, Le rlvoluzioni borghesl 1789-1848 op.clt., p.355
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17 E. J. Hobsbawm* The Age of Capital qp.clt.» p. 112; see also E. J.
Hobsbawm, Le rlvoluzionl borghesl 178911848 op.clt.* Capltolo 7.
18 F. Copleston* A History of Philosophy op.clt. pp. 29-35
19 For a fu ll account of late 19th century Scandinavian National
Romantic movement, see T. K. Derry* A History of Scandinavia op.clt ;
F. D. Scott, op.clt.; O. Falnes, National Romanticism In Norway (New
York, 1933)
20 For a concise but vastly Informative Introduction to the Finnish
movement of Karellanlsm, see the catalogue Flnlande 1900 (Brussels:
Palais des Beaux-Arts, May 17-June 16, 1974), especially the articles
by K. Latlnen, "La Flnlande au toumant du slecle" and S. Sarajas-Korte,
"La Pelnture flnnolse aprks 1890” . For translations of the Finnish epic
poem Kalevala Into English, see The Kalevala (transl. J. M. Crawford)
(New York, 1B88) 2 Vols; also Kalevala (transl. W. F. Kirby) (London
and New York, 1907) 2 Vols, many reprints between 1914 and 1956.
For a study on the heroes of the Kalevala epic, see B. Deutsch, Heroes of
the Kalevala (New York, 1940). For a comparative study of epic heroes,
see W. F. Kirby, "Hiawatha and the Kalevala" Archeological Review (July
1888) pp.376-384
21
On the Svenska Sloj dforenlngen, see H. Ahlberg, Swedish
Architecture of the Twentieth Century (London: Ernest Bern Ltd, 1925)
p.26; G. E. Kidder Smith, Sweden Builds (London: The Architectural
Press, 1957) p. 14
22 For an account of early twentieth century Scandinavian crafts and
decorative arts, see E. Stavenow - Hldemark, "Viking Revival and A rt
Nouveau: Traditions of Excellence" i n Scandinavian Modem Design 18801980 (New York, 1982 ) pp.47-85; E. Lassen, "ITte Early 20th century:
Design In Transition" In Scandinavian Modern Design 1880-198Q
(New York, 1982 ) pp.87-105. For an Introduction to Scandinavian folk
art, see M. Nodermam* Nordlsk Folkunst (Stockholm, 1968); R.
Hanglid et_aL, Native A rt of Norway (Oslo, 1965); S. Svardstrom,
Masterpieces of Dala Peasant~Palntlng~tStockholm, 1957)
23 In Sweden the Rflstrand ceramics and the Kosta glass companies had
been founded as early as i /26 and 1741 respectively; the Gustavsberg

ceramics In 1B27; and the porcelain companies Upsala-Ekeby, Gefte and
Karlskrona appeared between i8 6 0 and 1890. In Finland , the WSrtsllaArabla porcelain company was founded in 1874 as a sister company to
the Swedish RSstrand; wnile the Nuutajarvl glass company in 1/93.
24 For an account of Finnish decorative arts at the turn of the century*
see catalogue Flnlande 1900, op.clt. article by Marika Hausen, "Les
arts decoratlfs flnnols au tournant du slecle". Also see entries on the
various manufacturing companies pp. 125-133. On Swedish industrial
design, see S. Ray, L ’archltettura modema nei paesi Scandinavi
(Capelli, 1965) pp.47-51

25 Scandinavians had a deep esteem towards the English and German
A rts and Crafts, an esteem which, judging from Kay Flsker’s article
"Tre plonerer fra aarhundredsklftet" In Byggmastaren 1974, pp.22i-232
centered around C. F. A. Voysey, M. H7 B aillie Scott ana Heinrich
Tessenow, had succeeded in maintaining its strength well Into the middle
of the century.
28 On the work of Gesellius - Llndgren - Saarinen, see Marika Hausen,
"Geselllus-Llndgren-Saarlnen: vld sekelskiftet" Arkkltehtl (No.9, 1967)
pp.6-i2, (96-100); E. Stavenow - Hldemark, op.clt. p.58; Exhibition
catalogue, Saarinen in Finland (H elsinki: Museum of Finnish
Architecture,” T98^)
27 E. Stavenow - Hldemark, op.clt., pp.52-53. On Galleh - Kallela,
see M. Trelb, "Gallen - Kallela” Architectural Association Quarterly
(Vol.7, No.3, July/Sept. 1975) pp.3-i3
28 Among which Agl Llndegren*s studies of churches and castles,
Frederick L lllje k v ls t’s plea fo r the reconstruction of old Stockholm or
the art-historical w ritings of Gustav Upmark the Elder on the revival of
the Wasa period of architecture, were a ll attempts to invigorate
Swedish national pride.
28 For a discussion of the relationship between Richardson and Finnish
National Romanticism, see L. K. Eaton, “Richardson and Sullivan in
Scandinavia" Progressive Architecture (March 1966) pp. 168-171; L. K.
Eaton, American Architecture &mes~of Age.European Reaction to H. H.
Richardson and Luis Sullivan (Cambridge, Mass. and London, 1972)
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pp. 182-185. Also see M. Hausen* "The National Romantic Movement In
Finnish Architecture" SAFA* 1967* pp.4-8
30 "Thought with Inflections more suggestive of Richardson and with
less alluslveness, the Finnish efforts are much like those of a Swedish
architect* Ferdinand Boberg* author of the fire station in Gavie of 1890
and the electrical works of 1892
bold volumes. More superficial and polect.l*? works wppp nrociuced
,.
, ,
Ragnar Ostberg In Stockholm Tov_______
«
M artin Nyrop In the Copenhagen Town Hall of 1892-1902, or by Anton
Rosen in his Palace Hotel of 1909 In the same city" (M., Tafurl & F.,
Dal Co, Modern Architecture (London: Academy Editions* 1980) p.86.
On the work of these architects, see A. Hahr, Architecture In Sweden
(Stockholm: Alb. Bonnlers Boktryckerl* 1938); S. I. Lind (ed), Verk av
L. L__ Wahlman (Stockholm: Arkltekters Riksfbrbund, AB Tldskriften
ByggmSstaren, 1950); T. Faber, A History of Danish Architecture
(Copenhagen, 1963); J. M. Richards* 80p~ Y ears of Finnish
Architecture (Newton Abbot, 1978); J. M. Richards, A " Guide to
Finnish Architecture (London: Hugh Evelyn* 1966); N. ET~Wlckberg,
Finnish A rc h ite cture (H e lsin ki, 1965). On Finnish N ational
Romanticism see also the exhibition catalogues Flm lscher Jugendstll
(Vienna 1973) and Flnlande 1900* op.clt.
31 H. Abraham sen, Building In Norway (Oslo: The Royal Norwegian
M inistry of Foreign A ffairs* 1959) pp.46-7
32 E. Stavenow - Hldemark, op.clt. p. 48-50
33 R. TuomI, "On the Search fo r a National Style" ABACUS
(Helsinki* 1979) p.57-96
34 On Herhold’s architecture, see T. Faber, A History of Danish
Architecture op.clt.; K. Vanning (ed) Dansk ArkTtektur* gennem 20
Aar. 1892=I9 1 2 (Copenhagen) pp.xxiv-xxvili; K. M illech, K. rls k e r (ed)
Danske Arklt^turstrW m nlnger, 1850-1950 (Copenhagen, 1951); The
significance of Herholdt In the development of Danish architecture can
be seen as late as 1943 In Kay Fisker’s article "Omkrlng Herholdt" In
Arkltekten (Vol.XLV* 1943).
35 K. Fisker, "The History of Domestic Architecture In Denmark" In
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Hansen Preben (ed) The Architecture of Denmark
Architectural Press, 1949) p.20

(London: The

31 On P. V. Jensen-Kllnt, see article In Archltekten (Vol.X XVll,
1926) pp.2 5 5 -6 8 ; also see K. F ls k e r, 11L ’ Influenza dl K lln t
nell’archltettura danese" In E dlllzla Moderaa (No.80, Sept. 1963)
pp. 121-3. On Povl Baumann and ivar Bentsen, see exhibition catalogue
Nordisk Klasslclsm 1910-1930
Nordic Classicism 1910-1930
(Helsinki, 1982) Individual entries under authors names, pp.51-59
37 T. Faber, A History of Danish Architecture op.clt., pp. 147-8 and
162; Jens M^lier-Jensen, "MpllepJensens Dekoratlonsskole Archltekten
(Vol.Xlll, 1910-11) pp.2i-8
38 On traditional laft and stay work as well as for the general planning
of traditional farms, see H. Abrahamsen, op.clt., pp. 17-25
39 D. Parphyrlos, "Facce R everslblll, Reversible Faces: Danish and
Swedish Architecture 1905-1930" Lotus International (Vol. 16, 1977)
pp.35-41
40 E. Stavenow-Hidemark, "Viking Revival ..." op.clt.
41 For an Introduction to the Finnish movement of Karellanlsm, see
the catalogue Flnlande 1900 op.clt. especially the articles by Kal
Latinen, ,TLa Flnlande au toumant du slecle" and Kyostl Alander,
"L’archltecture et ses tendances". Also see, M. Hausen, "GeselliusLlndgren-Saarinen" op.clt.; Y. Blomstedt and V.
Sucksdorff,
Karjalalsla rakerrxicsla ja korlstemuotoja (Karelian Buildings and
Decorative forms) (Helsinki, 1901)
42 National Romanticism was a s ty lis tic movement broadly bracketed
between the late 1890s and World War I. Styllsatlon, In conjunction
with medievalislng m otifs and peasant ru sticity became the s ty lis tic
characteristics o f the movement. Sculptural and textural Intensity
around openings or junctions of architectural members constituted
decoration its e lf. For bibliographical sources on the National Romantic
movement, see the books cited In note 30.
43 M. Cacclari, Metropolis: Saggl sulla grande cltta dl Sombart,
Endell, Scheffler e Slmmel (Roma: Qfflclna Ealzlonl, 1973) pp.84-86
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Chapter 3
1 By combining Tables 5 and 6 results the yearly rate of growth of
urban population; which fo r example In Sweden averaged to 2 percent In
the period 1860-1880* reached more than 3 percent in the decade 18801890 and declined thereafter. Also see the concise but very Informative
urban history of Scandinavia by E. A. Gutklnd, Urban Development In the
Alpine and Scandinavian Countries (New York: The Free Press, 196b)
pp.275-4'55:
2 The following brief outline of classical and neoclassical grid layout
draws largerly on the works of H. Lilius* "The B irth and Development of
the Finnish Grld-plan Town" In K. Mikkola (ed) Genius Loci (Helsinki:
Rakennuskirja Oy, 1980) pp.? 1-89; and of Th. Hall, Planung
etjggalscher Hauptstadte (Stockholm: Alm qvlst & Wlksell International,
3 Albert Lindhagen -- then a lawyer and local politician — was also
responsible fo r the extension plan of Stockholm (1866-67), which w ill
be later discussed in a more appropriate context.
4 B. O. H. Johansson, "From Agrarian to Industrial State" In HansErland Heineman (ed) New Towns and Old (Stockholm: Swedish Institute,
1975) pp.36-7. (Si the model plans incorporated In the 1874 legislation
see also G. Lindahl, Karlstad 1865: staasbyggande fo r hundra &r sedan"
(Varmland, 1965); International p itie s andTYown Planning Exhibition
(ICTPE), catalogue edited by W erner Hegemann, (Uothenburg:
Zachrissons, 1923) pp.264-266
s Ihld., p.264
* The plan for Nyland In Sweden was purely Imaginary. It was called
"Town plan laid out in circles"; " it fas no other connection with the
conditions of the ground than the fact that the outermost circle of the
plan fits In very w ell w ith the coast-line of the place. In the centre of
the plan there Is a church surrounded by a circular park. Six esplanades
varying in breadth from 50 to 65 metres radiate from the centre of the
plan. The radial and the circu la r streets are 18 metres wide, and the
plan also shows a circular esplanade of a breadth of 54 metres. The
quarters are Intersected by circular Isolating streets fo r protection
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against fire . The plan also has a railway station connected by a tramway
line with the quays and the depots." [ICTPE (Gothenburg, 1923) op.clt.,
p.264]
7 G. Linden, "Town Planning In Sweden after 1850" In ICTPE
(Gothenburg, 1923) op.clt., pp.z5G-261. Reprinted also In the Town
Planning Review (Vol 10, No. 4, 1924) pp.269-274. Also see I.
Lindgren, "Stockholm - a brief history or its development" Town
Planning Review (Vol. X II, No. 4, 1927) pp. 260-266. Apart from the
plans of Gavle and Scndsvall, which s tric tly followed the "model plans"
of the 1874 Planning A ct, almost the m ajority of Swedish towns were
replanned according to schemes which did not preserve the old parts of
the city but Instead recklessly cut them up by the new gridiron
‘system’ . The cities which suffered most from tnese violent cuts on
their urban fabric or whose old parts were partly demolished or even
totally obliterated by the new schematic chess-board plans were:
Falsterbo (1878), Halmstad (1881), Kalmar (1876), Laholm (1881),
Landskrona (1879), Lldkoplng (1878), Llnkbplng (1879), Slgtuna
(1884), N o rrta lje (1878), Skenlnge (1878), Skara (1876), SOdemamn
(1877), Trosa (1882), Vlmmerby (1878), Vasteras (1878), Ystad
(1878).
8 The basic texts of the German Wlssenschaft planning were: R.
Baumelster, Stadt-Erwelterungen In technlscher, baupollzelllcher und
w 1rts c h a ftllc h e r Bezlehung IB e rlIn : E rnst & Korn, 1 8 76 );"1^
Baumelster, ^GrundzOge T5r Stadterwelterungen" Deutsche Bauzeltung
(V III, 1874) pp.337-346; J. Stubben, Handbiph der Archltektur
[published from 1883-1933 under the editorship of J. Durm and others.
1st edition (Darmstadt: Bergstrasser, 1890)] For a short account on
Baumelster and StObben, see G. R. and C. C. Collins, Camlllo Sltte and
the B irth of Modem City Planning (London: Phaldon Press, 1965) pp.261
9 J, StObben, op.clt. p.312
10 For Maertens’ perceptual rules governing clty-bulldlng, see H.
Maertens, Praktlsche Asthetlk der Baukunst und aer gewerbllcny Kunste
(Bonn: Cohen, 1890); also see his Qptlsches Maas fOr den Stadtebau
(Bonn: Cohen, 1890). On Maertens’ Influence, see G. R. and C. C.
Collins, Camlllo S ltte... op.clt., pp.30-32. A summary of Maertens’
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theories can be found In J. Stubben, op.clt. (1907), pp.520-521.
11 Camlllo S ltte, Der Stadtebau nach selnen kunstlerlschen G rundsatzen
(Vienna: Carl Graeser, 1889). Translated by G. R. and C. C. Collins,
City Planning according to A rtis tic Principles (New York: Random
V & 5Y --------------- ------------------------------------

12 Camlllo S itte, City Planning... op.clt., p.75
13 Camlllo Sitte & Theodor Goecke, Prologue to the firs t issue of the
periodical Per Stadtebau (1904), founded by C. Sltte and Th. Goecke.
According to G. R. and C. C. Collins this prologue was w ritten almost
entirely by S ltte and It summarised his later Ideas about the building of
cities. Re-prlnted in C. Sltte, City Planning ... op.clt., Appendix 11,
p. 190.
14

Ibid., p.96

ls C. Sltte, Der Stadtebau nach selnen kiinst1erlschen Grundsatzen
op.clt., preface to the third edition (Vienna, 1900). Re-printed In C.
Sltte, City Planning ... op.clt., p.XVl.
16 C. Sltte, City Planning ... op.clt., p.98
17 Ibid., p. 103
18 Ibid., p. 102. On xibllc gardens or parks, see C. Sitte, "Greenery
within the city" Der jotse: Hamburglscne Wochenschrlft fu r deutsche
kultur (1900). Printed as an appendix In the German edition of 1909 of
S ltte's book and reprinted in G*. R. and C. C. Collins’ translation.
19

C. Sltte, City Planning ... op.clt., p. 129

20 Camille M artin’s French translation of Sitte’ s book In 1902, which
was published with an added chapter on streets was greatly responsible
for the erroneous Interpretation of Sitte as a single minded advocate of
the medieval plan and the curved street. “Nothing has done more to
confuse the name of Sltte with the short-sighted picturesque techniques
of his followers" (G. R. and C. C. Collins, Camlllo S ltte... op.cit.,
p.64). On the Impact of C. M artin’s French translation to the reception
of Sitte*s ideas to non-German speaking audience, see Ibid., pp.63-73.

On Sitte’s "romantic" followers see ibid., p.78
21 Le Corbusier’s attack on Sitte consealed a more profound dispute on
the Issue of subjective thought against objective reason. His accusations
can be found In Urbanlsme (ra rls: Cres, 1925} and In Quand les
Cathedrales etalent blanches (Paris: Plon, 1937). On the controversy
between Le Corbusier and S ltte, see S. D. Adshead, "Sltte and Le
Corbusier" Town Planning Review (Vol. XIV, 1930) pp. 85-94; see also
G . R. and C, C. Collins, Camlllo Sltte ... op.clt., p. 101. In particular
on the Issue o f krumme oder gerade strassen (straight or curved
street), see ib id ., p.22
22 C. Sltte, City Planning... op.cit. p. 128
23 Ibid., p.87
24 Ibid., p.87
25 G. R. and C. C. Collins, Camlllo Sltte ... op.clt. p.52
26 On Fiedler and Hildebrand, see K. Fiedler, Ober den Ursprung der
kunstlerlschen Tatlgkelt (1887); C. Fiedler, On Judging Works of A rt
(Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1957); A. Hildebrand, Uas “ Problem der
Form In der blldenden Kunst (1893); Particularly Interesting is the
articleHBy Benedetto Croce, "La teoria dell’arte come pura v ls ib lllta ,
Von Marees, Fiedler, Hildebrand" i n S c rlttl varl dl erudizlone e c rltlc a
In onore dl Rodolfo Reiner (Turin: Bocca, 1912}. On A. Kiegi and his
contemjDoraries, see the preface by Arturo Carlo Qulntavalle to the
1962 Italian edition of Riegl’s Stllfragen (1893), transl. as Probleml
dl S tile. On S itte’s analytical procedure see G. R. and C. C. Collins^
Camlllo Sltte ... op.clt. pp.49-55
27 Konrad Fiedler, Ober den Ursprung ... op.clt.
28 C. Sltte, City Planning ... op.clt. p. 103
29 For a critical presentation of Sitte’s theory as a culturallst model,
see Francoise Choay, The Modem City: Planning in the 19th Century
(New York: George Braziller, 1969) pp. 104-106

30 G. R. and C. C. Collins, Camlllo Sltte ... op.clt. p.5G
31 C. Sltte, City Planning ... op.clt. p.3
32 Ibid., p. 132
33 On S itte’ s nationalism and his "Hollander Turm", see G. R. and C.
C. Collins, Camlllo S ltte ... op.clt. pp. 14-15
34 C. S ltte and Th. Goecke Prologue" Der Stadtebau (1904) reprinted
in G. R. and C. C. Collins, Camlllo S ltte ... op.clt. p.l9Q
35 Ibid., p. 100. Testimony to S itte’s position In the town planning
profession as "Father of the modem city plannlrg" give: Theodor
Fischer, "Camlllo Sitte", Deutsche Bauzeltung (XXXVHI, 1904) pp.3334, Obituary; Theodor Fischer, "City Building" (translated by Sylvester
Baxter) Boston, the Metropolitan Improvements Commission, c.1908.
This mimeographed translation of a lecture by Fischer in Munich exists
in the Harvard University Library in several copies.
36 G. R. and C. C. Collins, "Camlllo S ltte reappraised" In Kaln Roger
(ed) Planning fo r Conservation (New York: St. M artin’s Press, 1981)
pp.6(RT77TWS position permeates the Collinses’ w ritings on Sitte, as
well as Elbert reets’ latest critique o f Sitte, which reacts: "Most of the
differences of opinion about Sltte, however, have been differences of
Interpretation. The reason fo r this doubtless lies in the broad scope of
Sltte s appreciation. His worship of art was nonsectarlan; he had no
professional vested interest in any planning style." ("Camlllo Sltte",
unpublished typescript manuscript, c. 1945 pp.5-6). On S itte’s various
contradictory interpretations, see G. R and C. C. Collins, Camlllo Sltte
... op.clt. pp.76-102. Also see G. R. and C. C. Collins, "Camlllo Sitte
reappraised op.cit. pp.65-67
37 On the "Slttescjue School", see G. R. and C. C. Collins, Camlllo
Sltte op.clt. pp.78-/9. Among the most Important planners or w riters
who can be designated as the "Slttesque School" or as exponents of the
Slttesche S tll were Karl HenrlcI, Theodor Fischer, Cornelius G u rlitt,
Eugen Fassbender and Herman Jansen.
33 On Brlnckmann’s work and his criticism s on S ltte, see G. R. and C.
C. Collins, Camlllo Sltte ... op.clt. p.81-82. Among his most important
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w ritings were: Flatz und Monument (Berlin: Wasmuth, 1908); Deutsche
Stadtbaukunst in der Vergangenhelt (Frankfurt: Keller* 1911);
Stadtbaukunst, ~Geschlchtllche Lterschnitte und neuzettllche Ziele
[Berlln-Neubabelsberg: Athenaion, 1920)
39 On Theodor Goecke* see G. R. C. C. Collins* Camlllo Sltte op.cit
p.58,78. As Collins noted (Ibid. p. 120): “In 1909, replying to an attack
on Sltte by Brlnckmann Theodor Goecke pointed out that the aesthetic fad
for curved streets came out o f the activities of Henrlcl and G u rlltt, not
from Sitte. He insisted that in suggestion fo r modem planning systems,
Sltte had employed only regular layouts, a ll of them in the tradition of
the Baroque . (Per Stadtebau, V I, 1909, pp. 164-65). On Werner
Hegemann, see G. R. and C. C. Collins, Camlllo Sltte ... op.clt. p.8991, 94. Among his most important w ritings were: ~The American
Vitruvius: an Architects* handbook of Civic A rt (New York: A rchlt.
Book Publ. "Co., 1922), w ritten w ith E. Peets; City planning, housing
3 vols. (New York: A rchlt. Book Publ. Co., 1936-38). He edited also
the catalogue of the Berlin and Dusseldorf exhibitions o f 1910, Per
Stabtebau nach den Ergebenissen der allgemeinen Stadtebau-Ausstellung
in Berlin 2 vols (Berlin: Wasmuth, 19 i 1-13)
40 O i the American City Beautiful movement, see G. R. and C. C.
Collins, Camlllo Sltte ... op.clt. p. 100; G. Cluccl, F. Dal Co,
M. M anleri-Ella, and M. Tafurl, La~ cltta amerlcana dalla guerra civile
al New Deal (Bari: Laterza, 1973) especially the essav "Per una cltta
Tmperlale5: Daniel Burnham e i l Movimento City Beautiful"; J. W. Reps,
The Making of Urban America (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1965); ChV Tunnard, "The American Planning Tradition" Architectural
Review (Vol. XCVIII, Nos 584 and 587,19451
41 "The Liverpool School were unashamed urbanists and Classicists,
dismissive of the provincial pretensions as w ell as the plcturesaue neovemacular of so many garden suburbs ... Adshead, Abercrombie and
R eilly were the central figures in what we have called the Liverpool
School". (S. Pepper and M. Swenarton, "Neo-Georgian maison-type"
Architectural Review [168 (100-2) 1980] p.89) On the "City Beautiful"
in England, see G. R. and C. C. Collins, Camlllo Sltte ... op.clt. p.97;
T. C. Horsfall, et a l., Papers of the C ity ' Beautiful Conference,
Liverpool, 1907 (Liverpool: Young, 1907); P.Geddes, "The City
Beautiful in theory and practice" GCTP (III, 1913) pp. 196-200. Also
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see H. H. Stratham, “Street Architecture" Architect (LVI, 1986)
pp.380ff; A rts and Crafts Exhibition Society, A rt and Life and the
Building; and Decoration of Cities (London, Rlvlngton: Percival & Co.,
1897) see especlaly Chap. II: W. R. Lethaby, "Beautiful Cities"; R.
Hasley, "Ideal City" Builder (London, LX X V III, 1900) pp.613-618.
42 "Stubben played a prominent role In professional congresses: the
firs t congress of A rt Public In Brussels (1898), the Important R.I.B.A.
conference In London in 1910, and then the International Housing and
Town Planning conferences. His papers are to be found In the published
reports o f most of these conclaves. Not only did he drew m many
proposals for city planning ordinances, but he also wrote frequent
reports about new c ity plans In the German architectural periodicals.
His name made respectable the masthead of any city planning venture"
(G. R. and C. C. Collins, Camlllo Sltte op.clt. p.28).
S itte’ s
Influence on Stubben and the ideas Stubben derived from him, see Ibid.
p.82-84.
43 The firs t English translation of S itte’s book was done by Charles T.
Stewart [form er Director of the Urban Land Institute of New York]
under the title : The A rt of Building Cities. City building according to
Its a rtis tic fundamental by Camlllo Sitte (New York: Reirnold
Publishing Coro., 1945). On S itte’s "Stubbenlsed" or medlevallsed
Image, see G. R. and C. C. Collins, Camlllo Sltte ... op.clt. pp.88-89
44 C’art de B atlr les V llle s. Notes et Reflexions d’un Archltecte
traduites et com pletes par Camille M artin. Avee 17 desslns a la plume
de F. Puetzer, H. Bem oullll et H. Hlndermann: 106 plans de vllles et 4
planche hors texte. (Geneve: Ch. Eggiman & Cle.; Paris: L lb ra irie
Renouard) 1902. On C. M artin’s translation, see also note 79.
45 "Raymond Unwin’ s Town Planning in Practice was most influential
both in transm itting the Garden City Idea, fo r which purpose It was
composed, and S itte’s planning, on which it was basea. It was much
react, being reprinted In 1910, revised in 1911, reprinted again In 1919
and 1932. Not only did Unwin express unqualified praise fo r S itte,
Stubben, and other German planners, but the book is more thoroughly
permeated w ith Sittesque images and ideas than even its author realized?'
(G. R. and C. C. Collins, Camlllo Sltte ... op.clt. p. 138). On S itte’ s
impact on Unwin’s thinking see present work" pp. 191-2
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46 The fu ll title Is The American Vitruvius; An Architects1 Handbook
of Civic A rt. Its authors — Hegemann, an architectural historian and
i
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V itruvius Brltannlcus of 1717; "Modem civic art," they wrote,"can learn
most from a study of the achievements of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, which in turn were deeply Influenced by classic antiquity11
(p.29). The Collinses describe as follow s Hegemann and Peets* Civic
A rt; "This book presented In sumptuously graphic form the whole spread
of c ity building from antique times to the present. Its opening chapter,
"The Modem Revival of Civic A rt," Is a summary or Sltte*s book.
Accurate and well Illustrated, It was the most complete presentation of
his Ideas in English until the translation of 1945. The remaining
chapters deal with plaza and court design, grouping of buildings,
architectural street design, garden art, unified city plans, and an essay
(by Peets) on the planning or Washington D.C. With its handsome folio
format, 298 pages, 1203 figures In the text, it outdid even S u ife T s
Handbuch; the store of knowledge that went Into its assembly was
Incredible."(G.R. and C. C. Collins, Camlllo Sltte ... op.clt. pp.89-90).
47 G. R. and C. C. Collins, "Camlllo Sitte reappraised" op.clt. p.66
48 G. R. and C. C. Collins, Camlllo Sltte ... op.clt. [Appendix I ),
p. 185. "For Sitte the building of cities was simply one aspect of a
greater totality of the arts (Gesamtkunstwerfc) of which city building
was only one part, albeit a totality of several arts in its e lf' Ibid, p. 14.
49 Ibid., (Appendix II), p. 190
W alter Benjamin, Immaglnl dl cltta (Torino, 1971) p.66. M.
Cacclari, Metropolis op.clt. p.85.
SL C. Sitte, City Planning ... op.clt. p.92
52 Ibid., p.92
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PART TWO
Chapter 4

1 Fredrlk Sundbarg, "Om stadsplaner — med sarsklld hansyn t ill
svenska forhallanden" (On town planning — w ith pa rticular consideration
on the Swedish circumstances) Ord ocn Blld 1897, pp. 145-160, 193213. The cities of Vlsby, Uppsala, Ystad, Sundsvall and Stockholm
served as examples for Sundbarg In order to Illustrate S itte’s a rtis tic
planning principles w ithin the Swedish context.
2 Sundbarg refered to the plans fo r the cities of Umea (1888),
Sundsvall (1888) and Gavle (1878) op.clt., p.205
3 F. Sundbarg, "Om stadsplaner" op.clt. p. 202
4 Ib id , p. 151
5 Ib id , p. 152
6 Ib id , p 198
7 Ibid., p. 152
z Ibid., p.202

9 "Prlstaflan om forslag t i l l stadsplan fo r en del af Goteborg"
A rkltektur och Dekoratlv Konst (Febr. 1902) pp. 13-17.
10 For an original account of P. O. Hallman’s design work and Influence
In Swedish town planing, see Thomas Paulsson, Den gldmda staden.
Svensk stadsplanerlng under 19QQ-talets borjan med sarsklld hansvn t ill
Stockholm. {Stockholm; Kommunalforveltnlng, 1959). This was also the
firs t research to notice the significance of S itte’s Influence in Swedish
town planning.
11
Hans B lu r, "Gotaplatsen — Kungsportsavenyens
Stadsbyggnad (Slo.5, 1983) pp 43-45
12 C. Sltte, City Planning ... op.clt. p. 129
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Avslutning"

13 Per Hallman, "Eln Stadtplanverglelch" Per Stadtebau (Vol 2, 1905)
pp. 105-106. Also see, r . Hallman, "En Stadsplanej amforelse'1
A rkltektur (1905) pp.7-10
14 Stubben1s participation and papers presented In the following
congresses were always making reference to a m ajor or lesser degree
to S itte ’ s planning Ideas: firs t congress of A rt Public In Brussels
(1 8 9 8 ), C itie s E xh ib itio n at Dresden (1 9 0 3 ), Intern atio na l
Architectural Congress In London (1906), Universal City Building
Exhibition In Berlin and Dusseldorf (1910), R .I.B.A. conference at
London (1910). For more Information see G. R. and C. C. Collins,
Camlllo S ltte ... op.clt. pp.92-94. Scandinavians1 vivid Interest In these
International architectural and town planning meetings can be seen by the
numerous articles on the matter, that appeared In the architectural
magazines of these countries. Like fo r example In the Danish magazine
Archltekten the articles: "Architektkongressen 1 London" (IX, Mar.
1907, pp.219-24); "Den Ottende Internationale Archltektkongres 1 Wien
1908" (IX, Jul. 1907, p.419); "Den Internationale U astllllng af
bygnlngskunst 1 Wien 1908" (IX , Jul. 1907, p .470); "Byggelov og
Bygnlngskunst" Foredrag holdt af Prof Karl Iviayreder vea den 8de
Internationale Archltektkongres 1 Wien 1908, (X, Sept. 1908, pp.56268, 570-79); "Internationale Konference om Stadpfaner" (X II, A p ril
1910, pp.304-5); "Internationale Archltektkongres I Rom 1911" (X III,
July 1911, pp.388-89); "Architektkongressen 1 Rom 1911" (XIV, Nov.
1911, pp.63-66, 77-79). S im ila rly In the Swedish architectural
periodical A rkltektur appeared tne follow lre articles: "Si unde
Intematlonella Arkltektkongressen 1 London 1906" (19Q5, p .151);
"Vid den Intematlonella Arkltektkongressen 1 London derma sommar
forekom sSsom diskusslonsamme" (1906, pp. 124-132); "Sjunde
Intematlonella Arkltektkongressen 1 London" (1906, pp. 133-138); "Den
In te m a tlo n e lla A rk lte k tu ru ts ta lln ln g e n I Wien (19 08 , p .6 5 );
"Arkltektkongressen 1 Wien" (1908, pp.83-5); "Stadsplanekonst: I
samband med allmanna stadsplaneutstallnlngen 1 B erlin 1910" (1910,
pp. 71-2).
15 "There Is one phase of Stubben’s Interest In the a rtis tic side of city
building that should be mentioned fo r what it reveals to us of the desire
of many planners In his day to arrive at "laws" or "rules" by which
aesthetic decision can be made. We are referring to the enthusiasm
which Stubben and others showed fo r the aesthetic theories of Herman
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Maertens." (G. R. and C. C. Collins, Camlllo Sltte ... op.clt. p.30. On
Maertens see also note 10, chapter 3, of the present wor£
16 Lasse Brumstrom, "Kontlnentalt stadsplanemode sprider slg t i l l den
svenska Iappmarken" Klruna -- ett samhallsbygge 1 sekelsklftets Sverige
Del I, (Sverige: Konstvetenskapliga Instltutulnen UmeS Unlversltetet,
1981) pp. 124-136
17 Gustaf Wickman, who was responsible for the Swedish pavilion fo r
the 1893 Chicago World F a ir, was an advocate of the National Romantic
style and a follower o f Richardson. In the Klruna plan he was mainly
responsible fo r the housing while Hallman for the planning, since he was
"the firs t town planning authority of the Nordic countries as the Finnish
Hufvudstadsbladet had called him. On G. Wickman, see F. Bedoire,
Gustaf Wickman en arkltekt och hans verksamhetsfelt krlng sekelskiftet
(Stockholm, 1974F18 "The Amulfstrasse runs without Interruption fo r nearly a m ile. It
Is notable fo r its elegant curvature and for the enlargement that it
undergoes near one end" (description of the plan fo r the extension of
Munlm, Th. Fischer, architect. In G. R. and C. C. Collins, Camlllo
Sltte ... op.clt. p. 189). Another example of a slightly curving public
promenade Is given by Fiscerelstrasse In Joseph Stubben’s plan fo r
Brum. While Stubben In his Handbuck made reference to Hallman’s plan
for Sodertelge.
19 Per Hallman, "En Stadsplanejamforelse" Arkltektur (1905) p.7-lG .
See also Der Stadtebau (1904) Tarel 86.
20 Gregor Paulsson In his book Svensk Stad [2 Vols, (Stockholm:
Albert Bannlers, 1950-53) pp.22-3] described the building effect of the
vlsurrum as a romantic feature. Lasse Brumstrom, "Kontlnentalt
stadsplanemode ..." op.cit. p. 130
21 Ibid., p. 130
22 Ibid., p. 136. On the concept of naturllga which means m erits of
natural formation and landscaping qualities, see also Gregor Paulsson,
Svensk Stad cp.clt.
Gustaf Linden and Osvald Alm qvlst had entered In partnership

around 1913. On Gustaf Linden, see Johan M Srtelius, "Gustaf Linden
och hans drabanter" A rsbok 1.982
(Stockholm : Sverlges
A rki tekturmuseum* 1982) pp.9-29; on Tfevald ALmqvist, see Bjdm
Linn, Qsvald Alm qvlst
90 arkltekt och hans arbete (Stockholm:
Sverlges Arkltekturmuseum,~T967). For the plans of Bergslagsbyn and
Atvidaberg, see chapter 5, Fig. 12 and Fig. loa-d respectively
24 Theodor Goecke In his a rticle "Stadtebauliches aus den Nordlandern"
in Per Stadtebau (V o l.l* 1904) pp. 165-167, approved Hallman’s
attitude to use the dally press In order to keep aware the public opinion
on urban matters and recommended to his German colleagues the same
approach. Goecke* In particular* refered to Hallman’s a rticle published
on February 1904 In the newspaper Stockholms Dagblad ana entitled
"Modem Cities", which soon found Im itators In Dagens Nyheter.
25
On the Committee’s plan of Stockholm, usually refered as
Llndhagen’s plan, after Its prime mover, see G. Linden, "Town Planning
In Sweden after 1850" in ICTPE catalogue, (Gothenburg, 1923) op.clt.,
pp.252-254; Thomas Hall, Planung europalscher Haiytstadte op.clt.
pp. 182-191; Kell Astrom , City planning In Sweden Stockholm: 3116
Swedish Institute* 1967) pp.32-33; Bengt 0 . H« Johansson, "From
Agrarian to Industrial State" New Towns and Old op.clt., pp.35-36;
Ynge Larsson, "Building a City and a "M etropolis: 'Ihe Planned
Development of Stockholm" published by the Planning Commission of the
City of Stockholm, 1964, p. 12

26 Nils Gellerstedt, "NSgpa stadsplaner" Arkltektur (1905) pp.32-35
27
Carl G. Bergsten "Kvarteret Larkan 1 Stockholm och dess
bebyggande" Arkltektur (1911) pp. 109-118
28 Thomas Paulsson, Pet gldmda staden op.clt.
29 H.S.B. stands for Hyresgastemas Sparkasse och Byggnasforenlng
(Saving and Building Union of Tenants). The H.S.B. was founded In 1924
and soon became tne biggest and most Influential housing cooperative In
Sweden. It was formed by funds of the Federal Tenants’ Organisation and
supported by the aid of 2nd mortgages from public funds. Its Director
was Sven Wallander. Another big housing cooperative was the S.K.F. or
Stockholms Kooperatlva Byggnadsfdrenlng (Stockholm’s Cooperative

Building Union) founded In 1916. Finally, In 1924 the K.F. or
Kooperatlva Forbundets (Cooperative Union and Wholesale Society)
formed its Architectural Office under the direction of Eskll Sundahl,
mainly interested In housing projects fo r its members. These
Cooperative Building Societies were ru b llc U tility Societies and many
times carried out municipal housing projects, since city authorities had
lim ited th e ir action only In providing cheap sites and loan fa cilitie s.
On these Housing Cooperatives, see H.S.B.- V&r Bostad (Stockholm,
1928); H.S.B. (Stockholm, 1933); H.S.BT(StockBI?n; 1937); H.S.B. 30
-&r (Stockholm, 1954); "Swedish Cooperative Wholesale Society’s
AFchltects’ Office, 1925-35 " (Stockholm: Kooperatlva Forbundet,
1935); S.K.B.-25 &r (Stockholm, 1941). Also see in T. P. Jacobson and
S. Sllow (eds). Ten Lectures on Swedish Architecture (Stockholm:
S.A.R., 1949) the articles by Sven Wallander, "What is HSB and how it
work" (pp.98-103) and by Eskll Sundahl, "Architectural A ctivities In
the Swedish Co-operative Movement" (pp. 105-109)
30 Thu Paulsson, Pet glomda staden op.clt.
31 S.K.B.-25 §r op.clt.; see also Bjom Linn, Storg^rdskvarteret. Ett
relsemonsters oaKgruna
bakgrund ocn
och Karan
karaktar (Stockholm: Statens lnstltut
geisemonsters
yggnadsforskning, 1974) pp.206-7
Ibl<L, p .2 0 8 -9 ; see also,"Hyresgasternas sparkasse och
byggnadsforenlng 1 Stockholm e lle r H.S.B" Byggmastaren (Vol.6, 1927)
pp.2-3
32

33 N ils Gellerstedt, "N&gra stadsplaner" A rkltektur (1905) pp.32-35;
see also Th. Paulsson, Pet glomda staden op.clt.. Gellerstedt
participated also In a series of national and international town planning
competitions in which his entry plans were always prized. Among them
the most important were the international competition fo r Helslngborg
in Sweden (1906), the competition fo r Katarina d is tric t In Stockholm
(1909), the international competition for A ustralia’s federal capital,
Canberra (191 i) and fin a lly, the international competition fo r Bergen in
Norway (1916).
34 "Den intematlonella tafllngen om ny stadsplan fo r Helslngborg"
Arkltektur (1906) pp.53-63; Tn. Goecke, "Der Wettbewerb um den
bebauungsplan fur Helslngborg" Der Stadtebau (4 Heft, 1907) pp.43-46.

35 The Swedish Delegation at the Inter-Allied Housing and Town
Planning Congress In London (ed), The Housing Question in Sweden
(Stockholm, 1920) pp. 18-23; A lbert Llllenberg, "lawn Planning and
Legislation in Sweden during the last F ifty Years" in Transactions of
the Town Planning Conference (London, 1910) pp.706-710
36 "Katarlnatraktens ordnande. P rlstafl Ingens resultat" Arkltektur
(1910) pp. 1-11.
37 C yrillus Johansson, Byggnaden och Staden (Stockholm: Nordlsk
Rotogravyr, 1936).
33 W. Hegemann and E. Peets, Civic A rt op.cit. p.53
39 Torben G rut, "StadsplanekommIssonens forslag t i l l Katarlnatraktens
ordnande" A rkltektur (1913) pp. 118-129
40 Th. Paulsson, Pet glomda staden op.clt. p.91
41 G. Linden, "Town Planning In Sweden after 1850" op.cit. pp.250252
42 Georg Scherman, "Gotaplatsen" Byggmastaren (1929/2) pp. 149154; Charles I. Schou, "Gdtapladsen 1 uQteborg" Archltekten iX X V II,
1925) pp.97-108; H. B jur, "Gotaplatsen ..." op.clt., p.45
43 Ib id ., p.45-6; Ch. I. Schou, "Gotapladsen 1 Gdteborg" op.clt.; G.
Scherman, Gotaplatsen" op.clt.
44 The Jubilee Exhibition of Gothenburg In 1923 Included also an
International Town Planning Exhibition, vmlch was held In connection
w ith the 7th Congress of the International Garden Cities and Town
Planning Association. This exhibition was a m ajor town planning event
for the Scandinavian countries. For this reason a number or town
planning projects were commissioned by the city authorities. The
catalogue of the International C ities and Town Planning Exhibition edited
by Werner Hegemann, In 1923, is s till today the most Informative and
original documentation of Scandinavian town planning activity in the firs t
quarter of the century. On the Gothenburg exhibition, see also S.
Ericson, A. Bjerke, Utstallnlngens A rkltektur Goteborgs Jublleum 1923

1923 (Stockholm, 1930)
45 S igfrid Erlcson concerning the location of Gothenburg exhibition of
1923 wrote: "Places along the tramway to Langedrag were rejected due
to the less attractive suburbs, which the visitors would have to pass If
the Exhibition had been located there" C. Caldenby, M. H e ijl et al.,
Byggnader 1 Gdtebo rg , en_ gulde_ t i l l 19QQ-tals a rk lte k tu r
IGoteBorg: Ch^mersTeknlska~HdgskoTa, 1979] p.TT
46 "Tafllngen om Gotaplatsen 1 Goteborg" A rkltektur (1917) p.30;
"Tafllngen om ordnande af Gotaplatsen 1 Gdteborg" A rkltektur (1917)
).91-93; "Goteborgs tafllngen" A rkltektur (1917) p p .9 4 -i10; H. B jur,
otaplatsen ..." op.clt.

g

47 A number of projects, from the most w ell known Swedish
architects, were presented fo r the arrangement of Gotaplatsen. Among
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28 O. Almqvist, "Byggnadsplaner for bostadsomrSden" in Praktlska och
hyglenlska bostader (Stockralm, 1921) pp.250-253, 270; B. Llm,
Usvald Almqvist... op.clt. pp.54-56
29 "Tafllngen om stadsplan och hustyper ftJr delar af det PSlsjoomrSdet
1 Halsingborg" Arkltektur (191?] pp.72-76; ICTPE catalogue,
(Gothenburg, 1923) op.clt., pp.260, 313
30 Ibid.; J. MSrtelius, "Gustaf Linden ..." op.clt.; 0. Almqvist,
"Byggnadsplaner for bostadsomrSden" op.clt..
31 Ibid.; The Housing Question In Sweden op.clt.; J. Martellus, "Gustaf
Linden..." op.clt.; ICTrE catalogue, [Gothenburg, 1923) op.clt.
32
"Lldlngotavlan" Byggmastaren (1925) pp.54 -60 ;
"Lldlngoutstallningen *Bygge och B o^Byggmastaren (1925) pp. 224-5
33 L. Sonck, "Vlra smSstaders gestaltnlng" Ateneum (1901) pp.9-11,
reissued under the title "The arrangement or our small towns" in Abacus
(No.3, 1981) pp.37-44
34 A. Salokorpl, "Lars Sonck’s town plans" op.clt. p. 137; 0. I.
Meurman, "Town Planning in Finland In the early 20th century" op.clt.;
ICTPE catalogue, (Gothenburg, 1923) op.clt. p.9l
35
"Kapylan Puuntarhakaupunkl" Arkkitehtl (1924) pp. 142-153;
"Pienasuntojen Tyypplpohjla" Arlddtehtl (XI, 1931) pp. 112-114; Nordic
Classicism... op.clt. pp. 103-4; S. Faavllalnen, "Marttl Vallkangas and

the Classicism of the J20s in KSpylS" SAFA Excursion catalogue
(Helsinki, 1983) p. 13; S. Paavilainen, "l92D-luvun klassislsml ..."
op.clt. p. 123; S. Paavilainen, "Marttl Valikangas ja 1920-luvun
klassismi Kapylassa" Arkkitehtl (91, 1981) pp. 27-31
38 E. Haro, A. Salokorpi, Ruuklnmlljoot - Bruksmiljoer - Early
industrial milieu (Helsinki: The Museum )F~ Finnish Architecture,
T9791
37 B. Jung, Pro Helsingfors (Helsinki, 1918); O.I. Meurman, "Eliel
Saarinen as a Town Planner" op.clt.; M. Treib, "Urban fabric by the Bolt
..." op.clt.; Saarinen in Finland, Exhibition catalogue, op.clt.; "Pro
Helsingfors" Arkltekten~Tl9l8) pp.33-39; "Helslngln Ylelsasemakaava"
Arkkitehtl (No.4, 1921) pp. 1-3; A. Christ-Janer, Eliel Saarinen op.cit.;
G. Plccinato and M.Tafuri, "Helsinki" op.cit.
33 A. Christ-Janer, Eliel Saarinen op.clt. p.39
33 R. Nlkula, "20th century urban design utopias ..." op.cit. pp.45-48
40 Ibid, p.45
41 See present work p. 149
42 B. Aminoff, "The Traffic Problem in Relation to Town Planning in
Helsingfors" IHTPC (Berlin, 1931) pp.226-233; "Helsingfors framtid I
generalplanen" Arkltekten (XII, 1932) pp.49-54; "Helsingfors framtid,
Ftfrslag t ill general plan fdr Helsingfors stads centralare delar"
Arkltekten (XII, 1932) pp. 163-169
43 For a short but comprehensive presentation of Danish town planning
around the turn of the century
^ as well
ill as the adoption of Howard’s ideas,
see K. Bidstrup,
trup, 7
Ebenezers disciple.
*
1________
Fra dansk byplanlaegnings
r.
plonertld
(Copenhagen: Dansk Byplanlaboratorium, 197i) pp.3-39
44 K. Fisker, "The History of Domestic Architecture In Denmark"
op.clt. pp. 13-20
45 Nordic Classicism op.clt. p.62
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46 K. Fisker, "The History of Domestic Architecture In Denmark"
op.clt. p. 18
47 "Bebyggelsesplan af brandtomteme ved Mitchellstraede, Gentofte"
Archltekten (1914) pp.197-8
48 K. Fisker, "The History of Domestic Architecture In Denmark"
op.clt. p. 18-9
49 "Vlgerslev Haveforstad" Archltekten (1914) pp. 41-43
50 For these plans see respectively the following articles, In
Archltekten (XIX, 1917): "Gerthasmlnde Odense", p.433; "A/S
Aal^kkegaards jorder - Odense", p.44i; "Bj^egaards joraer - Odense",
p.443. iCTPE catalogue, (Gothenburg, 1923) op.clt..
51 "Konkurrencen om bebyggelsen af ‘Lyngen’ syd for Kj^ge"
Archltekten (1917) pp.261-266
52 For 'Studiebyen*, see Archltekten (1923) pp.348-359
53 "Traehuse" Archltekten
Classicism ... op.clt. pp.26-7

(XXII,

1920) pp.301-308; Nordic

^ J. Joedicke, A History of Modem Architecture (London and New
York, 1959), Italian translation, Storla delParchltettura modema
(Firenze, 1960) p.202; S. Ray, L’architettura modema nel paesl
Scandlnavl op.clt. p.64; Archltekten (Vol.XXV, 19230 pp.392/398

35 "Grundtvigs klrke og Bispebjerg" Archltekten (1919) pp.44-48;
"Bebyggelsen paa Bjerget Archltekten (1926) pp. 301-304; S. Ray,
L’arcnitettura modema nel paesl Scandlnavl op.clt. p.64
“ S. Pedersen, "Planning Unbuilt Areas" op.clt. pp.356-7
ICTPE catalogue, (Gothenburg, 1923) op.cit., p.223
** Georg Munter, "Bebauungsplan fur Narvik" op.clt. pp. 166-169; S.
Pedersen, "Methods of Planning for the Eroanslon of Towns In Norway"
IHTPC (Rome, 1929) pp.470-474; S. Pedersen, "De nye synspunkter 1

byplanarbeldet" Bygge Kunst (19 32) pp. 101-105; W. Hegemann, City
Planning. Housing op.clt. pp.22-3; S. Pedersen, "Planning Unbuilt Areas
op.clt. p. 355
59 Ibid, p.355
60 J. Graham, Housing In Scandinavia op.clt. pp.76-7; "Gartenstadt
Ullevaal" Wasmuths MoratsFieFte fur Baukunst (1922-23) pp.98-105;
Jorgen Brandt, "Neue Uleinwohnungsbauten In Norwegen" wasmuths
Monatshefte fur Baukunst (IX, 1925) pp.59-65
61 Ibid., pp.59-65; "Llnderen" and "Siedlung Lille Toien" Wasmuths
Monatshefte fOr Baukunst (1922-23) pp. 105-108; ICTPE catalogue,
(Gothenburg, 1923) op.clL pp. 226-228
Chapter 6
1 On Uno Ahren, see Eva Rudberg, Uno Ahren. En ffiregSngsman lnom
1900-talets
arkltektur och_ samha llsplanerlng (Stockholm:
ByggforskingsrSdit, 198TT. Also see U. Ahren, 'TTBrytningar11 Svenska
Sfejdfgrenlngens Srsskrlft (1925) pp.7-36; U. Ahrdn, “Pa vag mot en
arkl tektur11Byggmastaren (1926)
pp. 133-140; U. Ahren,
"Nyttokonstens estetlk" Svenska SlQ-jdfftrenlngens tldskrlft (1927) pp.7176; U. Ahren, "Reallsm^ r ltls k Revy (Nr. 3, 1926)
2 The role played by Krltlsk Revy (edited by Poul Henningsen) In
introducing to Danish, and more generally Scandinavian, public tne Ideas
of the new Functionalist architecture was decisive, although Its
publication lasted only three years, from 1926 to 1929. The article
refered to is: “Krltlsk Revy 1926" written by Erik Fant in Byggmastaren
(Vol.5, 1926) pp.223-4

3 Some of the most Important articles are listed below: R.
Mossberg, "Standarhus p3 byggnadsutstallningen 1 Dresden 1925" BM
(Vo. 4, 1925) pp. 242-244 ;” ‘Kan betongen, speciellt den armerade
betongen, giva uppnov t ill en ny arkltektur?" BM (Vol. 6, 1927) pp.7580; E. Sundahl, "P§ intematlonell Arkltektkongress" BM (Vol. 6, 1927)
pp.217-223; S. Markellus, "BostadsomrSde vld 'Bessau-Torten5 ett
aktuellt exempel p& economlsk organisation av bostadsbyggandet" BM

(1927) pp.236-243; U. Ahren, "Stuttgartutstallnlngen" BM (1927)
pp.253-2o 1 (article referlng to the work of Le Corbusier, WTGropius,
J. Frank, Mies van der Rohe, J. J. P. Oud); U . Ahren, "Reflexloner p&
Werkbmds utstallnlng 1 Stockholm 1928" Svenska Slojdfftrenlngens
tld s k rlft (1928) pp.43-52; U. Ahren, "Deutsche Werkbmds
vandrlngsutstallnlng p& Nationalmuseum" BM (1928) p. 164; H. Meyer,
"Bauhaus" BM (1929/2) p.96; W. "Gropius, "Byggnadsvasendets
ratlonallserlng" Foredrag I Stockholms Byggnadsforenlng den 7 Okt.
1931 BM (1931) pp. 149-156; U. Ahren, "Byggnadsutstallnlngen 1
Berlin1'~BM (1931) pp. 105-119. Similarly, In the Danslh architectural
magazine Archltekten were published a number of articles on
Functionalist architecture. Some of them are listed below; E. Heiberg,
"Bruno Taut; Die Neue Wohnung" (XXVII, 1925) pp.242-3; G. Paulsson,
"Efter Parlsurudstllllngen" (XXVII, 1925) pp.z57-272; U. Ahren,
"Corbusiers byplanarbeider" (XXVIII, 1926) pp.289-299; S. Sdmltz,
"Le Corbusier1 (XXVtll, 1926) pp.450-1; S. E. Rasmussen, "En
forsfeby ved Bordeaux" (XXVIII, 1926) pp.409-414; A. Jj2fhgensen,
Frank Lloyd Wright" (XXVIII, 1926) pp.417-424; "Eksempler paa
Berlinsk bollgbyggeri" (XXVIII, 1926) pp.461-467; E. Kaufmarm, "Det
kommunale bollgfyggerl 1 Frankfurt am Main" (XXXIII, 1931) pp.217236; "Europaelske jernbetonbygninger" (XXXIV, 1932) pp. 133-152
4 U. Ahren, "Elementar stadsbyggnadsteknlk" BM (1928) Dp. 129-133;
U. Ahrdn, "Synpunkter p4 stadsbyggandet" BM (1928) pp. 173-175
s G. Asplund, W. Gahn, S. Markellus, G. Paulsson, E. Sundahl, U.
Ahren, Acceptera (Stockholm; Tldens fttrlag, 1931)
6 StockholmsutstalIningen 1930. Qfflclell huvudkatalog (Uppsala,
1930); "StockholmsutstaHnlngen och framtlden" BM special Issue 1930;
E. Friberger, "Stadsbyggnadsutstallnlngen 1 samband med Svenska
massan" BM (1931) pp.72-77; A. Rafn, "Stockholmsudstllllngen 1930"
Arkltekt^TTXXXII, 1930) pp. 121-138
7 Hakon Ahlberg, Tretttlotalets Bwgnadskonst 1 Sverige; Swedish
Architecture of the Twentieth Century (London; Ernest Bern Ltd, 1925)
reprinted Modem Swedish Architecture of the 20th Century (New York,
1930)
8 E. G. Asplund, "Stockholmsutstallnlngen 1930" BM (1930) pp. 132-
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144, 145-158; G. E. Kidder Smith, Sweden Builds op.clt.; Jarno
Peltonen, "The 1930s: A New Function for Design" Scandinavian Modem
Design 1880-1980 (New York, 1982) pp. 108-129
9
0. Wanscher, "Kunstiridustrien paa Stockholmsudstillingen"
A rklte kte n (X X X II, 1930) pp. 139-146; W. Hansen,
^ockholmsudstllllngens Bollgafdeling Arkltekten (XXXII, 1930)
pp. 147-160
10 Svenska Slojdforenlngen ("Swedish Arts and Crafts Society" or
today "Swedish Society for Industrial Design") "was gradually
transformed into a Werkbund between 1910 ana 1919" [N. revsner,
Pioneers of Modem Design: from William Morris to Walter Gropius
(London: Penguin Books, 1960), Italian translation, I pionlerl delI*
architettura modems, p. 16]. For a critical presentation of the history
of the Svenska Slo/jdfdrenlngen, see Gunllla Frick, Svenska
Slojdforenlngen och ITonstlhdustrln fore 1905 (Stockholm, I978F In
1917 the Svenska Slojdforenlngen wholeheartedly embraced
industialised production. "With the slogan vackrare vardagsvara (more
beautiful everyday objects) launched in the 1920s, It set out to “educate
the people in an appreciation of good design" [G. Holmdahl, S. I. Lind,
K. udeen (eds), uurnar Asplund, Arkltekt: 1885-1940 (Stockholm,
1950) p.54]. "The Swedish Arts and Crafts Society launched an attack
against antiquated methods of production and set itself the task of
inviting manufacturers and artists in permanent cooperation. The
results were shown In an exhibition at the Lllievalch Art Gallery,
Stockholm, during the autumn of 1917" (G. Holmdahl..., G. Asplund ...
op.cit. p.33). Asplund, who had participated In the 1917 Liljevalch
exhibition, served from 1924 onwards as a member of the executive
committee of the Arts and Crafts Society. It was in a similar spirit of
interrelationship between art and Industry that the 1930 Stockholm
Exhibition was conceived and organised by Asplund.
11 On CIAM activity and documents, see J. Joedlcke, Documents of
Modem Architecture op.clt., in particular, the article by Oscar
Newman, "A Short Review of CIAM Activity'" pp. 11-16. Also see the
document of the 2nd CIAM meeting In Frarfcfurt, 1929, Die Wohnung
fur das Exlstenzmlnlmum (Stuttgart: Julius Hoffman Verlag, 1933;

K?^^Rdp?Tht,1979j------
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12 "Krlstlnebergstavlan och bebyggandet av vastra Kungsholmen" BM
(1927) pp.96-103; K. AstrOm, City naming In Sweden op.clt. pp.35 ^
13 C. Johansson, Byggnaden och Staden op. clt.
14 "Stadsplan for Fredhall, Stockholm" BM (1930) pp.79-82
15 S. Markellus, "Fdrslag t ill hoghusbebyggelse pi LadugSrdsgardet"
BM (1928) pp. 137-140; K. Astrdm, City Hanning In Sweden op.clt.
pp735, 37
16 "Stadsplan fb'r Arstalunden och Erlksdalslunden 1 Stockholm" BM
(1930) p.64; S. Backstrom and S. Alund (eds), Swedish Housing of the
Forties (Stockholm: The National Association of Swedish Architects,
1950); B. 0. H. Johansson, "From Agrarian to Industrial State" op.clt.
pp.50-1; A. K. Atmer, The Swedish Flat. Urban Housing In Sweden
1870 to Today (Stockholm: The Swedish Museum of Architecture, 1975)
17 Ibid.; K. Astrdm, City Plamlng in Sweden op.clt. p.38; B. 0. H.
Johansson, "From Agrarian to IndustrlaTState11op.clt. p.50
18 "Tavllngen rdrande bllllga bostader'1 BM (1933) pp.49-57; K.
Astrdm, City Planning In Sweden op.clt. pp738-9; S. Backstrdm, S.
Altnd (eds), Swedish Housing ... op.clt. pp.33-4; A. K. Atmer, The
Swedish F la t... op.clt.
19 S. Paavilainen, "1920-luvun klassisismi ..." op.clt. pp. 125-127; S.
Paavilainen, "Nordic Classicism in Finland" In Nordic Classicism ...
op.clt. p.85
20 0. Gripenberg, "Valalstuskysymys Asutuskeskukslssa" Arkkitehtl
(X, 1930) pp.49-50; "Pllrustuskllpallu Tonttlen N:o 8 ja IT
rakentamlsesta nelldssh* 297 HelslngissS" Arkkitehtl (X, 1930) pp. 11421 Kenneth Frampton, Modem Architecture: a Critical History (London:
Thames and Hudson, 1980) pp. 136-7
22 For the above mentioned town planning projects, see respectively: E.
Bddk, "Finland" In B. Schwan (ed), op.clt. pp. 175-178; B. Brunlla,
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"Ehdohus reljolan alueen asemakaavaksl - Helslnglssa" Arkkitehtl (XI,
1931) pp.50-1; B. Brunlla, "Asemakaava Kulosaaren Rakentamlseksl"
Arkkitentl (XI, 1931) p.36; "Katajanakka - fEastend5?" Arkkitehtl (XI,
1931) pp. 18-22; Otto I. Meurman, "Pari Viipurln Asemakaavaan
Suumlteltua Erlkolsratkalsua" Arkkitehtl (XI, 1931) pp.43-46;
B. Brunlla, "Stadsplanen for Mej Ians stadsdel 1 Helsingfors" Arkltekten
(XII, 1932) p.34; "'Bostadstyper’ pS nordlsk byggnadsdags
bostadsutstallnlng" Arkltekten (XII, 1932) pp.84-86; "Nyare synpunkter
pS stadsplanerlng av bostadsomr&den" Nordlsk Byggnadsdag (Helsingfors,
23 "Abo stads 700-Srs jubileum" Arkkitehtl (IX, 1929) pp.99-100,

114-116
24 For the above listed housing schemes, see the following articles:
"Etagelejllgheder I stokke" Arkltekten (XXXVIII, 1936) pp. 1-28; K.
Fisker, "Kpbenhavnske bollgtyper fra 1914 til 1936" Arkltekten
(XXXVIII, 1936) pp. 113-128; I. Bentsen, "Halvh/je huse 1 gamle
Haver: Blldah" Arkltekten (XXXVI, 1934) pp. 125-130; E. Hansen,
"Boligbyggerlets vllkaar slden 1856" Arkltekten (XXXVIII, 1936)
pp. 128-164; Ole Buhl (ed.), Soclalt bollgbyggerl (Kobenhavn: "Soclalt
Boligbyggeri" foreningen, 1941), in particular the article by Edvard
Heiberg, 'Bollgkvarteret og byplanen. 10 ars udvikllng" pp. 13-19
25 "Bollgbyggeriet I Oslo" Arkltekten (1934) p. 118; "Nyere bollgbygg 1
Oslo" Bygge Kunst (1932) p.45
26 Harald Hals, "Et nytt byhlllede" Bygge Kunst (1932) pp. 110-116; H.
Hals, Fra Kristlanla t il stor-Oslo op.clt.
27 Ragnar Nllsen, "Iladalen Boligseiskap" Bygge Kunst (1936) pp.27-29

PART THREE
Chapter 7
1 F. Scott, Sweden: The Nation*s History op.cit., in particular,
chapter XVIII: "Democratic Swedenj I9T8-45"; Erik Dahmdh,
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Entrepreneurial Activity and the Development of Swedish Industry, 1919
-1939 (Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, 19/0), published for the American
Economic Association
2 Already by the turn of the century the effectiveness of Swedish
industry was a main theme In the general public debate. Emigration to
North America was regarded as a threat to the well-being of the
country. "Americanisation" of Swedish industry was proposed as a way
out of this dilemma. Before the First World War tne most important
form of rationalisation was mechanisation; however, during the lnterwar
years the rationalisation movement began to focus on the restructuring
of organisations with the help of "cost analysis" and "time-and-motion
studies. Scholars have polntea out that at least one-third of the growth of
industrial production —during the lnter-war era -- was due to the effects
of rationalisation measures. For more information, see Hans De Geer,
Ratlonallserlngsrffrelsen 1 Sverige (Stockholm, 1978)

3 G. Heckscher, The Welfare State and Beyond, op.clt. ; A.
Montgomery, The Rise of Modern Industry in Sweden op.clt.; R.
W lllerslev, "Traek af "Hen industrielle jHvikllng 1850-1914"
Natlonaljz&ononnlsk Tldsfarlft (92, 1954) Copenhagen; K. G. Hildebrand,
"Labour and Capital In the Scandinavian Countries In the Nineteenth and
Twentieth Centuries" in P. Mathias and M. M. Postan (eds), The
Cambridge Economic History of Europe op.clt., pp.615-620, 624-627T
Fritz Hoane, The Norwegian Economy l92u-1980 (London: Croom Helm,
1983)
4 T. K. Derry, A History of Scandinavia op.clt. p.323
s For developments on Scandinavian political scene In the first quarter
of the century, see T. K, Derry, A History of Scandinavia op.clt.; J. B.
Board, The Government and Politics or Sweden op.clt.; F. Scott,
Sweden: The NatW s History op.clt.
6 Seppo Hentila, "The Origins of the Folkhem Ideology In Swedish
Social Democracy" Scandinavian Journal of History (3, f978) pp.323345
7 G. Heckscher, The Welfare State and Beyond ... op.clt. p.39

8 Stefano Ray, L’archltettura modema nei paesl Scandlnavl op.clt.;
Nils Ahrborn, ''New Swedish ArcFiitecture^ln T. P. Jacobson & S.
Silow (eds), Ten Lectures on Swedish Architecture (Stockholm: SAR,
1949) pp.8-i5
9 K. Frampton, Modern Architecture ... op.clt. p.141; J. Joedicke,
Documents of Modem Architecture op.cit..; CIAM, Die Wohnung fur das
ExlstenzmTnlmum op.cit.
10 K. Frampton, Modern Architecture ... op.clt., in particular, chapter
15: "The New Objectivity: GermanyTTToITand and Switzerland 1923-33"
pp. 130-141
11 Ibid., pp.269-27i
12 On CIAM meetings, see Congres Intematlonaux d*Architecture
Modems, Die Wohnung fur das Exlstenzmlnlmum op.cit.; Congres
Intematlonaux d*Architecture Moderne, Ratlonelle Bebauingsweisen
[3rd, Brussels, 1930) [Frankrurt am Main: 1m Verlag Englert &
Schlosser, 1931; Krauss Reprint, 1979)
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7 4 . GESELIUS-LINDGREN-SAARINEN:2ND P R IZE ,
COMPETITION ENTRY,NATIONAL THEATER,
H E L S IN K I,1898
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7 5 . GESELIUS-LINDGREN-SAARINEN:NATIONAL MUSEUM,
H E L S IN K I,1901
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7 6 a -b . E. SAARINEN: TALLINN TOM HALL, 1 9 1 2 ,S ITE PLAN AND
PERSPECTIVE

77a-b.E.SAARINEN:TURKU TOWN HALL, 1 9 1 7 ,SITE PLAN AND
PERSPECTIVE

77a. • '
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78aE.SAARINEN:CENTRAL RAILWAY STATION, H ELS IN K I,
1 9 0 6 ,SITE PLAN

78b.E.SAARINEN:CENTRAL RAILWAY STATION, H ELSIN K I,
1 9 0 6 ,PERSPECTIVE OF MAIN ELEVATION

78c.E.SAARINEN:CENTRAL RAILWAY STATION,HELSINKI,
1906,PERSPECTIVE OF EAST ELEVATION

7 9 . E.SAARINEN: MUNKKINIEMI- HAAGA PLAN, H E LS IN K I,1 9 1 1 ,
B IR D 'S EYE VIEW
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8 0 . E . SAARINEN:2ND PRIZE,COMPETITION ENTRY PLAN,
CANBERRA,AUSTRALIA,1911
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8 1 . E.SAARINEN:2ND PRIZE,COMPETITION ENTRY PLAN,
CANBERRA,AUSTRALIA,1 9 1 1 ,PERSPECTIVES
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8 2 . S.SAARINEN:WINNING COMPETITION ENTRY PLAN, TALLINN,
ESTONIA,1 9 1 2 -1 3

8 3 a-b .E .S A A R IN E N : PARNU SQUARE,TALLINN,1 9 1 3 ,
S ITE PLAN AND PERSPECTIVE
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84a-b.E.SAARINEN:OPERA SQUARE, TALLINN , 1 9 1 3 ,SITE PLAN
AND PERSPECTIVE

S.SAARINEN:TALLINN,1 9 1 3 ,PERSPECTIVE

8 5 • S.SAARINEN: HOSPITAL CENTRE IN RESIDENTIAL
SECTION, TALLINN,1 9 1 3 ,PERSPECTIVE

8 6 * E.SAARINEN: MUNKKINIEMI-HAAGA PLAN,
H E L S IN K I,1915

8 7 . E.SAARINEN: HELSINKI MASTER PLAN,1915

88 a.
8 8 a - b . E. SAARINEN: MUNKKINIEMI-HAAGA PLA N ,H ELSIN K I,
ODEL

R-e-sV**?
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8 8 c . E.SAARINEN:MUNKKINIEMI-HAAGAt H E LS IN K I,
1 9 1 5 ,DETAIL OF MODEL
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88d.E.SAARINEN:MUNKKINIEMI-HAAGA,HELSINKI,
1 9 1 5 ,DETAIL OF MODEL

8 8 e . E.SAARINEN:MUNKKINIEMI-HAAGA,HELSINKI
1 9 1 5 , WORKING- CLASS RESIDENTIAL AREA,
SITE PLAN_AND V RRSPECTTYE
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8 9 • E . SAARINEN: MUNKKINIEMI-HAAGA, H E LS IN K I,
1 9 1 5 ,PLAN AND ELEVATION OF ROY/HOUSE
TYPE R

89a.E.SAARINEN:M UNKKINIEM IHAAGA, HELSINKI ,1 9 1 5 ,
ROWHOUSE HOUSING SCHEME
PERSPECTIVE
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9 0 . E.3AARINEN:MUNKKINIEKI-HAAGA,HELSINKI,1 9 1 8 .HOTEL

91a-b.E .S A A R IN E N :
MUNKKINIEMI-HAAGA,
H E LSIN K I, 1 9 1 8 , ROWHOl
FRONT AND REAR
ELEYATIONS

92a-b.E.SAARINEN:KAISANIEM ENKATU,HELSINKI, 1912-13,
SITE PLAN AND PERSPECTIVE

9 3 a-b.E.SAARINENiKAISANIEM ENKATU,HELSINKI, CONCERT
HALL, SECTIONAL PERSPECTIVE R E T A IL

9 4 a - b . S . SAARINEN: KSSKU3KAT
H E L S IN K I,1 9 1 6 ,SITE PLAN
AND PERSPECTIVE
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9 6 . E . SAARIiiEN: ROYAL AVENUE, GREATER
HELSINKIPLAN,1 9 1 8 ,DETAIL OF THE
C ITY CENTRA

9 7 #q.KALLIO:WINNING COMPETI-

TI0N ENTRY PLAN - FOR THE
!A. AROUND
H E LS IN K I.

'i~:
98.BORG,SIR^N & ABERG:WINNING COMPETITION ENTRY,PARLIAMENT
H O U SE ,H E LS IN K I,1919

99 .J. S. SIREN: NATIONAL LIBRARY-P ARLI AT.'SN T-P AL AC E OF JUSTICE,
ON THE WEST SIDE OF UNIONKATU,HELSINKI,1919
403
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1 0 0 .OoKALLIO:WINNING COMPETITION ENTRY PLAN FOR THE AREA
AROUND THE PARLIAMENT HOUSE,HELSINKI,1925

100a.O .K A LLIO :H E L S IN K I
AREA AROUND THE
PARLIAMENT HOUSE,
1 9 2 5 ,PERSPECTIVE
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100b.O .K A LLIO :H ELSIN K I,A R EA AROUND THE PARLIAMENT HOUSE,
1 9 2 5 ,PERSPECTIVE

1 0 1 .O.KALLIO:HELSINKI,AREA AROUND THE PARLIA
MENT ,1 9 2 5 ,PERSPECTIVE OF PARLIAMENT
SQUARE

jR jr
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1 0 3 .O.KALLIO:ALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL. FOR THE
AREA AROUND THE PARLIAMENT .H E L S IN K I,1927
PERSPECTIVE

l
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1 0 2 .O.KALLIO:ALTERNATIVE PLAN FOR THE
AREA AROUND THE PARLIAMENT HOUSE, H E LS IN K I,
1927
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1 0 4 . O.KALLIO: ALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL FOR THE AREA
AROUND THE PARLIAMENT HOUSE
1 9 2 7 ,PERSPECTIVE OF THE PARLIAMENT SQUARE

105.C.LINDBERG:LAHTI,1921,PLAN DIVIDED BY GREENBELTS
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1 0 6 .H.ANDER3IN:P0RI PLAN,1922

107a-b.H.ANDER3IN:RAUM A,1 9 2 0 ,PLAN AND HOUSING SCHEME
1 0 8 .H.ANDERSIN: UUSIKATJPUNKI PLAN, 1922
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1 0 9 . 0 . 1 . MEURMAN: V IIP U R I PLAN,1 9 2 3

1 1 0 . 0 . I.M EURM AN:RIIHIMAKI PLAN,1 9 2 2
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llla -b .B .J U N G :T U R K U ,1 9 2 1 ,MASTER PLAN AND DETAIL
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1 1 2 .B. BRUNILA:LOHJA PLAN,1922

1 1 3 -B.BRUNILA:NN30 PLAN,1922
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114.B .BRUNILA:COMPETITION ENTRY PLAN,TAMPERE,1923

1 1 5 .B.BRUNILA: SEURASAAREN & LAPINNIEHEN PLAiN, H E LS IN K I,
1927

i\
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1 1 6 a . 3 . BRUNILA: 2ND PRIZE,COMPETITION ENTRY-PLAN
FOR THE EASTERN PARTS OF TAMPERE,1 9 2 3
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1 1 7 .K.H.CHRISTIANSEN & S.E.RASMUSSEN:WINNING COMPETITION
ENTRY PI-nw PTiMnqmwn i q iq

117 a
1 1 7 a-b.K .H .C H R IS TIA N S E N & S.E.RASMUSSEN:RING3TED,1 9 1 9 ,
PLAN AND STREET DETAIL

117c.K.H.CH RISTIAN SEN & S.E.RASMUSSEN:RINGSTED,
1 9 1 9 ,STREET PLAN

1 1 8 .K.H.CHRISTIANSEN & S. E.RASMUSSEN:
HIRT3HAL3 PLAN,1920
HIRTSHALS

119a-

K .H . CHRISTIANSEN & S.E.RASMUSSEN:
HIRTSHALS,1 9 2 0 ,STREET PLAN,
PERSPECTIVE AND VIEW PROM THE
HARBOUR

120.K. H.CHRISTIANSEN & S.E.RASMUSSEN:

f f =

1 2 1 .K.H.CHRISTIANSEN & S.E.RASMUSSEN:
HIRTSHALS,1 9 2 0 ,MAR OP MAIN
DISPOSITIONS AND DIFFERENT
FUNCTIONS

TRAFI K'-CENTRIIM

1 2 2 .K .H ..CHRISTIANSEN & S.E.RASMUSSEN:
HIRTSHALS,1 9 2 0 ,TRAFFIC DIAGRAM

HIRTSHALS
T fa jix iia fjra n u .

kiRKEC^ARD

HIRTSHALS
K m rto fm M jy ,

ww www m

'/ / //■ /// /// .

123.K.H.CHRISTIANSEN & S .E.RASMUSSSL
HIRTSHALS,1920,DISTRIBUTION OF
QUARTIERS
•.v.\\ ' \
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124a-b.K .H .C H R IS TIA N S E N & S.E.RASMUSSEN:WINNING
COMPETITION ENTRY PLAN, PRINSENSGADEKVARTER
COPENHAGEN,1 9 1 9 ,PLAN AND ELEVATION

124a

125.N.GOTHENBORG & CH.MATHIASEN:2ND PRIZE,
PRINSENSGADEKVARTER HOUSING COMPETITION,
COPENHAGEN,1919,PLAN

1 2 6 .1.BENT3EN:PROJECT FOR OPERA HOUSE AND CONCERT
HALL IN THE OLD RAILWAY STATION AREA,COPENHAGEN,
1918

Jg

B
1 2 7a .

.u .

127a-b.C.PETERSEN & I.BENT3EN:COMPETITION ENTRY,THE OLD
RAILWAY STATION AREA,COPENHAGEN,1 9 1 9 ,SITE PLAN
AND PLAN
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1 2 8 a-b.C.PETERSEN & I . BENTSENsCOMPETITION

ENTRY,THE OLD RAILWAY STATION AREA,COPENHAGEN,
1 9 1 9 ,PERSPECTIVE AND DETAIL

129b.
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129a,

129a-b.E.THOMSEN: //INNING COMPETITION ENTRY,
OLD RAILWAY STATION AREA,COPENHAGEN,1919,
PLAN AND ELEVATIONS

419

1 30b .

130a-b.E.THOMSEN:REVISED PLAN,OLD RAILWAY STATION
AREA,COPENHAGEN, 1 9 2 J , PLANS AND PERSPECTIVE
420

1 3 1 . H.RASMUSSEN,E.FISCHER &

NOBEL: PL AN, OLD RAILWAY 3 TATI'
AREA,COPENHAGEN,1911 *

1 3 2 .E.AMBT:PLAN,OLD RAILWAY STATION AREA,COPENHAGEN,
1912

Bp

<

1 3 3 .JJ.VO IG T & H. WRIfiHT:PLAN, OLD RAILWAY STATION AREA,
COPENHAGEN,1912
1 3 4 .C .I.S C H O U & A.W.PETERSEN:PLAN,OLD RAILWAY STATION AREA,
COPENHAGEN,1915
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1 3 5 . GJERL0V-KNUD3EN: SOUTH HORSENS PLAN,1919

1 3 6 .K.GOTTLOB, A.FREDERIK3EN:PLANNING COMPETITION
ENTRY,AARHUS EXTENSION,
1920

137 a - b . H. MUNDT: WINNING
COMPETITION ENTRY PLAN,
HANSTHOLM,1923>PLAN AND
BIRD*1S EYE VIEW

138;K.MIKKSL3EN:W INNING COMPETITION ENTRY PLAN, HAN3TH0LL
... . . . - ........ 1 1923
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1 3 9 . T.RUE & K.HAUER: IVINNING COMPETITION ENTRY PLAN,
HANSTHOLM,1923

Hanst hol m

1 4 0 . A.RAFN:HANSTHOLM PLAN,1927
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1 4 1 .K.GOTTLOB: GRINDSTED
PLAN,1914

G R IN D S T E D
WBYOQELSE »9«;

1 4 2 .GRINDSTED DEVE
LOPMENT, 1918

IDSTED
1UUGHED «)4.

1 4 3 .K.GOTT jOB:GRINDSTED PLAN, 1918
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144.3.M 0LLE R & G.PONSAING:WINNING COMPETITION ENTRY
PLAN,AREA AROUND AARHUS RAILWAY STATION,1920

f in

144a.S.M 0LLER & G. PONSAING:COMPETITION PLAN,
AREA AROUND AARHUS RAILWAY STATION,1 9 2 0 ,PARK
ENTRANCE,DETAIL
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1 4 5 .K.RASMUSSEN & A .B .C H R IS TIA N S E N :2ND P R IZE ,
COMPETITION ENTRY PLAN,AREA AROUND AARHUS RAILWAY
STATION, 1920
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145a.K.RASMUSSEN & A .B .C HR ISTIA NSEN :2ND PR IZE ,
COMPETITION ENTRY,AREA AROUND AARHUS RAILWAY STATION,
1 9 2 0 ,PARK BUILDING,PERSPECTIVE
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1 4 6a

146b .

1 4 6 a -b . TH.GUNDE3TRUP:HOUSING BLOCK,NJAL3GADE 8 ,
COPENHAGEN,1 9 0 9 ,PLAN AND VIEW

147a.

147b,
1 4 7 a-b.K.GORDING:HOUSING BLOCK,NJALSGADE 38-50,
COPENHAGEN,1 9 1 0 , PLAN AND VIEW
429
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F A C A D E M O D V E S T (A M A G E R P O R T ).
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STUEPLAN.

1 4 8 .V . SCHMIDT: HOUSING BLOCK, COPENHAGEN,1 9 1 4 ,PLAN
AND ELEVATION
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1 4 9 .H.HANSEN & L.HYGOM:HOUSING BLOCK,COPENHAGEN,
1 9 1 5 ,PLAN AND ELEVATION

150a-c.MANDRUP-POULSEN: HOUSING BLOCK,
JAGTVEJEN,COPENHAGEN,1 9 1 5 ,PLAN
STREET VIEW AND COURTYARD VIEW

150c.
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1 5 1 a -b .A CLEMMENSEN: 2ND P R IZ E , HOUSING COMPETITION ENTRY,
GR0NNINGEN,COPENHAGEN,1 9 0 5 ,PLAN AND ELEVATION
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152a-b.U .P L£S N E R & A.MATHIE3EN:
WINNING COMPETITION ENTRY PLAN,
I3LAND3BRYGGE, COPENHAGEN,1906*
PLAN AND ELEVATION
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SITUATI0N8PLAN

(1 : 8 0 0 0 )

1 5 3 .HOUSING BLOCKS IN BORUPS ABLE BUILT FOR THE
MUNICIPALITY OF COPENHAGEN,1 9 1 7 - 1 9 ,SITE PLAN

■X'i

1 5 4 .A.ROSEN: HOUSING BLOCK,BORUPS ALLE,COPENHAGEN,1918

1 5 5 .L.HYGOM:HOUSING BLOCK,BORUPS ALLE,COPENHAGEN,1918
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1 5 6 .HOUSING BLOCKS,GENFORENINGS PLADS,COPENHAGEN,
1 9 1 9 - 2 0 ,SITE PLAN

1 5 7 a-c.H.HANSEN:HOUSING BLOCK,GENFORENINGS PLADS,
COPENHAGEN,1 9 1 9 - 2 0 ,PLAN,ELEVATION AND VIEW
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157b,
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1 5 8 a -b .L .H Y G O M :H O U S IN G

B L O C K ,G E N F O R E N IN G S

C O P E N H A G E N ,1 9 1 9 - 2 0 , P L A N

AND
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159a .T H .H J E J L 2 & N.R03SNKJAER:HOUSING BLOCK,
GENFORENINGS PLADS, COPENHAGEN,PLAN
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1 5 9 a -d .T H .H J E J L E & N.R03ENKJAER:HOUSING BLOCKS,
GENB0RENING3 PLAD3, COPENHAGEN,1 9 1 9 -2 0 ,
PLAN,ELEVATION AND VIEW
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16 0b .
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160a-b.K .P I5K E R :H O U S IN G BLOCK,BORUPS ALLE,COPENHAGEN,
1 9 1 9 - 2 1 ,PLAN AND VIEW
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16la-b.P.BAUMANN:HOUSING BLOCK,STRUENSEGADE,
COPENHAGEN,1 9 1 9 - 2 0 ,PLAN AND VIEW
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162 * P . BAUMANN: HOUSING- BLOCK,AMAGER BOULEVARD,
COPENHAGEN,1 9 2 1 - 2 2 ,VIEW
l63a-b.K.GORDING:HOUSING BLOCK,COPENHAGEN,1 9 2 0 -2 1 ,
PLAN AND ELEVATION
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1 63b .

163a.

1 6 4 . PR. WAGNER, WITTMAACK & HVALSj^E:HOUSING BLOCKS,
CHRISTIANSMINDE AREA,COPENHAGEN,1 9 2 1 - 2 3 ,SITS
PLAN
1 6 5 . FR. WAGNER: HOUSING BLOCK, STRAfDVEJEN, 1 9 2 1 , VIEW
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166a.

16 6b .

I 6 6 a - b , 1 6 7 , 168.K .FIS K E R :
HOUSING BLOCK,HORNBAEKHUS,
BORUPS ALLE-AAGADE,COPENHAGEN,
1 9 2 2 - 2 3 ,PLAN, ELEVATIONS, STREET
VIEWS AND COURTYARD VIEW

M

l6 9 a -c .K .F I3 K E R :W IN N IN G COMPETITION
ENTRY,RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX VIBENHU3,
COPENHAGEN,1 9 1 8 ,PLAN, PERSPECTIVE AND
SITE PLAN
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1 7 O a -c .K .F IS K E R & G. HOLST:HOUSING BLOCK,JAGTVEJEN,
COPENHAGEN,1 9 2 4 - 2 5 ,VIEW , APARTMENT PLAN AND PLAN
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1 7 1 a - c . K. FI3K ER : HOUSING BLOCK, VOGNMANDSMARKEN,
COPENHAGEN,1 9 2 6 - 2 7 ,PLAN ELEVATIONS AND COURTYARD VIEW

171c.
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1 7 2 .K.FISKER:HOUSING BLOCK,
A RTILLE R IV E J, COPENHAGEN,1 9 2 6 -2 7 ,
PLAN,ELEVATIONS AND V IM S
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1 7 '3 a -d .K . FISKER & 3 . C.LARSEN:HOUSING BLOCK,
ENGLAND3VEJ, COPENHAGEN,19 2 6 - 2 7 ,PLAN, ELEVATIONS,
SITE-PLAN AND. VIEWS
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174-A..LILIENBERG & S.ERICSON: WINNING COMPETITION
ENTRY PLAN,TRONDHEIM,1910
1 7 5 - TRONDHEIM PLAN,1913
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1 7 7 .S.PEDERSEN:HAMAR PLA N ,1921
177a.S.PEDERSEN:HAMAR PLAN, 1 9 2 1 ,PERSPECTIVE

1 7 8 .S.PEDERSEN:MO I RANA PLAN,1921
1 7 8 a .3 . PEDERSEN:MO I

RANA PLAN,19^1

179.S.PEDERSEN:TROMSO PLAN,1920

1 8 0 . S.PEDERSEN: HAMAR PLAN,1 9 2 1 ,DETAIL

1 8 3 .S.PEDERSEN: TROMSO PLAN,1 9 2 0 ,DETAIL

1 8 1 .S. PEDERSEN: HAMAR PLAN,1 9 2 1 ,DETAIL

1 8 2 .S.PEDERSEN:NARVIK PLAN,1 9 2 8 ,DETAIL
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1 8 4 . S .P E D E R S E N :R O S E N B E R G

R E S ID E N T IA L

D IS T R IC T ,

T R O N D H E IM ,P L A N

I 8 4 a - b . 3 . PEDERSEN:ROSENBERG DISTRICT
TRONDHEIM,DETAILS
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1 8 5 • S.PEDERSEN: NAMSOS PLAN,1924

1 8 6 a - b * S.PEDERSEN:NAMSOSPLAN,1924
DETAIL SITE PLAN AND PERSPECTIVE
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1 8 7 . S .PEDERSEN: NARVIK PLAN ,.1928

18 8 . S.PEDERSEN: NARVIK,1 9 2 8 ,
HOSPITAL AREA

1 8 9 . 3 . PEDERSEN: NARVIK,
1 9 2 8 ,PARK

NARVIK

190 a
IQ O a -c

S
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P E D E R S E N : N A R V I K , 1 9 2 8 , B R I D G E , SITE

PLAN A N D

] PERSPECTIVES

iJUJ.Ji'Lin

1 9 1a -b .S .P E D E R S E N : AANDAI3NES PLAN, 1 9 1 8 -1 9 .PERSPECTIVES

1 9 2 . S.PEDERSEN &N.HOLTER:WINNING COMPETITION ENTRY PLAN,
BLINDSRN UNIVERSITY,OSLO ,1922
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194a.
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1 9 3 . S.PEDERSEN & N. HOLTER: BLINDERN UNIVERSITY,
OSLO,PERSPECTIVE

194b.

1 9 4 a - e .3 . PEDERSEN & N.HOLTER:BLINDERN UNIVERSITY,OSLO,
1 9 2 2 ,PERSPECTIVES
1 9 5 . 3 . PEDERSEN: BLINDERN UNIVERS ITY, OSLO, 1 9 2 4 ,REVISED PLAN
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19 6a -b .F .B R Y N & J.ELLEFSEN:COMPETITION ENTRY,BLINDERN
U N IV E R S IT Y ,1 9 2 6 ,PLAN AND PERSPECTIVE

198a-b^L.BACKER:COMPETITION ENTRY, BLINDERN UNIVERSITY,
1 9 2 6 ,PLAN AND PERSPECTIVE

197 a .

197 a - b . G-. BLAKSTAD & H.MUNTHE-KAAS:COMPETITION
ENTRY,BLINDERN U N IV E R S IT Y ,1 9 2 6 ,p la n
PLAN AND PERSPECTIVE

19 7b .
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1 9 9 -1 9 9 a . 3 . PEDERSEN & N. HOLTER: FESTNINGPLAS3EN, OSLO,
ALTERNATIVE SITE PLANS

200.
200a.
2 0 0 -2 0 0 a . S.PEDERSEN & N.HOLTER: FESTNING3PLA33EN, OSLO,
ALTERNATIVE PERSPECTIVES
2 0 1 . 3 . PEDERSEN & N.HOLTER: PESTNINGSPLASSEN,OSLO,
DETAIL

202. S.PEDERSEN & N.HOLTER: FESTKINCSPLA33EN,OSLO, DETAIL

2 0 3 .S.PEDERSEN & N.HOLTER: FESTKINGSPLASSEN,OSLO,
HOTEL,PERSPECTIVE
2 0 4 . S.PEDERSEN & N.HOLTER: PESTffTNG-SPLASSEN, OSLO,
PIA2ETTA,PERSPECTIVE

205a.
2 0 5 a - c . P.BERNER:TORVALMENNINGEN, BERGEN,1 9 2 2 ,
PLAN AND PERSPECTIVES

205b.
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2 0 6 .P.BERNER:TORVALMENNINGEN, BERGEN,1 9 2 2 .
PERSPECTIVE WATER COLOUR
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207*-208a-b.H.MUNTHE-KAAS & G.BLAK3TAD:HAUGESUND
TOWN HALL,1 9 2 2 ,PLAN,PERSPECTIVE AND VIEW

208 a .

208b.
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2 0 9 . A. ARNEBERG & M.PflULSSON:OSLO TO M HALL,
1 9 1 6 - 1 8 ,VIEW OP MODEL

2 1 0 . AREA OP THE TO'WNHALL BEPORE DEMOLITION, 1932
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2 1 1 .AREA OF THE TOWN HALL DURING ITS ERECTION,
1940
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212a.
212a-b.A.ARNEBERG & M.POULSSON:OSLO TOWN HALL,
REVISED PLAN,1 9 3 1 ,PERSPECTIVES
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2 1 3 .H.HALS: T0R3H0V PARK HOUSING
SCHEME,PLAN,1920
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214a.

214a-b.H.HALS:HOUSING BLOCKS, T0R3H0V PARK,1 9 2 0 ,VIEWS

215a-C.H.HALS:HOUSING BLOCKS, TORSHOV PARK,1 9 2 0 ,
VIEWS
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2 1 6 a -c .H .H A L S : NODRE AASEN,OSLO,1 9 2 5 ,PLAN AND VIEWS

216b.

216c.
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217a.

2 1 7 a-c.H .H ALS:30N DR E AASEN,HOUSING- SCHEME, OSLO,
VIEWS

217'c.
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1 V-- 2 18. H. HAL3:N0RDRiS & 30KDRJ3 AA3SN
PLAN, OSLO,1 9 2 5 -2 7
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219 a \

219a b.H.HALS:ILADALEN,OSLO,1926-31
PLAN AND PERSPECTIVE
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219b.
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2 2 0 .H. HALS: T0IENPARKEN PLAH, OSLO,
1929

471
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l.PORT SUNLIGHT PLAN, 1887'

2.BOURNVILLE PLAN,1895
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3 . R.UNWIN & B. PARKER: HAMPSTE AD GARDEN SUBURB
PLAN, LONDON,1 9 07
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4 . MAP OP LAND OiVNED BY THE M UNICIPALITY OP STOCKHOLM, 1930
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Fig. 543.
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5 . PREFABRICATED MATERIALS
USED FOR COTTAGE HOUSES,1927
TYPE

TYPE

VII

III

6*.ALTERNATIVE HOUSE DESIGNS
OFFERED BY THE MUNICIPALITY
OF STOCKHOLM FOR THE
CONSTRUCTION OF COTTAGES IN
GARDEN SUBURBS,1927
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7 a - d . P . 0 . HALLMAN: GAMLA ENSKEDE,STOCKHOLM,1 9 0 7 ,PLAN AND VIEWS
7b.

7c.

G a m /o E nskede

8 . P .O . HALLMAN: GAML A
ENSKEDE,STOCKHOLM,
COTTAGE HOUSE,WATER
COLOUR

9a--? A.DAHLB2RG & G.PETTERSSON:ENSKEDEDALEN, STOCKHOLM,
1 9 1 9 - 2 0 ,PLAN AND VIEWS

1 0 a -b . A. DAHLBERG & G.PETTERSSON: ENSKEDEDALEN, STOCKHOLM,
1 9 1 9 - 2 0 ,VIEWS OB HOUSING

lla-b .A .L IL IE N B E R G :L A N D A L A
GARDEN SUBURB,GOTHENBURG,1909
PiAN AND VIEW

1 2 .0 . ALMQVIST:BERGSLAG3BYN‘,DALECARLIA, 1 9 1 5 -2 0 ,.
PLAN
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13 a-tuM ARKELIUSr LUNDGREN & EWALD:PSl SJ6 GARDEN SUBURB,
HELSINGBORG,1 9 2 3 ,PLAN AND DETAIL
14*G.LINDENiNORRA LUND GARDEN SUBURB,NORRK0PING,1 9 2 0 ,
PLAN

1 5 a -d .G .L IN D E N : 1TVIDABERG UNITED INDUSTRIES,
&TVIDABERG,1 9 2 0 ,PLAN AND PERSPECTIVE DRAWINGS

16a
l6 a -d .S .M A R K E L IU S : COMPETITION ENTRY PLAIT FOR THE
BYGGE QCH BO EXHIBITION OP GARDEN CITY
HOUSES,LIDINGO,1 9 2 5 ,PLAN AND HOUSING TYPES

16b.
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16c.
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17 a .
1 7 a-b.PORVOO,PLAN AND

VIEW

17 b.

PORVOO

483

l8a-b.RAUMA,PERSPECTIVE DRAWING AND DETAIL

19.L .SONCK:KUL03AARI PLAN,HELSINKI,1907

20.B .JUNG:KUL03AARI PLAN,HELSINKI,1917

21a.E .JU N G & B. BRUNILA:K£PYL£
P L A N ,H E L S IN K I,1912
21b.B.BRUNILA & 0 . I . MEURMAN: KAPYLX PLAN, H E LS IN K I,1 9 1 7
22.M.VALIKANGAS: DRAWINGS OF S^LL HOUSES FOR KAPYLA,HELSINKI,
1 9 2 0 -2 5
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23a-d.VIEW S OF fUGERVIK
FISKARS AND STR(3m F0RS
INDUSTRIAL COMMUNITIES
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2 4 . E.SAARINEN:PRO-HELSINGFORS OR GREATER HELSINKI PLAN,
1918
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25a-b.E.SAARINEN:GREATER HELSINKI PLAN,
1 9 1 8 ,DETAIL AND PERSPECTIVE OP THE CENTRE

25b.

25b.ROYAL AVENUJ
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B E D R E BYG G ESKJK
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23

2 6 a - c . THE ASSOCIATION FOR BETTER BUILDING PRACTICES,
FRONT PAGE OF ANNUAL MAGAZINE( 1 9 2 3 ) , DRAWINGS
OF HOUSES
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27.HOUSE SHOWING CLASSICAL INFLUENCE,PLAN AND ELEVATION
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29.HOUSE SHOWING ROMANTIC INFLUENCE,PLAN AND ELEVATION

30a-b.G.M.BINDESB0LL:COTTAGE HOUSES,KLAMPENBORG,
1844

3 1 . C H . I . SCHOU:VIGERSLEV PLAN BETWEEN ROSKILDE LANDEVEJ
AND VESTBANEN,1914
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3 1 a . C H .I. SCHOU: VICERSLEV
PLAN,1 9 1 4 ,DETAIL

“C f u w i !
Tlouedvej

3 2 . A. ROSEN:"GERTHASMINDE"PLAN, ODENSE, 1 9 1 7 , PLAN AND VIE'vV

3 3 • A.ROSEN:" AAL0KKEGAARDS" PLAN, ODENSE,1 9 1 7

3 4 . A.ROSEN: "B'(i)GEGAARDS JORDER" PLAN,ODENSE,1917
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3 5 . C.LUNDQVIST:WINNING COMPETITION ENTRY PLAN,LYNGEN,
KJ0G E,1917
3 6 . K.GOTTLOB & A.FREDERIKSEN:2ND PRIZE,COMPETITION ENTRY
PLAN, LYNGEN, KJ0GE,1 9 1 7

3 7 . A.ROSEN: 3RD PRIZE,COMPETITION ENTRY PLAN, LYNGEN, KJ0GE,
1917.
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38a-d ."3T U D IE B Y E N " GARDEN VILLAGE,
COPENHAGEN,1 9 2 1 - 2 2 ,PLAN AND
VIEWS

II Iij •I jI 'I
M <»a»co

38a.
o c o o e 0 g r o o c

38b.H.HANSEN,ARCHITECT

3 8 0 . E.THOMSEN, ARCHITECT

3 9 . I.BENTSEN & TH.HENNINGSEN:"BAKKEHU3SNE", BELLAHfSJ,
COPENHAGEN, 1 9 2 1 - 2 3 ,PLAH

AOp-b I.BENTSEN & TH.HENNINGSEN:HOUSING SCHEME
’’STORE BAKKEHUSENE" AND "BAKKEHUSENE",
B E L L A H 0 J , COPENHAGEN,1 9 2 1 - 2 3 f VIEWS

T flT r ’r

'.rfmny |j_ gifti rrn ,
,
/

4 1 a - c . H.HANSEN: "TRAEHUSE” , VIGER3LEV ALLE,COPENHAGEN,
1 9 1 9 - 2 0 ,SITE PLAN,VIEW AND ELEVATION

4 2 . H.HANSEN: HOUSING PROJECT FOR COPENHAGEN'S
QUARTER,1926

4 3 .P .V .J .K L IN T ,C H .I.3 C H 0 U & G.GOSSEL:PLAN FOR RESIDENTIAL
AREA AROUND GRUNDTVIGKIRKEN, BI3PEBJERG, COPENHAGEN,
1 9 2 4 - 2 6 ,S IT E PLAN

4 4 a -c .P .V .J .K L IN T ,C H .I.S C H O U & G.GOSSEL:PLAN FOR HOUSES IN
BISPEBJERG,COPENHAGEN,1 9 2 4 - 2 6 ,VIEWS
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4 5 . S.PEDERSEN:FREDRIKSTAD GARDEN SUBURB,1 9 3 4 ,
PLAN

4 6 . S .PEDERSEN :J30D0 PLA N ,1921

4 7 . S.PEDERSEN: LILLEHAMMER PLAN,1 9 3 2

4 8 . H.HALS & A.JENSEN:ULLEVJtL HAVEBY,OSLO,1 9 1 7 -2 0 ,
PLAN AND VIEW

js

•,'

4 8 a-b .H .H A L S & A. JENSENsULLEVAL HAVEBY,OSLO,
1 9 1 7 - 2 0 ,PLAN AND VIEW

49 a-b .H .H A L S & A. JENSEN:LINDERN GARDEN SUBURB,OSLO
1 9 1 7 - 2 0 ,HiAN. AND VIEW
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50a.
50a-c.M .P 0U L S S 0N : LIL L E T0YEN,OSLO,1 9 1 8 ,PLAN AND VIEWS

50b.

n R n il

50c.
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Chapter 6
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1 a-e.STOCKHOLM E XH IB ITIO N OP
SWEDISH ARTS AND CRAFTS,1930
G.A3PLUND COORDINATING
ARCHITECT,VIEWS
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1 a-e.STOCKHOLM EXHIBITIO N OF SWEDISH ARTS AND
CRAFTS,1 9 3 0 ,G. A3PLUND COORDINATING ARCHITECT,
VIEWS
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$Ste?83

2a-c.APARTMENTS EXHIBITED IN
STOCKHOLM EXHIBITION OP
SWEDISH ARTS AND CRAFTS,
1 9 3 0 ,VIEWS
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3 . 3 .MARKELIUS: WINNING COMPETITION ENTRY PLAN,KRI3TINEBERG
AND FREDHALL DISTR IC TS, STOCKHOLM,1 9 2 6 -2 7
4.C.JOHANSSON:WINNING COMPETITION ENTRY PLAN,KRI3TINSBERG
AND FREDHALL D ISTR IC TS, STOCKHOLM,1 9 2 6 -2 7

50i>

5 . I. L IN D & G.SCHERMAN:COMPETITION ENTRY PLAN,
KRISTINEBERG AND FREDHALL D IS TR IC TS , STOCKHOLM,
1 9 2 6 -2 7

6 . A.LILIENBERG:KRISTINEBERG AND
FREDHALL D IS TR IC TS , STOCKHOLM,
1 9 3 0 ,PLAN AND VIEW
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7b,

7 a - b . S.MARKELIUS i LADUGARDSGARDET,STOCKHOLM,
1 9 2 8 ,PLAN AND PERSPECTIVE
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2 4 . H.HALS: ILADALEN D IS TR IC T,O S LO ,1932

2 5 . H.HALS:ETTERSTAD DISTRICT PLAN;OSLO,1932
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2 5 c -d .H . HALS-.ETTERSTAD, OSLO, 1 9 3 2 ,PERSPECTIVES
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